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Vlll FRIEDR I CH VON GENTZ 

ture as space would permit. After living closely with Gentz for several 

years I must admjt that I have found his opinions ingratiatingly reason

able, even when I could not agree with them; and 1 like him. 

T here have been three full-length biographies of Gentz, but the most 

recent, that by Guglia, was written nearly fony years ago. A wealth of 

pertinent documentary and monographic literature has since been pub

lished. Among these publications the writings of the Wittichen brothers 

and of August Fournier are o( primary importance, and every Gentz 

student must always regret that death removed these men, one by one, 

before they could bring to completion definjcive biographies. I n compara

tively recent years many scholars, by supplementing the work of Fournier 

and the Witcichens, have performed indispensable service in rounding 

out the Gentz picture. Though I have made use o£ unpublished materials 

at Vienna, Berlin, and London, 1 must still acknowledge that the present 

volume would have been impossible had it not been for the labors of 

others. 
In the search for materials and in the preparation of the manuscript I 

have met with unfailing kindness, not only from my friends but from 

people I had never seen before. I am particularly grateful to two archive 

officials, Dr. ] . K. Mayr of Vienna and D r. C. S. B. Buckland of London, 

who, as authorities on Gentz, could give me expert assistance. I wish also 

to acknowledge the generosity of Mr. Andre de Coppet of New York, 

who aJiowed me to see his extraordinary collection of books and manu

scripts, and the helpfulness of Miss Emily Driscoll, curator of the col

lection. 
To Professors Chester P. H igby and Chester V. Easum of the Univer

sity of Wisconsin, who have seen this book in its different stages, I owe 

a real debt of gratitude for constant interest and encouragement. I 

have also benefited greatly from the helpful suggestions of P rofessor 

Louis R. Gottschalk of the University of Chicago, who read the entire 

manuscript, Dr. Harold T . Parker of Duke University, who read most 

of it, and Dr. Harold C. Vedder of the University of Idaho, Southern 

Branch, and Dr. Peter A. Bertocci of Bates College, who read single 

chapters. Most of all I wish to thank my wife for her countless services. 

Bates College 
A ugust, 1941 

PAUL R. SWEET 
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THE RELUCTANT BUREAUCRAT 13 
to choose from, the king gave the nod to the Rosicrucians, a secret order 
with a leaning toward spiritualism and alchemy. The obscurantism of 
a WoeUner replaced the favored deism of the Enlighteners, and Rosi
crucian brethren ran the state, although a few Frederickian souls, like 
Hertzberg in the foreign office, managed to hang on precariously for a 
few years. 4 For more than a decade corruption in public life, licentiou~ 
ness in private life, and a consl:lntly increasing religious obscurantism 
held sway in Prussia; and Enlightenment-bred Friedrich Gentz felt the 
impact of each and successfully resisted none. H e was an impression
able and receptive young man, and he had some wild oats ready for the 
sowing. 

As a rule the Prussians of Gentz's class were not inclined to be ame
nable to the ways of the court, except in such externals as manners and 
dress.6 With regard to morality, and especially sexual morality, the edu
cated bourgeoisie had its own ideas, and it held those ideas tenaciously. 
Eventually, in the nineteenth century, not only the code of the middle 
class but its manners and dress came to be accepted, even by the aristoc
racy. Friedrich Gentz, however, had not the middle-class outlook of his 
time. The ways of the nobility exercised a powerful fascination over 
him, and he soon displayed the utmost disdain for many typically bour
geois shibboleths. 

Also contributing to the change in Gentz's way of life was the un
inspiring character of his work. An official report of the year 1786 
stated that "with additional industry and application" he mighe become 
a useful public servant. The implic:ujon here is that even at flrst, when 
he was new to the job, confldent of rapid advancement, and anxious 
above all to establish himself for what he thought was a forthcoming 
marriage, his tasks failed to arouse any wholehearted enthusiasm in 
him. Shifted from the Prussian commercial bank, the Seehandlung, to 
the provincial chamber of Brandenburg, and in 1787, upon his own re
quest, to the Brandenburg department of the General Directory, he 
encountered only work that palled on him. Stacked high on every side 
were reports dealing with taxation, with budgetary information, with 
statistics-dull stuff that day after day must be leafed through, copied, 
and recopied.8 

• George P. Gooch, Germany and the Frenc/1 Revolution (2d ed., London, 19l7), ch. r6; 
G. H. Riquetti, Comte de Mirabcau, Stern Memoirr o/the Court of Berlin (New York 
and Akron, 190 t ) . 

1 Bruford, Germany in the Eiglttuntlt Century, 269. 
1 Paul Bailleu, "Zur Verabschiedung des Kriegsrats Gentz, r8o:," an Femchnft :m 

Gustav Sdtmollers 70. Geburutag (Leipzig, 1908), 237, 238. 
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In this characteristic passage, Gentz reveals himself, just as he was 
to reveal himself his life long. Though he thought always that he knew 
what he wanted, he was in reality divided against himself. Until 1786 
there bad been no conflict. Through the spectacles borrowed from his 
father and polished by Professor Kant, he had looked out upon his good 
bourgeois world, and everything had seemed to focus wonderfully. Then 
one fine day he caught sight of a world that seemed beyond good and 
evil, tbe glittering world of the eighteenth-century aristocracy. Torn 
betwixt the two, Gentz epitomized the conflict between the burgher and 
aristocratic points of view. Keenly responsive to every intellectual stimu
lus, eclectic by nature, he mirrored in his own personality, and mirrored 
with rare completeness, the basic social conflict of his age. When later 
he glorified rational equilibrium, the golden mean, he was but signal
izing his own inability to integrate himself. 

Late in 1789, however, Gentz felt able to choose. He determined to 
be a virtuous burgher, a dutiful bureaucrat. To this cod he riveted his 
attention on elevating subjects. Realizing his dependence upon the 
proper associates, realizing the necessity, to use his own words, of hav
ing "before my eyes a model who will often and vividly remind me that 
the venerable and excellent principles of morality can not only be coolly 
admired but also carried out," he cultivated a correspondence with 
Christian Garve, the family friend of Breslau; he sought out stimulat
ing and wholesome companions in Berlin; and he occupied himself as
siduously with the larger political questions and with intellectual inter
ests generally. 

Christian Garve was more than twenty years older than Gentz, but 
the two men had much to draw them together. As a Konigsberg stu
dent, Gentz had been more attracted by the utilitarian spirit of Garve's 
writings than by the speculative genius of Kant. Garve was neither 
original nor profound, but he wrote clear prose and kept his writing 
within the sphere of the obviously practical. In Carve Gentz could see 
a mature development of the very intellectual qualities that he fervidly 
desired. 0 

It would be a mistake to infer, however, that in 1789 Gentz's affec
tion for K antian ways of thinking had been entirely alienated by the 
attraction of C arve's realistic and matter-of-fact approach. On the con
trary, he had not yet overcome the academic-speculative propensities that 

'Ibid., 144. Gentz's letters to Glrve are interesting documents in themselves. but they 1 

are of especial importance in that they provide the only reasonably full record of his atti· 
tude toward the first phase of the French Revolution. 
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the university bad nurrured. He was still aufgek.lart rather than Fred

erickian in spirit. ' 0 Precisely the opposite was true of Garve: his writings 

contain, in fact, the best justification of Frederickian despotism that his 

generation had to offer. The distinction between Gentz and Gnrve at 

this period is roughly the distinction that Gierke was marking in gen

eral when he spoke of the fact that "the natural law theory of the State 

came to be radically divided into the two sharply contrasted schools of 

'Popular Sovereignty' and 'The Sovereignty of the Ruler.'" After the 

fashion of Hobbes, Garve had maintained that by the original contract 

the ruler was the recipient, by transfer and in perpetuity, of the natural 

rights of the people.u Gentz in all humility took issue with this posi

tion. Without actually using the words "sovereignty of the people" he 

indicated clearly that he meant just that. It was misleading, he felt, to 

speak of citizens as a ruler's subjects; they are, he declared, accually his 

constituents; they are the ruler's master, and the judge of the ruler's ac

tions is the "voice of the people." 12 

After such an opinion on the theoretical side, it is not surprising to 

find words like the foUowing, when Gentz finally, on March 5, 1790, 
spoke nf the events in F rance: "The spirit of the age," he confessed, 

"stirs strongly and vigorously in me; it is high time for mankind to 

awaken from its long sleep. I am young, and the universal striving after 

freedom, which breaks forth on all sides, inspires in me sympathy and 

warmth." 11 As late as December 5, 1790, the Revolution for him was 

still die gute Sache, the good cause. "I should consi"der the collapse of 

this revolution one of the greatest misfortunes that the human race 

ever met with," he declared. " It is the firSL practical triumph of philoso

phy, the first example of a constitution based on definite principles and 

embodying a consistent system of ideas; it is our hope and comfort in 

the £ace of the multitude of hoary evils under which mankind sighs. 

If it should fail, the evils would be ten times more incurable." •• 

While Gentz was thus aglow with enthusiasm for the Revolution 

10 In October, 1789, for instance, he wrote a letter dealing extensively with abstract 

political questions, but without once mentioning the evenu taking place in France. Henriette 

Herz., on the other hand, declared that ihe saw Centz. a great deal at this rime and that be 

talked corutantly of the Revolution. Bricfe von untl an Gent:, 1 :146-153; J. Furst, cd., 

Henriette Her: : lltr Leben anti lltrt Erinncrunten (Berlin, 1850), 138-139· A more 

definite statement would be possible were it not for the fact that only two of his letters 

from the year 1789 have been preserved. 
u 0. F. von Gierke, Natural LAw and tlte Theory of Society, 1 soo-t8oo, transla ted by 

Ernest Barker, t :143 (Cambridge, 1934); Reinhold Aris, Hirtory of Politital Thoutht in 

Germany from 1789 IO t815 (London, 1936), •55· 
u Brit/t uon ttntl an Gtnt:, J: 151. 
lJ Ibid., I 58-t 59· u Ibid., I 78, 179· 
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This enthusiasm for Anc11lon was shortly thereafter replaced by 

an equal enthusiasm for Humboldt. Humboldt appears to have had 

a fleeting impression of Gentz as early as 1788, and it was not a 

favorable one: "Gentz is a windbag who pays counto every woman." 18 

Closer acquaintance, however, modified this opinion considerably. 

In 1791 H umboldt, one of the striking figures of his generation, was 

already, at twenty-two, completing one of his phenomenally brilliant 

terms of government employment. An aristocrat in the best sense of the 

word, he possessed a mind, a fund of information, and a passion for 

knowledge which marked him as a man apart; Gentz was first drawn 

to him because of his "remarkable bead." H e was younger than Gentz, 

but Gentz was elated beyond words when Humboldt finally dropped 

his cold hauteur and treated him as an intellectual equal. For all his in

tellectuality, however, one suspects Humboldt of posing. H ad he been 

an American, the disinterested quality of his intellect and scholarship 

would have made him a great chief justice, but he was not content to be 

a man of intellect :1nd scholarship. H e must play the exquisite, assume 

the attitude artistic. "Gentz has ... little aesthetic sense," he commented 

superciliously; but one wonders whether he himself had much aesthetic 

sense, in spite of his letters to Schiller :1nd to Goethe. For politics he 

professed a certain disdain, remarking loftily that the truly great, the in

tellectually and morally perfected man, exerted greater influence than 

other people by virtue of his mere existence. From the sheltered snugness 

of his propertied securiry he asked the world to leave him and ::~11 men 

of intellect and genius alone. The social problem, as he conceived it, was 

primarily the problem of the superior individual in his relation to the 

mass: that society was best which combined order with a maximum of 

&eedom for the unfolding of genius and for the blossoming of a few 

well-rounded personalities. This conception of Kultur, so different from 

the ideals of the Western democracies, has characterized German thought. 

H enriette H erz, who knew Humboldt well, declined to take all this 

quite at its face value: Humboldt was cold toward everything bur him

self, she said; conceit and the desire for honor and glory were the domi

nant traits of his character. 18 

,. Bri~J~ von Chami110, Cndunau, Ha11rwu:, IV. von Humboldt, Prince l.Auir F~rtli

nand, Rah~l. Riic/c.~n. L. Tiul(, 11. a., a111 dem Naehlau Varnhaten's von Enu, edited by 

Ludmilla Assing (2 vols., Leipzig, 1867), 2:rr6. Sec also Anna von Sydow, cd., Wilhelm 

und Carotin~ von 1/umboldt in rhren Brie/en (7 vols., Berlin, 1906-16), 1:354, 391, 

qrB-420. 
10 Coach, c~rmany and th~ French R~volmion, 105; Sydow, IVi/hdm untl Carotin~ 

von Humboldt, t :344; E. R. Curriu1, The Citr~li:auon of Franu (New York, 1932) , 13-14; 
H. Landsberg, cd., Henrim~ Her:: Jhr Leben tmd ihre Zeit (Wcim~r, 1913), 59· W. Stolze 
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Burke's R~flutions opened up new intellectual horizons to many 
people of his generation. Gentz saw the originality o£ Burke's ideas, but 
he used them for propagandist purposes without being convinced of their 
validity. To others, such as the German romantic philosopher Novalis, 
Burke's R~fl~ctions came as an inspiring revelation: it was truly a "rev
olutionary book against the R evolution," Novalis wrote.~ 

Burke maiotajned that the stupendous £ruth of eighteenth-century 
men in their own reasoning powers implied an individualism so extreme 
as to verge on anarchy and social chaos. To undermine this fruth in 
individual reason, Burke insisted that history itself was the m:~nifesta
tion of a higher collective reason. H e emphasized that what had been 
regarded as irrational in history and tradition was actually awe-inspiring 
and worthy of veneration by mona! mao. 

If it were really true that Gentz's "political theories at about the be
ginning of 1793 were those of Burke" and that they subsequently 
developed but little,8 it would appear that Gentz, child of the Enlight
enment, had effected an intellectual somersault. Actually the amount of 
change registered in his views by 1793 represented something consider
ably less. 

Gentz had translated Burke's volume not because it was a revolu
tionary book in the history o( political thought, but because it was a 
magnificently eloquent tirade against the course of events in France. 
The most profound change that had taken place in Gentz's views in
volved, therefore, his attitude toward events in France and not toward 
Burke's "fundamental principles," which he had renounced upon first 
reading the R~flutions. 

It had been well enough to talk about "striving after freedom," and 
"the practical triumph of philosophy" over "the hoary evils under which 
mankind sighs," when these phrases were on every man's tongue and 
when as pretty ideas they were not chalJenging reality. Once the actual 
purport of these ideas was full y manifest, however, Gentz, like any good 
bureaucrat with social ambitions, scuttled for shelter to the security of 
a well-defined and stable social order. 

This rud not mean that Gentz was now ready to disavow natural 
rights and freedom and all those beautiful eighteenth<emury cliches 
which, not so long before, he had defended. He had espoused narural 
rights in 179r on logical grounds; as an academic exercise he could con-

' Schnjun, edited by}. Minor, 2:136 (Jena, 1907). 
1 Reiff, Gem::, 39· It is evident (rom Reiff's subsequent pages that he docs oot mean 

just what his quoted words say. 
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scientiously do so again. But be was no longer concerned with logic and 
academic exercises· he was concerned with realities. It was not Burke 

I K •. 
who had convened him: Carve, rather, had triumphed over ant; an 
other words, the immediate and practical in Gentz had triumphed over 
the universal and rational. A systematic thinker would have been 
troubled by the sort of intellectual impasse inco which he had thus 
worked himself. Not Gentz, however. The logical dilemma of the 

"either-or" did not disturb him. 
The greatness of Burke lay in the fact that he faced squ.arely the 

challenge of the either-or. True, his book lacked tha.t sym~etn~al order 
which characterized most of the products of Gentz s prectse mtnd. Yet 
if Burke's book was not only "muscular and rhetorical" but also rhap
sodic it was stiJI "a rhapsody from which a complete system can be 
devel~ped." Gentz, on the other hand, for all his love of ~rder. ~nd 
symmetry, did not even point the way to a thoroughly systemauc pohucal 

philosophy. . . 
The gap between political ideals and actualized . law, wht~h G~ntz 

could not close, did not baffle Burke. True, Burke dtd not qutte bndgc 
the gap, but he showed how it could be done: implicit in his writings 
was the idea that, through the actual, man might see the gradual un
folding o£ the ideal. Or to put it a trifle differently: in the actual, the 
traditional, the historical, man can find rational ideals revealed. Burke 
scoffed at the ellrontery of theorists, sophists, and "oeconomists" who 
thought they could create rational ideals in their own minds. "It h~s 
been the uniform policy of our constitution," he declared in one of hts 
most luminous passages, "to claim and assert our Liberties as English
men as an entailed inheritance derived to us from our forefathers, and 
to be transmitted to our posterity; as an estate especially belonging to 
the people of this kingdom, without any reference whatever to any 
more general or prior right .... This policy appears to me to be ~he 
result of profound reflection, or rather the happy effect of followtng 

nature, which is wisdom without reflection, and above it." 
0 

Gentz a man of action-some would say reaction-was not deeply 
affected by this kind of thinking, which engendered ~~ auitud.e of 
cloistered quietism, a preoccupation with the endless relauvny of thtngs. 

• It is interesung to note that in the very year in which his Burke tro~nslation appco~red, 
Gentz openly took the field against Kant in an ani.cle e~titled "Nach~rag zu dcm. ~?son~c
ment des llerrn Professor Kant iibcr das Verhaltms zw1schen Theone und Prax1s, whiCh 
was published in the Btrlinisclu M?~al!tchri/t. ~e .walter Rascmann!. D•e ra/lonalen un~ 
rrad1tiondlen Elemenu"' der Publlzltlll( des Fr~edneh von Gentz (Dusscldor£, 1935), 65, 
Schmidt-Wcissenfels, Gentz, ~:70-71; Br~'cfe von und an Gentz, ~:44. 

1 The 1Vorl(1 of Edmund Burl(e, 1:469 ( 'cw York, 1837). 
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For implicit in Burke is the idea that since the actual varies in time and 
place, the ideal reveals itself under different forms in different places. 
Burke never got quite that fa r,' but a notable school, which developed 
in the next generation, did. Marching under a banner bearing the 
"opalescent" word Historismus, this school devoted itself to the cult of 
objectivity with admirable disinterestedness.7 It observed in history the 
various manifesmtions of wisdom unfolding "without reflection and 
above it." The highly regarded, but man-made, natural rights of the E n
lightenment seemed fa r less impressive when compared with these new 
visions, which appeared in the garb of commonplace facts. The heirs of 
the Enlightenment were left in confusion. 

Although he, too, was an heir o£ the Enlightenment, Gentz did not 
go to Burke's writings in search of their logical implications. Gentz 
found in Burke an emphasis on history, on tradition, which could be 
effectively used to counteract the radical tendencies of the Revolution. 
Gentz sought a practicable compromise, a common-sense balance, the 
kind which earlier in the eighteenth century had appealed to moderate 
men, to Locke, to Montesquieu. Recognizing the need for both rational j 
_Qrogress and conservation of the heritage of the past, Gentz b~d 
that the practical tact of wise statesmanship could bring about a satis
factory compromise. This was the message he wanted to impress upon 
the German people in 1793. 8 

The high resolve that had characterized Gentz's utterances in the lat
ter part of 1789 had borne results. H e had cul tivated austere men and 
bad devo~ed himself to productive literary activity upon austere subjects. 
But he htmsel£ had not become austere. For the triumph of Carve over 
Kant did not affect merely Gentz's intellectuaJ processes; it was re
Sected in hi~ subsequent conduct as a mature and unabashed worldling. 
Freq.uently tn the future he was to make cynically devastating comments 
on hts own conduct, but never again were torments of the flesh to wring 

• See E'~edr~ch M~~~ccke, "~ic englr~ehe Pncrom~ntik des 1 8. Jahrhundens ah Vor
stuf; des Hutonsmus, 10 the Hl/loruche Zelltchrift, 15~ ( 1935). 

C:harles .A. ~e:ud an~ Alfred Vagts, "Currents of Thought in Hinoriography," in the 
A'!ur1can Hutont:al Revtew, 4~ (1937):461. Sec also V. G. Simkhovitch "Approaches to 
Hu~ory," No. Ill, in the Poliural Science Quarurly, 47 ( 1932):415, 4 16.' 

The old fallacy o£ Genu, the Burke disciple, pcrsi~ts even in the most recent literature 
such as Anz's Rtaction and Rtt•olmion, 64, 66. On the o1her hand, Gooch, in his Ct'rman; 
and ~he French Revolm•on, 97, goes too far in discounting the extent to which Gentz used 
Burk1an argumen!S· This is due partly !O the fact that Professor Gooclt, in his analysis of the 
essays by Gentz, 1gnores the essay enmlcd "Versuch ciner Widcrlegung der Apologic des 
Herro Mackin~~h," i~ which .. the inAucnce ?f Burke is most apparent. Sec particularly 
Betracht!"'lf~n uber d~e /ran:oruch~ Revoltttton nach d~m Englischen da Hcrrn Burke 
vom Fnedrtch Cmt: (Berlin, 1793), pt. l, pp. 115-126, ~57· 
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from him expressions o£ deep spiritual anguish, such as appear in his 
earlier leuers, or of the old moral purpose. In his intellectual develop
ment he had thus fa r evaded consistently the challenge of the either-or, 
and in his private life he exhibited the same tendency to avoid the 
choices that required character and self-discipline. The somewhat u~
savory story of Gentz's domestic and social life may be approached m 
a roundabout way with the introduction of a man named Karl Gustav 

von Brinckmann. 
The adulati ng hangers-on of the literary world exist in every epoch, 

and James Boswell has even lent to the species a certain grandeur. 
Gentz's generation had its share of these gentry, and posterity owes a 
good deal of its information about the period to the Varnhage~s and 
Bottigers who stalked famous friends and encouraged them to wnte let
ters, which were then carefully preserved for the edification of subsequent 
generations. Brinckmann was a man of this kid~e~. A Swe~e of Ger
man extraction, he had been educated by the d1sc1ples of Zmzendorf 
and by the savants of H alle. D eeply religious, he became an intimate 
friend of Schleiermacher, but gave up the idea of an ecclesiastical career 
to study for the diplomatic service. H e devoted himself chiefly, how:~er, 
to literary pursuits and interests. Brinckmann was capable of sens1tJve 
appreciation of other people's work, and he turned out technically im
peccable verses of his own, but he lacked the creative spark. Connected 
off and on through the nineties with the Swedish embassy in Berlin, he 
made a serviceable if undistinguished diplomat. Charming, disinter
ested, witty, he was the dilettante in every aspect of life, even in lo~:
cultivating affairs only that he might indulge in the luxury of wrmng 
love letters, as the passionate Prince Louis Ferdinand disdainfully re

marked. • 
Brinckmann appeared in Berlin in 17C)O, about the time that Gentz 

was writing his anti-Moeser article. H e glided upon the scene with his 
sociable and harmless ways, became acquainted with all the bright young 
people immediately, and encouraged various small and .self-center:d 
groups to mix more intimately with one another. The Jew1sh colony m 
Berli n was just beginning to attain a certain precarious respectability; 
Moses Mendelssohn had already showed what the German Jew could 
contribute to the nation's culture, and young Jewish women with brains 
and wealth were casting avid glances toward a world where life was 
freer and more enticing. They gave a particularly cord ial reception to 
such interesting men as were seeking some mental stimulation amidst 

• Bri4e von ttnd an Gent~, :1:1- 16. 
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Berlin's intellectual barrenness. Brinckmann, like Varnhagen later on, 
was at once made to feel at home by the town's fudcntum, and both 
Brinckmann and Varnhagen remained loyal to the group after their 
own social horizons had broadened. It was Brinckmann who had broken 
down H umboldt's prejudice against Gentz and had drawn the two 
young men together, but Brinckmann might not have known either 
Gentz or H umboldt had they not aU frequented the home of Marcus 
H erz, the Jewish docmr in the New Friedrichstrasse, whose wife H en
riette was Berlin's nearest equivalent to the Parisian salon hostess. 
Intermittendy after •790 Gentz's relations with Jewish circles were 

fairly close.10 

Gentz's social connections were, for that matter, being extended in 
all d irections. H e gained entrance to aristocratic houses, where his gifted 
tongue acquired for him a certain modicum of favor. At the same time 
he retained close ties with the bourgeois-H uguenot section of the popu
lation from w hich he himself had sprung. It was to this class that he 
turned now to take unto himself a wife. 

Whatever may have been the considerations that again turned 
Gentz's thoughts toward matrimony, one may be sure that all-consuming 
passion was not one of them . I n the second half of 1791 he had com
posed a letter to his old Aame Elisabeth Graun, who for several years 
had lived apart from her husband; the letter was obviously intended to 
clear the ground for a proposal of marriage. For some reason the letter 
was not sent until two years later, and then with a covering note of 
explanation, for by that time Gentz was a married man. 

The maiden name of the wife whom he chose was Minna Gilly. 
The Gentz and Gilly families knew each other well Both had H ugue
not connections. There was another common point of interest which 
drew the two families together: Gentz's brother H einrich was an archi
tect, and Minna's father and her brother Friedrich were the outstanding 
architects in the Prussia of that day. Founder of the Bauakademie, the 
elder Gilly exemplified in his work the tendency toward a more func
tional architecture; the classic simplicity o( the country seat he erected 
for Frederick William III at Paretz contrasts markedly with the petit 
elegance of F rederick the Great's Sans Souci. At the same ti me he 

10 So intimate was Gentz with Berlin·s Jewry that Benj~min Disraeli even included him 
among the notable Jews of modern times, and contemporary Cerm~o genealogical research 
may be able to substantiate the assertion. I h~ve seen no reliable evidence, however, 
to indicate that Gentz had Jewish blood. and certainly at one time and another he was re
sponsible for a good many definitely anti -Semitic sutemenu. Sec Disraeli, Lord G~or1~ 
&ntinck.: A Political Bio1raphy (London, 1905), 3:15. 



4. Footholds to Success 

ALTHOUGH for a decade after 1792 Gentz's private alfairs became 

more and more muddled, the conditions of his official employment 

improved greatly. The improvement derived direclly from his trans~ 

lation of Burke's R~flutions. Gentz knew very well that eighteenth

century writers lived not "on their works, but on their dedications," 

and he inscribed his book to the man who could do him the most good 

-Frederick William II. To avoid the risk that royal eyes might never 

fall upon his offering, he wrote direct to the king a letter composed in 

his best begging style. After expressing gratitude for the good fortune 

of living under his "wise and mild scepter," Gentz declared that his 

steadfast intention o( opposing French sophistry had led him to trans~ 

late the "strongest refutation of the Revolutionary ideas which had 

appeared in any language," and that in an appended volume he h im~ 

self "sought to develop on political and philosophical grounds a complete 

theory of the anti-Revolutionary system." At the close came discreet 

mention of the eight years during which he had labored with "burning 

zeal" for Prussia and of the three hundred thaler with which Prussia 

had so far seen fit to reward him annually. 1 

The letter to the king was written on December 23, 1792, and the 

next month Gentz received the long<oveted title o( Kri~gsrat. In the 

following June he was transferred to the South Prussiao department of 

the General Directory. This was a new departmenL, made necessary by 

the second partition of Poland and put under the direction of Voss, 

Gentz's despised chief. Shortly thereafter, fortunately, South Prussia 

was assigned to Coum H oym, the Silesian minister. Gentz was given a 

position of some responsibility, his salary was increased to eight hundred 

1 Georg Brand~s. Mom C11rr~nts in Ninnunth C~tllllry Litualtlr~, 6:6o (N~w York, 

1906); G~ntz to King Fr~erick Wilham II, Dcc~mbcr 23, 1792, in the Brituh Museum, 

Add. 39779, f. 17. In writ•ng lO Carve on Apnl 19, 1791, G~nt~ stat~d that his salary 

("fixes Geholt") amount~ lO four hundred lhaler and that he now earned mor~ than fiv~ 

hundr~d thal~r a year. Briefe von 11nd all Gent::, 1:196. 
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he belonged "more to the old than to the new school, more and more 
to the side ... against which had conspired the tremendous mass of 
all the superficial, restless, innovation-seeking men, many of the most 
intelligent men, the majority of writers in all languages, the spirit of 
the time, luck, all the stupidity and mistakes of governments, and fabu
lous military victories." Gentz never recaptured enthusiasm for his 
history; it was not completed, and no part of it was ever published, al
though five large closely written volumes ready for the press were found 
among his papers after his death. 8 

The labors that had gone into this abortive historical work were not / 
wasted. By 1798 Gentz was one of the best-informed men in the world 

011 the French Revolution, and his thoroughgoing studies built a sound 
foundation for the unsystematic though important wri tings, with the 
Revolution as their basic theme, which he subsequently produced . Fur
thermore, the first great German work on the Revolution, that of Hein
rich von Sybel, adopted so completely the Gemzian viewpoint that one 
can almost declare that the book which Gentz never got around to write 
was finally produced by von Sybel.7 

Gentz's literary activity in the years between the appearance of his 
translation of the Reflections and 1797 had a defini te pu rpose. H e hoped 
to influence men of cultivated understanding. The number of such men 
in any age is necessarily small; the experience of the nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries has shown that when all men can read, most of 
them still prefer to read trash. Probably most literate Junkers and 
burghers of Gentz's day also read trash, when Lhey read at all; but 
Gentz did not concern himself with such people. H e wrote for a few 
thousand of the intellectually elite, for a few thousand men who had 
learned to develop attitudes through a certain amount of ratiocination . 
Consequently, his writings appealed to the reason; they were logically 
rounded arguments that presented facts and developed conclusions in 
sentences of nice precision. Knowing that the conservative position 
which he represented was antipathetic to the majority of his Enlighten
ment-bred readers, he took care to give a tone of persuasive moderation 
to most of what he wrote. 

These writings of the period before 17~ indicate that Gentz was 
preoccupied chieAy with problems of domestic policy- not so much 

" Ibid., 128, 220, 222-224 and nore, 226-227, 229, 245-246 and note, 3 14-3 17; 
Bratranc:k, Go~rlr~'t Bri~Jwuhul, 24-25. 

'A. Luebbe, Fridn"ch von G~ntz rmd H~inrich von Syb~l: Ein B~itrog ttttr Guchichte 
dcr ne11um Hittoriograpllie (Gouingen, 1913); George P. Gooch, History and Historians 
i11 the Nineteenth Cemury (London, 19 tJ), 14o-r4J. 
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tion with the existing structure of society and in their respect for order, 

remained essentiaiJy conservali ve.• 

As 1797 drew toward its close, Gentz's attention was drawn away 
from France and England and concentrated on events near at home. In 
November it had become apparent that dropsy was bringing Frederick 
William II to his end, and official Berlin buzzed with excitement at the 
prospect of a new king, of new men in high places, and of new policies. 
The crown prince was a taciturn young mao who possessed all the 
second-rate virtues. H e was industrious, economical, and straight-laced; 
he loved the army because of the uniforms and hated war because of 
the action. H e disapproved heartily of his lecherous old father, and the 
ties that bound him to the nobility were of the slenderest. Perhaps partly 
because of all these limitations in the heir apparent, the bureaucrats 
brought up in the Frederickian tradition viewed the oncoming reign 
with unfeigned joy. Then, too, the crown prince was known to realize 
vaguely that the internal administration of Prussia was not all that it 
might be and that reform along "liberal" lines was desirable. The bu
reaucrats believed that this favorable attitude, combined with his aver

sion for the nobility, would make him their natural ally. 
In the Kabin~tt the bureaucrats had already an agency through 

which, by adroit maneuvering, their influence could be made the domi
nant power in the monarchy; for the Prussian Kabinett, which con

sisted of the king's immediate advisers, was open to the middle-class 
civil servants, and as an organization existed quite apart from the re

sponsible ministries. The most active of the bureaucratic party was 
Anastasi us Ludwig Mencken, Bismarck's maternal g randfather, an able 

and honest man. H e had already presented to the crown prince a 
memoir in which he recommended that the Kabin~tt councilors should 

give advice unasked and that they should in fact be placed over the 
noble ministers. Such a change would give the bureaucracy governmen

tal supremacy over the nobility. The crown prince accorded the memoir 
a favorable reception, :10d the hopes of the Mencken party ran high. 

It bas been noted that in 1795 Gentz still took a theoretical position 

on domestic affai rs which would warrant classifying him as a temper
ate constitutionalist. H e had at that time definitely committed himself, 

8 1t appears to me that Rasemann, in his Pt~blizisrik du Gwu:, 38-42, has been misled 
by Gentz's confusing usc of the term Sraatsbcamun (state officials) , and has accordingly 
gh•cn a false interpretacion of Gcnt:~:'s position. &e Gentz, "Darstellung und Vergleicbung 
ciniger politischen Conscitutions·Systeme d1e von dem Grund5alU dcr The1lung der Macht 
ausgeben," in the Neue Deuuchc Monalllchri/t, 3 ( 1795):1:1J-1:17. 
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glad to hear said. The king's love of peace was played up to in a preuy 
admonition to neutrality. (Gentz did nor really believe in neutrality.) 
The king was known to favor considerable freedom of the press, and 
Gentz urged more freedom of the press. (Gentz had not yet thought 
his way into the clear on this important subject and lived to regret these 
particuJar paragraphs more than any he ever wrote in his life.) Only 
when he came to the relation of government to business, in which he 
advocated the abolition of artificial restrictions on commercial activity 
and especially the abolition of certain monopolies, did Gentz, the Life
long disciple of Adam Smith, speak with real conviction.10 

A week after its appearance the letter was brought to the king's at
tention by the queen. Though preoccupied with routine matters, the 
king glanced at the phrases urging neutrality, and so struck was he by 
rhe words that he read the letter rJuough and praised it heartily several 
times, once in the presence of the entire court of Prince Ferdinand of 
Prussia. Gentz soon heard of this favorable reception and hastened to 
come forth openly as the author. For several days he basked in the lime
light that he loved so well. To Bottiger in Weimar he wrote: "This 
smaJI and unworthy production has made a sensation among all classes, 
and has brought me actually one of the pleasantest experiences of my 
life." 11 The German press gave the memorial wide and on the whole 
favorable publicity, though some thought it a great piece of effrontery 
for so young a man to pontificate. The immortal Goethe scoffed pri
vately that Gentz had ranged himself with those democrats "who daily 
stick their bare bottoms out the window." 1 ~ 

For the time being, however, everything seemed to be working out 
well- exactly, in fact, as Gentz had hoped. Not only had his open letter 
brought his name strikingly to the attention of the king, but on the 
third day of the new reign Mencken was given "the direction of all 
civil affairs," a post which he accepted, to quote Gentz, "only on terms 
which reAect everlasting honor upon him and the king."·~ A commis
sion was also set up to abolish the most objectionable of the monopolies 
Gentz had attacked in his open letter- the tobacco monopoly- and 
he had the satisfaction of serving on the commission. He was charged 
with drafting the Qrotocal. "Seldom have I had a more tiring job, but 
seldom a more enjoyable one," he gloated; "I knew that the eyes of the 
entire country were fixed on us and that the result was being awaited 

'
0 Scblcsicr, Schrift~n 11011 G~tz, 2:1:1-32. 

u Bri~J~ 11011 und an G~ntz, 1 :236 . 
.. Tscbirch, Guchichte du ao~ntlichen Mcinung. I :283-284 and note. 
'* Bri~J~ 11011 und an G~ntz, 1 :235. 
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with impatience. Last Sunday, in the quiet of my office and with a 
heart really moved, I wrote the patent of declaration, which I was so 
sure beforehand would throw several millions of men into deljghted 
ec,suuy." u Whether or not the millions of men found themselves in a 
condition of delighted ecstasy, it is certain that Gentz himself was in 
such a state, not merely because of the wbacco commission but because 
of the way the internal affairs of the monarchy generally were being 

managed. 
By February 1, 1798-that is, witrun a li ttle over a month-disillu

sionment had replaced ecstasy, and Gentz was re-echoing bitterly the 
words which the new American ambassador had written to his father 
six weeks before. John Quincy Adams had reported that the internal 
changes might be great but that they would not take place immediately 
nor perhaps very soon . a Gentz himself acknowledged that changes 
must be made slowly and after mature reflection. 

The Mencken program, in fact, was being neatly sabotaged, and 
Gentz was getting an inside view of how governments of men reveal 
the cros.s-purposes of men. On the commission for South Prussian re
organization, for example, where he was bringing the protocol to a 
sorry close, he could see his good friend Mencken in full cry after his 
good friend H oym, while simultaneously a group, whom Gentz re
ferred to as the "military cabal," engaged in annoying sapping operations 
on their own initiative. General von Ruechel, Colonel von Zastrow, 
and Lieutenant General von Schulenburg appear to have been leaders 
of this military clique, who, said Gentz, "are striving tirelessly for 
the scepter and are able to attain their objective." 10 Altogether the 
more he saw of the government the less attractive it appeared to him. 
To Bouiger he delivered himself of an explanation which is sufficiently 
interesting and revealing to warrant full quotation: 

"Men whose applause is infinitely precious w me, and whose judg
ment I respect, have expressed now and then the desire to see me 
participate in the business of the Kabin~tt. Here also this has been 
spoken of now and then. I want w tell you seriously what I think of 
the matter. At the outset of the reign it was in my power to have myself 
proposed by M. [ Mencken] as his assistant, and more than one (pos
sibly sad) opportunity will conceivably come up fin the future] when 
I could effect this without any difficulty or intrigue. Since M. now 

"Ibid., ~33· 
,. IVmingr of fohn Quincy Adams, edited by Worthington C. Ford, ~::l33 {New York, 

191)). 
"Brit/e t•on ttnd on Gent::, 1 ::l4~-243• ~52. 
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directs all internal administration [ Zivilgucha~fu ], since he is now 
extremely sunken and will cenainly be torn from us all too soon, you 
will readily see how much enticement such a career offers to an active, 
ambitious, and self<onndem man. Furthermore I should deceive you if 
1 did not acknowledge that there have been many moments when I 
felt passionately the attraction which hovers about that prospect, and 
that there have been other moments when I have been fiJled with en
thusiasm for the idea that it was my duty to avail myself of such a posi
tion. But reason, cold-blooded reflection, incorruptible knowledge of 
self, all-powerful fear of selling my freedom for mistaken enjoyment 
and of exchanging my true mission for a specious one- these won out 
over ambition for place, and with God's help will always win out. I am 
not equal to this difficult post: I may have as much knowledge as M., 
and perhaps more talent than he, but in me there is lacking the im
perturbable, everlasting, divine serenity of his character; in me there is 
lacking his heroism, his steadfastness, his indifference toward all inimi
cal undertakings, and his an in hiding his tremendous strength and 
firmness behind an exterior that is gentle, gay, and sweetly deceiving. I 
am not made for banging away at cabals endlessly, I have a fear of the 
rlliJitary which is not to be subdued, and if the king should put his entire 
trust in me today, I should certainly go to pieces in less than half a 
year." 11 

The events of 1798 strengthened Gentz in his determination to re
nounce political ambition. A commission was set up to examine thor
oughly Prussia's financial system. Once more Gentz drafted the.. protocol 

and he presided when the chairman was absent. For two years the ses
sions dragged on with meager results. In the meantime Mencken and 
H oym played out the final act of their dog-eat-dog performance: Men
cken saw to it that South Prussia was taken away from Hoym and 
given to Voss. With South Prussia Voss got a most unwiJ!ing Gentz. 
Illness, as was expected, removed Mencken from Kabin~tt activity, and 
Beyme stepped into the position upon which Gentz's eye not so long 
before had been fixed. The Kabinett proceeded in fact to assume the 
dominant position foreseen by Mencken in 1797: it held the mastery 
over the men who ostensibly were ministers. The government thus fell 
into the hands of clever but brinle middle<lass officials and stodgy 
martinets. 

The development of Napoleonic imperialism made Gentz increas
ingly resentful of the passive foreign policy that he himself had urged 

u Ibid., 243-244· 
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friendly terms with England, the Franco-Russian combination could 
not be resisted; reluctantly he permitted himself to be steered into 
Paul's anti-English armed neutrality, and reluctantly he allowed him
self to be pushed into the occupation of Hanover. He had sought 
persistently during the summer o£ 18oo to mediate between France and 
Austria, only to see the negotiations break down and hostilities resumed. 
As the year drew to its close the Austrians received the coup d~ grdu 
at Hohenlinden, and soon afterward they signed the Treaty of Lune

ville.18 
The anti-English oriem:uion of Prussian policy after the middle of 

18oo was not reflected in the pages of the Hirtorisch~s Journal. On the 

contrary, Gentz had veered away from his conciliatory attitude toward 
the Consulate, and his Journal became, if anything, more Anglophile 
than ever. England was compared to a "dependable squire," France to 
"a daring gambler" risking everything on the chances o£ world domin
ion.20 The English financial situation was once again analyzed and the 

fundamental stability o( the country reaffirmed, whereas France was 
pictured as a nation ruined economically but kept going by the irra
tional stimulation of its military successes. 21 In short, the Historisches 
Journal for 18oo took the tone of an Engljsh propaganda sheet. Nothing 
betrayed its Prussian origin except its language, its author, and its place 

of publication. 
As their own policy became, outwardly at least, more and more pro

French and anti-English, the Prussian rrunisters grew very cool toward 
the Journal, which they were subsidizing. Count Schulenburg alone 
remained friendly and approved a grant for the coming year. The king, 
however, turned his face away and vetoed the appropriation; he would 
agree only to the proposal that Gemz be relieved of routine duties for 

another twelve months.22 

The withdrawal of financial support hit Gentz in his most vulner
able spot, his pocketbook. Bankrupt in 1797, he had replaced the disorder 
in his affairs merely with more disorder. Froelich, who in 18oo sup
planted Vieweg as the publisher of the Historisch~s Tournai and to 
whom Gentz was under contract for the delivery of other works as well, 

"Prussian diplomacy in this period is admirably treated in Guy Stanton Ford's Hanovn
and Pruma, t79J-r80] (New York, 1903), 191-:u6. 

10 Historuchu Journal, 3 ( 1 Soo) :496. 
11 See Karmin, "Lcttres de Gentz ~ D'lvcrnois," in the R~vu~ llistoriqu~ de Ia Revolmion 

/rani.'rise et de I'Em_pirc, 4:18- 19. . 
Gentz to Frochch, October ( l) 23, r8oo, G.S.A., Bcrlm, Rep. 94, IV, N.b.2, Fol. 49; 

Th~ Manuscripts off. B. Forrunt~, Esq., Pr~urvcd a/ Dropmorc, edited by W. FitzPatrick 
(to vols., Hmorical Manuscnpts Commission, London, r892- 1927}, 6:378--380. 
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was constantly called upon to make advances. With unvarying gener
osity he produced the money, and Gentz signed notes. When they fell 
due he pleaded for their renewal, demonstrating a lways in the moSl 
plausible manner that solvency lay just a few months ahead. With the 
refusal of the Pruss1an government to renew its subsidy, the possibility of 
meeting these obligations went glimmering. 21 H e was now definitely 
a free-lance writer, and the environment of 18oo was anything but 
friendly to unsubsidized literature. If no new patron came to the rescue, 
he f.1ced the unhappy alternalive of again becoming a bureaucrat. 

Gentz may have been the most irresponsible man in Europe about 
money mauers, but he was not the fellow to accept with resignation a 
fate that he regarded with such aversion. The mere thought of resuming 
administrative routine made the roof of his mouth turn brown. F or he 
had known freedom. It was a freedom, to be sure, which smacked a 
good deal of slavery- slavery to long hours of study, slavery to the 
task of g rinding out one hundred, two hundred, pages monthly on diffi
cult and often abstruse subjects. But he loved it. Li fe was troubled, and 
existence was a hand-to-mouth one, but each day there was a conver
sation tete a tete with some ambassador, a pinch of snufi and a confi
dential word, and the fan of a great lady tapping delicately upon his 
sleeve. Burke and Mallet du Pan were both dead, and Gentz felt the 
mantle of conservative eloquence fall snugly and fiui ngl y around his 
shoulders. The em peror of Austria, the czar of all the Russias, the king 
of England, spoke his name approvingly. In Italy, too, he was known, 
for his Journal had been translated into Italian;!• and even in faraway 
America young John Quincy Adams had repeated his message.21 At the 
cafe Stadt Paris he could always find a group of kindred souls, roister
ing, foodoose, winy, and uninhibited, with Prince Louis Ferdinand, the 
most romantic figure of his generation, at their head. Money meant 

,.Genu to Froelich, November 1(l], 1799, May 30, 18oo[l), October[?] 23, 1800, 
G.S.A., lkrlm, Rep. 94, IV, N.b.2, Fol. 49. 

•• Gentz to Lucchesin1, August 1· 18oo, G.S.A., Berlin, Rep. 92, Fol. 82, Lucchesini's 
Nachbss 27. 

• Adams had transla1ed one o£ the most intcreSling of Gentz's Historiuhu Journal 
articles under the title Tile Origin and Prmnplcs of the American Revollllton Compared 
1uith the Ortgin and Prindplu of the French Revolmion (Philadelphia, 18oo ). Gentz, s:ud 
Adams in a short preface, is "one of the most distinguished political writers m Germany." 
The article in question, he continues, "is for two reasons highly interesting to Americans: 
First, because it contnins the clearest account of the rise :and progress of the revoluuon which 
established their mdepcndence, that has ever appeared within so small a compass; and 
secondly, because it rescues that revo(u[ion from the disgraceful imputation of having pro
ceeded from the same principles :Js that of Franc<:: . ... We presume it will alford a pure 
and honest gratification to the mind of every truly patriotic American reader, to sec the 
honourable testimony borne by an ingenious, well-informed, and impartial foreigner 10 the 
principles and conduct of our country's revolu tion." 
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nothing, e..xcept thaL through money carne wild pleasures and new e..x
citemeots. To accumulate money, to amass possessions-even books
was to be middle class, to betray one's origins. Away with the library, 
sdl it, even the Parliamentary Reports- everything but the Kant, the 
categorical imperative! Bankruptcy was fashionable. Did not Louis 
Ferdinand, the royal prince, have his debts, his troublesome creditors. 
no Jess than Gentz? A few hours of mad, concentrated labor ... :: 
boisterous meal at the Stadt Paris . .. Madame Lucchesini seeking 
advice ... Herr Lombard of the Kabin~tt, a governmental power, 
dropping a succulent hint ... Lord Carysfort, the British ambassador, 
listening, impressed ("Carysfort himself in my room!"). Dinner at the 
embassy, full dress: Count H augwitz, resplendent ... Baron Krued
ener, the Russian ambassador, "a singularly organized beast" ... 
Swedes ... D anes ... Talk, talk, talk ... Out come the cards, away 
the money. " In B~rlin there remains almost nothing for me to wish 
for," Gentz declared in exultation. ~0 

Nothing to wish for except another patron! And that was soon fou nd 
in the British government. As the outsta nding Anglophile in Berlin, 
Gentz had been well received at the embassy all through 18oo. The new 
ambassador, Carysfort, looked upon him as his oracle and filled his 
dispatches with Gcntzian glea nings. When it became evident that 
the Prussian government was through with his Journal, Gentz turned 
to Carysfort with the proposal that the magazine be continued, that it 
appear in English translaLion, and that the government make good any 
deficit. H ow he proposed to finance the German edition be did not 
state in so many words, but his arguments indicate clearly enough that 
for this also he was expecLing British assistance. Lord Grenville, when 
informed of the proposal, pointed out the impracticabili ty of a regular 
English edition, but offered to put up 150 or 200 pounds "for [Gentz's] 
services abroad." 27 This left Gentz considerable leeway, and instead 
of continuing the Journal he published two books in 18o1: Ob~ d~n 
Ursprung und Charakt~r du Kri~gu g~g~n di~ Jranzosisch~ R~volu

tion; and Von d~m politisc/1m Zustand~ von Europa vor und nach der 

""Gentz to Lucchc5ini, August u, •Son, G.S.A., Bcrlm. Rep. 91, Fol. 82. Lucchcsini's 
Nachlass 27; A11s Karl v. Nostit:' ub~n 11m/ Briefwuhsd (Dresden and Leipzig, 1848) , 
37; Brie/e von 11nd an Gent::, 1:90, 93, 162; Hans Wahl , ~d., Prin:: LIJuis Ferdinand von 
Pretmen: Ein Bild uinu uhen1 ;, Brh/ell, T agtbllchbliittern und ::dtgenouischtn Ze11g· 
niuen (Weimar, 1917), 136: Portnc11~ Mar11um'pts, 6:402-403; Brie/wuhul zwischen 
Fn'edrich Gmt:: und Adam Heinrich Mtillu, t8oo-t8::19, ed11ed by Marie von Pilat (Stun
garr, 1857), 1-2. This is cited hereafter as Brie/tvuhltl ::tui1chen Gent: und Adam Miiller. 

"' Fortesctte Mantucripu, 6:346, 355. 363, 37 1, 374-380, 394-395. 402-404, 409; 
Tagebticher, 1:3; Gentz to Froelich, March 4PJ. 180 1, G.S.A., Berlin, Rep. 94, IV, N.b.:z, 
Fol. 49· 
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franzosisch~n Revolution. He had become a paid propagandist for the 
English government. 

The last issue of Gentz's Historisches journal was completely de
voted to an essay of nearly one hundred pages, "Ober den ewigen 
Frieden." Tlus article and the two works of r8ox supplemented one 
another in the development and elaboration of certain basic ideas. 
With them Gentz reached intellectual maturity. They were far superior 
in quality to anything he had previously written, and though they lacked 
the rhetorical eloquence of some of his later works, they rank as the 
.finest products of his labors as a publicist. Gentz never abandoned the 
principles they set forth . 

The setting in which Gentz's ideas had been developed was one of 
those great periods of upheaval which, when they are widely attended 
by bloodshed, suffering, and brutality, inevitably renew men's yearn
ing for that golden day when peace shall reign forever. The French 
Revolution produced a great deal of such yearning in the human heart. 
Blueprints for the ideal future were a penny a dozen; they ranged 
from Fichte's utopian vision of a world in which each state was self
sufficing, except in the realm of ideas, to Kant's picture of a league of 
nations. Skeptics shook their heads doubtfully; man and war, they de
clared, are and will be eternally inseparable. Among the skeptics was 
Gentz. "Everlasting peace," he lamented, "is certainly a chimera; but 
it is a chimera only in so far as a completely legal constitution for man
kind in general remains chimerical. We should strive seriously, cour
ageously, and untiringly for both; but so long as we are men, both will 
be unrealizable for us." 28 

This was not a soap judgment on Gentz's part : the statement just 
quoted had been preceded by a lengthy critique of universal monarchy, 
national isolation, and world federation as a means of attaining endur
ing peace, a critique so able and so realistic that more than a hundred 
years' subsequent discussion was to add little that was new. This is not 
to say that Gentz's arguments were irrefutable in any absolute sense. 
Based on historical experience, they were subject to rhe weakness of the 
historical approach- insufficient leeway for Rights of the imagination 
and affirmations based on faith. 

Gentz was congenitally a man of little faith. It was as impossible 
for him to believe in the eventual reality of universal peace as for him 
to believe in the doctrines of the Roman Catholic Church. He would 

"' Hisrorischu Journal, 3 (18oo):781. 
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have liked to believe in both. Failing these resources, he took refuge in 
a sort of practical idealism, and again found satisfaction in the idea that 
through the positive, the actual, man finds the gradual unfolding of the 
ideaL This idea, which he had discovered in Burke, intrigued him, but 
he could not wholly accept it, any more than could Burke; for accept
ance of such a notion would mean acceptance of the French Revolution, 
and Napoleon Bonaparte, and the year 1800. For many a man in the 
land of poets and thinkers the year 18oo was hard to take. Some, like 
Fichte and Kant, escaped in utopian Rights into the future; others, like 
Gentz's young friend Adam Mi.iller, preferred imaginative Aights into 
the Middle Ages. But Gentz, whose feet were weighted to the ground, 
was capable only of a pedestrian hop to the Europe of 1788, the Europe 
that immediately preceded the Revolution. The system of European 
states that had taken shape in modern times, particularly in the eight
eenth century, he found good; it was not ideal, but it was capable of 
orderly improvement and, when operative, provided a satisfactory 
modus vivendi. Thrown out of kilter by the Revolution, it must be re
stored, and for its restoration Gentz had a definite plan. H e had also a 
definite conception of the nature of the system he so admired. 

If the pre-Revolutionary states system was to be restored, an Austro
Prussian coalition was essential. Russia, England, and most states of 
the second and third rank would always stand ready to join such a 
coalition so long as the French dominated Europe. But with either 
Prussia or Austria lacking, the coalition could never be more than 
palliative. To cure the evil both countries must join. With the Nether
lands, the left bank of the Rhine, Switzerland, and northern Italy in 
her possession, France was in a position to engulf Germany, unless the 
two great powers of central Europe met her in united opposition.29 

The argument was put strongly and without indirection, and it 
would have been still stronger had not the Prussian censors inter
vened.80 Never before had Gentz spoken in such terms about the foreign 
policy of his country, and never before had he spoken with greater con
viction. Through eight long and trying years he was to preach the same 
doctrine, only to see his counsels unheeded, and with disastrous results 
for .both Austria and Prussia. 

Gentz knew that the formation of such a coalition presented great 
difficulties. In the first place the chancelleries of Europe were by no 
means convinced that France was their common foe. In Vienna Thugut 

,. G~ntz, Von dem politisdum Z11stande von Ettropa, 254-263. 
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edges in with the internationalists. He did not believe that a legal world 
order would ever be completely realized, but this skepticism did not 
deter him from affirming that Europe as a whole was a confederation 
of a kind, that from the Peace of Westphalia on this confederate nature 
had been manifested in the development of a system of public law, and I 
that the interests of the whole cook precedence over those of any of its 
parts. 

In the absence of a league of nations - a chimerical conception- this 
confederate Europe moved along with a maximum of practical efficiency 
through the application of the principle of balance of power- a prin
ciple whose origin and nature Gentz clearly explained: "Experience," he 
said, "has shown that most wars arose from the excessive overweight 
that one power or another knew how to create for itself under favorable 
conditions. From this experience statecraft came to the conclusion that 
if appropriate alliances, dexterous negotiations, or (when necessary) 
force, could stop the rise of such overweight-or neutralize it, in case 
it already had arisen- the peace and security of all must necessarily be 
materiaJiy benefited .... The aim was to organize the federative con
stitution of Europe so skillfully that every weight in the political mass 
would find somewhere a counterweight." 88 To create a confederate 
Europe, however, called for more than balance of power; it was necessary 
to encourage mutuality among nations. Balance of power was negative. 

Gentz's taJk about a federative Europe had its positive side, however. 
H e declared that the principle that no state was competent to mix in the 
inner affairs of other states was an unwarranted generalization.84 Both 
sound policy and international law, rightly interpreted, permitted a 
state to intervene in the internal affairs of another if conditions in 
that state were so disturbed as co endanger its neighboring countries.85 

T he practical importance of Gentz's writings in 18oo and 18o1 was 
that they emphasized principles that the Third Coalition was soon to ac
cept, in large measure, as the official war aims in the struggle against 
Napoleon. If there was anything new in his principles, he himself re
fused to admit it. He talked always of restoring old principles- the 

.. Hinorisches fottrnal, 3 (t8oo):757, 758 . 
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Europe would be bener off if the Great Powers engulfed the small, and 
he argued that this would be "a powerful step toward the realization 
of a general system of peace." Although neither the partition policy of 
the eighteenth century nor the Revolulion could be legally justified, he 
believed that they had benefited Europe by reducing the number of 
small states; and he did not wish to see this good work undone. In the 
formulation of these views Gentz had undoubtedly been influenced by 
a remarkable book, La Pruss~ ~t sa n~utralit~, by the Abbe de Pradt. 
An emigre at this time, De Pradt was soon to be won over by Bona
parte, and for two decades Gentz was to tear his hair over every subse
quent book that issued from the Abbe's pen. This earlier work, how
ever, was different: indeed Gentz said that it ought to be "the hand
book of every thoughtful statesman." 88 After calling for a restoralion of 
the balance of power, De Pradt expressed the hope of seeing H olland 
and Belgium united and Piedmont enlarged, so that a series of barrier 
states would be thrown up against F rance. 

These views on the territorial reorganization of Europe, advocated 
by De Pradt and approved by Gentz, were likewise accepted as war 
aims by the Third Coalition and realized by the Vienna settlement of 
1815. 

The British government had reason to feel that its subsidies to 
Gentz in r8o1 had been well spent. It had received a statement of the 
objectives of the war against Napoleon to which it could give almost 
unqualified approval . What is more, cl1at statement was from the pen of 
an author who could reach a wider public than any English political 
writer. 59 
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months husband and wife avoided an open breach, but Gentz was 
making himself impossible. He spent the night occasionally with the 
actress, his diary records, but she, faithless creature, produced another 
and more favored lover named Zinnow. Then "the devil broke loose," 
umil Gemz cooled ofT and diverted Zinnow's attention by bringing 
forth the acquiescent Pauline Wiesel. Gentz and Zinnow then became 
boon companions. They stufTed themselves with food and drink at the 
Stadt Paris, they reeled through the streets of Berlin boisterous with 
whiskey, they tossed their money away at a game called Tarock. Except 
in the circle of Prince Louis Ferdinand, Gentz found himself a social 
outcast. By the end of April he had come to the conclusion that he 
needed desperately another change of scenery.7 

On April 28 he applied for three months' leave from his "official 
duties." His health was bad, he complained; the gout gave him no re
lief, and he desired to visit the libraries of Gottingen, Gotha, and 
Weimar for the "completion of a work of large proportions on some of 
the most imporrant aspects of contemporary history." It is doubtful 
whether Gentz was more than half serious about this historical project. 
His studies on the French Revolution he had dropped several years ago, 
and he was certainly no longer enthusiastic about them. "Everything in 
the world," he told Brinckmann, "strikes me as highly insipid, and I 
appear ro myself as a burnt-out Vulcan." Still he needed some excuse 
to get out of Berlin, and in Weimar there was not only a library but 
also Amalie von Imhof.' 

Until February Gentz had carried on a correspondence of "inde
scribable warmth and vitality" with Amalie, but in "the feverish 
confusion and madness" of his affair with Christel her image had left 
him. News of his wild life had penetrated to Weimar, and Amalie, to a 
question by the Duchess Louise about Gentz, could only reply: "H e 
knows that I take lively interest in his lot. H e is an exceedingly inter
esting and remarkable character, and it is certain that he has most 
accurately recognized my nature: with one look he was at home with 
me. On this, perhaps, he has built false hope .... I should like him to 
remain close to me as a person, as a friend. For he is not one of 
those people who arouse only a momentary interest. l should not want 
to lose sight of his destiny, for I am convinced that there is extraordi
nary strength in him. But he lacks harmonious development and the 

'Bri~t~ von und an G~nt::, 2:91; Tat~bii(h", 1:18-20. 
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moved to lay a memorandum before the emperor, without, however, 

giving it his own support. In spite of this very lukewarm attitude, Col

loredo arranged for Gentz to have an audience with the emperor a few 

days later. The emperor "tried to say some obliging things" but made 

it quite clear that he was not inclined to take Gentz into his service. 

Cobenzl, however, was not yet Licked. H e countered immediately with 

new representations in Gentz's behalf, and Collorcdo finally agreed to 

give the maucr his definite support. At last, on September 6, 18o2, the 

emperor relented. Without enthusiasm he assigned to Gentz the title 

of I mperial Counselor, a pension of four thousand florins a year, and 

no official duties whatever except that "he continue to write for the 

Good Cause." These glad tidings were conveyed to Gentz by Cobenzl, 

with the reminder that he would be his "overseer and his very exacting 

overseer," Collorcdo voiced again the plaint that he disliked foreigners 

and especially Prussians, and the thing was done: Gentz had switched 

sovereigns.28 

The spiri ts of the late-depressed man bounded: "Vienna ... has 

apparently decided my fate, and decided it forever," he wrote. " My role 

is not yet playd out! I know now that I slill ought to do great things; 

and even though heaven and earth stand against me, I will do them 

... The conditions under which I enter upon this career arc so adva n

tageous that I . .. sec before me, with ordinary luck, one of the most 

important and one of the most interesting roles that Europe now has to 

olTer ... You cannot imagine how full my head is of ideas and pbns. 

I have not been so enthusiastic and active for a long time. Should a war 

break out anyUJhere in Europe, you may simply believe that I have 

started it. Peace can and must not prevail so long as unpunished crime 

reigns. I prefer to see the world in flames than to watch it sink down 

into this deadly marasmus." 24 

These fighting words indjcate that Gentz was eager for a fray in the 

realm of high politics, but when it came to adjusting his own personal 

alTairs he cringed and shuddered. In Berlin everything that concerned 

him had been left dangling, and although the people in Vienna wanted 

"to hold him by the hair," he succeeded in getting a leave of two months 

to straighten matters out. There was the formal break to be made with 

the Prussian government, there was the question of his debts, there 

were ccnain household arrangements which involved his wife and fam-
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vided a good many embarrassing topics which might have caused 

trouble, but he and Amalie got on famously, since their conversations 

carefuJly avoided anything personal.21 

The journey from Weimar to England, via Frankfurt, the Rhine, 

Aachen, Brussels, and Calais, is documented completely by letters of 

great interest. The cost of hiring a boat on the Rhine; the condi

tion of the inns; the hints of friction with EUim, the winy but tyrannical 

traveling companion; Gentz's terror when the boat stalled at the rapids 

near St. Goar (he got out and walked); his boredom at "the monotony 

of the Rhine VaUey's everlastingly high mountains, with the perpetual 

sorry ruins at their tops, and the decayed, and thoroughly gloomy towns 

and villages at their feet" -these little details are all there. Most strik

ing is Gentz's revelation of the surge of instinctive German patriotism 

that he experienced at his first contact with actual French control all 

along the Left Bank. No Arndt needed to suggest to him that the Rhine 

was Germany's stream, and not Germany's boundary; he felt it in every 

fiber of his being. The sight of the incomparable Talma on the Brussels 

stage moved him to reAect on Germany's lack of such an actor and 

brought him to a completely political and nationalistic conclusion. 

Germany too might have her Talma, he averred, if she but had "a capital, 

a central point, if we- without doubt the foremost people of the 

earth- but had some point in space or time where we could reveal our 

united strength and our united splendor, if we could but concentrate 

on some great objective of life or of art." n 

Gentz's first reaction to England was that here was a country that 

possessed all the requisites for the production of the Talmas of this 

world. "In this paradise of Europe, in this garden of God ... there is 

nothing isolated," he proclaimed. "Everything hangs LOgether; every

thing is linked, connected, wed, fused together- I lack for words 

expressive of this totality, this remarkable ~ns~mbl~ . ... England's 

real greatness derives from this harmonious completeness .... This 

greatness will be perceived at once, through all his senses, by the alert 

observer who is properly prepared, and properly disposed; he sees it, 

he hears it, he feels it, he breathes it in the air." 28 

Gentz luckily had arrived in England at a moment when it was 

possible for him to breathe its spirit in exceedingly rarified air, politi

cally speaking. Except for Pitt, who remained at Bath in discreet semi

retirement, the governing cliques were assembling in London en masse 
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of its apparent obsequiousness, in his apostrophe to Windham as the 
"successor of Burke; if not the only one, at least one of the last states
men in the midst of general blindness." Gentz's partiality for those in 
the other camp did not prevent Addington and his foreign minister, 
Lord H awkesbury, from treating him like a friend. H e became person
ally acquainted, also, with Canning, Castlereagh, Lord Eldon, the Duke 
of Portland, Vansiltart, James Mackintosh, William Cobbett, Francis 
Baring, and D 'Ivernois, to name a few of the more prominent men. He 
was presented to the king and to the queen, had long conversations 
with the Prince of Wales and the D uke of Clarence. But the man who 
impressed him most favorably was the exiled D uke of Orleans, better 
known as Louis Philippe. "By his extraordinary mind and his extra
ordinary character," Gentz thought, "this single Bourbon compensates 
for the unfortunate weaknesses of three entire generations of Bourbons. 
. .. Among all the men whom I know this prince is the one who har
monizes most completely and thoroughly with my own political ideas; 
he is the one whose conversation is most instructive to me, from whom 
I have learned the most-even about England; and finally he is the 
one whom I admire and like the most, because of his fine and mag

nanimous spirit." 11 

Gentz would have liked to remain on the fascinating island for six 
months, perhaps permanently, but he had already overstayed his leave 

from Vienna, and the New Year found him back on the Continent. H e 
glowed with satisfaction over the triumph he had experienced in the 

country where success meant the most to him. His was too simple a 
nature to screen a bubbling egotism behind the mask of false modesty, 
and his way homeward, via Brussels, Frankfurt, and Weimar, was 

strewn with the unguarded boastings of a childlike man. 1n two quar
ters, particularly, reports of his good luck roused resentment. H is col
leagues in the writing fraternity were jealous of his success in tapping the 

English government for larger subsidies than they had been able to get; 
for after this newest raid he was reputed to have returned with eight hun
dred good English pounds in his pocket. D 'lvernois went so far as to 

make inquiry at the British treasury itself; and though he dared not 
place his own "talent on a level with that of Mr. Gentz," he was ~is
mayed that he, D 'lvernois, should be so meagerly rewarded after havmg 

worked "ten times as hard" as Mr. Gentz. The worthy Johannes Mi.iller 
was also painfully affected by the news of the eight hundred pounds; 

•• Gentz to Windham, London, November 11, 180:1, in Lhe British Museum, Add. 
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and BOttiger remarked with superior purity: "Gentz does not appear 
to me to have brought an end to his erring ways. His llhaca is now the 
Treasury at London." With Cobben the remembrance of Gentz's suc
cess still rankled even after four years, as his letter to Windham clearly 
reveals: "There are many amongst those of the new opposition, as it 
was called, who n~v~r noticed me personally. They did not, I dare say, 
dream that 1 cared so litlle about it; and that when I saw them feting 
the pretender, Gentz, I looked on them with pity for the weakness of 
their preference rather than with envy tOwards Gentz." 12 

In Berlin generally the news of Gentz's English triumph was re
ceived unfavorably. It was not merely that people there had erroneously 
supposed that his Prussia n exit had been in the nature of a kick down
stairs and that they were irked now by his phenomenal prestige 
abroad.51 Irrespective of the English crip, well-disposed friends like 
Humboldt considered that Gentz had made a move really unworthy of 
himself in fleeing to Vienna. Wrote Humboldt : "I am sincerely sorry" 
chat "Mr. Gentz has gone to serve at Vienna." H e "ought not to leave 
the service of Prussia to enter into that of Austria." 54 People less 
fair-minded remembered his Berljn debts and asked with a leer what 
he was doing with the English gold. Some of the more pressing debts 
Gentz claims to have paid forthwith, .. and later on in the year 18o3, 
according to his diary, a certain Grattenauer, who had been entrusted 
with handling his affairs, received five thousand thaler with which to 

satisfy the more insistent creditors. Twelve years later it was still a 
piece of stock Berl in gossip that Gentz had irresponsibly ignored a ll the 
debts he had left behind him. T o Varnhagen von E nse, Gentz then 
made the following explanation: "In the year 18o3 when I for the first 
time found myself in the position to make an arrangement of my finan
cial affairs, I sent six thousand Reichsthaler to the Commissioner of 
Justice Grauenauer for the preliminary payment of my creditors in 
Berlin. In accordance with my instructions he called together my vari-
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ous creclitors, but immediately afterward he went incredibly bankrupt. 

Thus, without the slightest fault on my part, the money and the hope 

given to my creditors was lost." Not until I811, Gentz continues, was 

he in a position to begin payments anew.10 

With the evidence at hand, it is impossible to know the complete 

story of Gentz's settlement with his Berlin creditors.11 Of one thing, 

however, there can be no doubt. Most of the debts were not paid for 

severn! years, and some of them were never paid nt all. Berlin held that 

against Gentz. 
Furthermore, at the height of his London triumph, his recently di

vorced wife died. This concatenation of events wns unfortunate, to say 

the least, from the point of view of his Berlin reputation. Actu:~lly Gentz 

professed himself "deeply nffected" by Minna's death, and there is no 

reason to doubt his sincerity. After their separation he had always as

sumed the most chivalrous attitude toward his wife. Before the E nglish 

trip he had told Stadion that he still loved her and should always be 

deeply attached to her. "The unhappiness of this marriage resulted from 

the great difference not so much in our characters as in our tastes and 

in the way we regarded men, society, and all the things related to them. 

T his unfortunate difference would not in itself have undermined our 

happiness if my wife had not always rem:~ined dependent, in a way, 

upon her parents, who, being infinitely more foreign than she to my 

way of life, my tastes, my connections, and my opinions, tormented her 

with indulgence and reduced her finally to a position where the disso

lution of our marriage began to appear to her as a good thing .. .. 

W hat I am going to say to you will perhaps strike you as very singular : 

but it is none the less true that I never think of this woman that the 

tears do not choke me." A year after her death he told Lucchesini: "In 

spite of all the bitterness of a poorly matched marriage I have never 

ceased to be tenderly attached [to my wife] ... and I still mourn her 

death as one of the saddest events of my life." 11 

The news of his wife's death did not reach Gentz until his arrival 

in Weimar on his way back from England. There be passed four days, 

mainly in the company of his beloved Amalie von Imhof. She in the 

meantime had become engaged to "an exceedingly ordinary fellow," the 

Swedish Colonel Helvig. Gentz describes himself as being at the time 
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7. Cobenzl 

IN ALL HIS voluminous writings of a personal nature Friedrich 
Gentz has left no positive record that he ever participated in formal 

religious observance. Yet more than once he hit a sort of personal saw
dust trail, and his resolutions after such experiences are expressed in 
solemn, even pious, terms. The removal to Vienna had been accom
panied by a characteristic resolve to lead a different and better life. This 
new life, Gentz fondly believed, would be strengthened by an all
absorbing purpose: to work for the welfare of Europe as a whole. And 
since Austrian interests were to a large extent European interests, 
Vienna was manifestly the best place possible from which to operate.1 

T hus, with a lightning thrust of Gentzian logic, a platonic embrace 
of Austria became at once not merely desirable but, by the nature of the 
case, almost inevitable. To most observers the union bore from the first 
all the earmarks of a mesalliance. The Austrian government was noto
riously decorous, cautious, and hesitant; Gentz was a Francophobe fire
brand of European repute. How had it happened, people wondered, 
that the Habsburg government, with its "respect for appearances," had 
hired him at all? The Prussian foreign office particularly would have 
been surprised to learn that Cobenzl had originally intended to use 
Gentz as a potential weapon not so much against France as against 
Prussia herself.2 

In the negotiations preliminary to the reapportionment of German 
territory Prussia had managed to look out nicely for her own interests, 
and by the time the Austrian diplomats had been allowed to look in at 
the trough, only a few sorry morsels were left. Consequently, when 
Gentz first appeared in Vienna, in August of 1802, Cobenzl was espe
cially concerned over "the dangers of Prussian aggrandizement," and 
in Gentz he thought he had found the man best fitted to awaken Ger-

1 Briefe von ttnd an Cmtz, 2:100, 372-373; Fournier, Stttdien ttnd Sk..izzen, 2:121. 
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many to these dangers. Unfortunately for Cobenzl, he had .mis~a~en 
his man. Gentz was not anti-Prussian; he was pan-German. H1s massaon 
was to foster Austro-Prussian harmony, and Cobenzl wanted him to 
contribute to Austro-Prussian discord.' 

During Gentz's absence in Britain, however, Cobenzl and the French 
had finally come to an agreement on Germany, and in the early part ~f 
18o3, as the new arrangements were whipped into definite form, Austna 
assumed "a more accommodating spirit" toward Napoleon, and conse
quently toward Prussia. When Gentz returned to Vienna, therefore, in 
February of 18o3, Cobenzl was no longer interested in a subtle press 
campaign against Prussia. As Gentz soon discove~ed, ?>benz! had no 
suggestions for him whatsoever, except that he waat pa~tently for some
thing to turn up. During the next two eventful years thas was the ~xtent 
of Cobenzl's instructions. A line predicament for Gentz, a man wuh an 
all-absorbing purpose! • . . . 

To vegetate was not Gentz's natural mode of life. Everything an has 
makeup conspired to drive him into action. D eprived of a sphere .of 
official activity, he proceeded to lind for himself a sphere of .uno.fficaal 
activity. In short, although subsidized by the government, he mtngucd 
quite on his own. 

In 1803 Gentz was just turning thirty-nine. He knew the world. 
Politically it was run by counts, princes, and archdukes, and he was de
termined to make their world, his world. Professors, writers, members 
of the lesser bureaucracy, though estimable and frequently intelligent, 
were fatally bourgeois. When Gentz left Berlin he broke with the 
middle class. The break was not formally e-xecuted, it was never 
absolute; but it took place nonetheless. In the diary entries o.f his 
later years the Mullers :~nd Rankes seem out of place among ~e annu
merable members of the old aristocracy- the Esterhazys, Schonburgs, 
Lobkowitzes- and among the significant members of a new aristocracy 
-the Rothschilds, Parishes, and Eskeleses. In x8o3 the d:~y o£ these 
newcomers had not quite dawned; so Gentz used them ... and 
dropped them, at least for the time. The salons of the gre~t families 
were his constant resort. Through February, March, and Apral he made 
the rounds nightly with almost painful zeal, and he was soon on terms 
of intimacy with the blue-bloods who were to be his companions for the 
rest of his life. 

The Austrian aristocracy was notorious for its pride of birth, but so 

• Fournier Cent: rmd Coben:l, 191-198. 
• Dcutsc:h,' Napoleonic- Imperialism, :116; Tagebtlder, 1:15--26. 
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impregnable was its social position that it did not have to be ostenta
tiously snobbish. Other personable, interesting, and unpedigreed young 
men besides Gentz have borne wimess to the essentially hospitable 
atmosphere in fashionable Vienna of that day. Yet for an interloper to 
have become so much a part of the crenu d~ Ia cr~m~ was rare indeed. 
Gentz acquired a social position that was in a sense unique; he carved 
out for himself a niche where he could operate as a "brilliant agitator" 
in the very group that monopolized Lhe decisive positions in the state! 

This social success so gratified Gentz's vanity that he bad frequently 
to remind himself that a concert at Prince Lichnowsky's, with Bee
thoven at the piano and Prince Lobkowitz singing, was not an end in 
itself but a means to an end. H e had to remind himself that theso 
charming people were not tl1ere merely to be enjoyed, but to be used, 
influenced, propelled into desired courses o( action. "I neither can nor 
want to renounce society," Gentz averred, "but it must be relegated to 
second place where it always belongs." Steadfastly, he remembered his 
mission. 8 

Experience was to teach Gentz that Austrian high society, from the 
point of view of his own particul:lr projects, certainly belonged in sec
ond place. Starhemberg at London, Stadion at Berlin, Mettern.ich at 
Dresden might be definitely anti-French and anti-Cobenzl, but they 
were not representative, Gentz discovered, of the Viennese nob/us~, 
which taken as a whole was uninterested in political crusades or in 
politics generally, except in an exasperatingly dilletantist way. Noth
ing so irritates the zealot as a group that refuses to take the Cause 
seriously; and Gentz, though he continued his nightly tour of the fash
ionable establishments, was thoroughly disillusioned and disgusted. 
"The whole thing is a sorry mess of tasteless sensuality and genteel 
miser~," he wrote Brinckmann. "The emptiness and tediousness of the 
great houses is boundless." 1 

Among Vienna's foreign contingent, however, official and otherwise, 
Gentz quickly found cronies who compensated temporarlly for the dull
ness of the natives. Of these the chief was Baron Armfeldt, the Swed-

• August~ Wddlc:t·Stcinberg, cd., Rahel Vamhagen: Ein Frat~enleb~n in Bn'efen (Pots· 
dam, 1925), 145; Tagebikher des Carl Friedri(h Frtiherrn Kiibedc. von Kiiba11, edited by 
Max Frcihcrr von Kiibec:k (1 vols. in 3, and supplcmcnmry volume, Vienna, 1909), t :116-
217; Guglia, Friedrich von Cent11, 141; Bn'efe von und all Gentz, 1:105-115; Eduard 
Wertheimer, Cesc-hic-hte Osterrtich1 und Ungur111 im ersten fahr::.ehnt des 19. ]ahrhundertl 
(1 vols., Leipzig, t884-90), 1:94-95; Eduard Wenhetmer, "Ungcdrucktc Briefc Friedrich 
von Gentz'," in the Neue Freie Preue (Vienna), August 31, •887. 

• Briefe von und an Gentz, 1:108, 136; vol. J, pt. 1, p. 8. 
T Ibid., 2:117. 
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own and be was gratified to hear from Vansittan, one of Addington's 

supporters, that it was only by a "vigorous system of offensive operations 

conducted on the principles you have laid down with so much force 

and eloquence that we can expect a result honorable to this country 

and truly advantageous to Europe in general." 12 Unfortunately it is 

not known exactly what principles be had laid down in the memoir 

that Arthur Paget carried with him to London in the late summer of 

18o3, and to which this was the answer. But not long afterward, in 

another memoir to the English ministers, 11 Gentz declared that if the 

war was to be successfully prosecuted, the directors of British policy 

must choose between two courses: either they must help to bring about 

an upheaval in the cabinets of the leading powers, thus paving the way 

for a new anti-French coalition, or they must set into motion expedi

tions capable of conquering the possessions of European nations in 

other parts of the world, and particularly in South America. It is ob

vious that the first course- to work for new leadership everywhere

struck him as the one most likely to bring about the end of French 

hegemony on the Continent.14 

A cabinet revolution all around- that was Gentz's dominant idea 

in x8o3; and before long the British government was to give it friendly 

and encouraging support. This was intrigue in the grand style, and 

Gentz was in the midst of it. With nothing definite to do in Vienna, 

be had quickly made himself a busybody operating on a Continental 

scale. Nevertheless he did not succumb completely to the illusion that 

his was the master mind of Europe; now and again, in confidence, he 

insisted that he did not attach undue weight to what he was accomplish

ing. But his belief in his mission was so great that he professed himself 

content if he could "become on~ of the instruments, even though the 

weakest, through which the world would be freed of this monster 

Bonaparte." 15 

In the meantime, during 18o3, the Austrian emperor and his minis

ters remained strictly neutral. The ministers did not believe that 

Bonaparte as yet represented an immediate danger to the country. On 

September x when Prince Dolgoruky, whom the czar had recently sent 

to Vienna on a special mission, blurted out: "Are we never to unite our 

forces and faJI upon these damned French and put an end to their rob-

u Ibid .• 173; Wei!, D'Uim iJ 1;na, 26. 
uSee note 9· 
u Brie/e CIOn und an Gent•, 2:16::1. 
'"Ibid., 144. 
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Cobenzl on poljcy were very slight indeed, and Gemz's attitude toward 
the ministers in charge reflected liule credit upon him. On December 
18, 18o4, in another letter to Brinckmann he insisted that he had always 
fought with all his might for principles, but that he had been uniformly 
"mild, forbearing, and friendly toward individuals, even toward those 
whom I regard as chieAy responsible for the common deterioration." ~ 0 

The facts do not substantiate this self-righteous statement; if Gentz had 
been really honest with himself he would have seen that his insistence 
upon all-round cabinet revolutions as the sine qua non of a sound 
European policy against Napoleon led inevitably to a confusing of per
sonalities with principles. By December, 18o4, he had fought so long 
against CobenzJ that he refused to see anything good in him, however 
Gentzian his principles might have become. 

It so happened that the principles of Cobenzl were put to trial in 
18o5 and that they led to another Austrian disaster. By inference, since 
the principles of Gentz as set ronh in the memoir to John were strik
ingly similar to those of Cobenzl, that memoir and Gentz must share 
the strictures that history has laid upon Cobenzl. The fatal error which 
Gentz shared unwiningly with Cobenzl was in thinking that Prussian 
adherence to a Russian-English-Austrian coalition was desirable, but 
not absolutely indispensable. Gentz was willing to risk war, even if 
Prussia fought on Napoleon's side. H e was willing to see Austria em
barked upon a course fraught with the most compelling dangers. So 
anxious to dance was he that /z~ did not want to wait for the music.41 

One extenuating circumstance, however, puts Gentz's political atti
tude at this time in a better light. Pessimistic though he was regarding the 
practical possibili ty of cementing an Austro-Prussian alliance in the im
mediate future, he insisted that the idea must not be dropped until 
every conceivable attempt had been made to bring it to pass.42 The next 
few months were to find him expending every effort to bring Austria 
and Prussia in line with each other. 

The memoir prepared particularly for the Archduke John Gentz 
passed around, as was his cusLOm, to a number of other people as well. 

.. Ibid., 249. 
"Fournier, G~nt:: und Cob~n::l, 264. Paul Wittichen defended Gentz against the 

charge of planning "an immediate aggress.ive war against France" by pointing to the fact 
that Gentz believed "a successful coalition under the existing conditions impossible." 
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whole: position. What were the conclusions worth that Gentz based on h1s analysis of "the 
existing conditions," when he: was palpably ignorant of what "the existing conditions" 
were:? "Die Oritte Coalition und F. v. Genrz," in 1\flllt'llunt~n d~1 /nstitu/1 /fir oesur
r~icltisch~ Guclti~lttsforrcltunt, 23 ( 1902):463-464. 
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8. The War of 1805 

FOR GENTZ the year 18o4 was largely, but not entirely, a year of 
intrigue. Most of his energies were expended in agitation for the re

moval of political undesirables from their positions of inAuence in the 
various European capitals, particularly in Vienna. But in spite of his 
conviction that men like Cobenzl were hopelessly unregenerate, Gentz 
did not cease, upon occasion, to bring his views directly to their at
tention.1 

When on May 18 Bonaparte, with the sanction of the senate, began 
signing his name "Napoleon," thus signifying his assumption of the 
imperial title and the foundation of a new European dynasty, Gentz 
chose the occasion to urge Cobenzl to take a decided stand against the 
usurper. Early in June he presented a Mtmoir~ sur Ia neussite d~ n~ 
pas r~connaltr~ l~ titr~ imperial de Bonaparte. Not that he supposed for 
one minute that Cobenzl and such "filthy beggars" could "be drawn 
out of their slime!" But he could not repress a certai n "delight in harass
ing and irritati ng such dogs with stern strong words of truth." Conse
quently off to Cobenzl the memoir went.2 

In the development of Gentz's political opinions this memoir occu
pies a place of interest. The man who in 1790 believed in the sovereignty 
of the people, who in 1797 was a mild constitutionalist, now retreated 
to an arch-conservative position. H e argued that sovereignty of the people 
was the root principle of the Revolution, and that Napoleon, for aJI his 
arbitrary rule, was bag and baggage of the Revolution. (Napoleon did 
in fact give lip service to the principle of popular sovereignty by au
thorizing a perfunctory plebiscite to vote approval of his new title.) 
Therefore, said Gentz, to recognize Napoleon's imperial title was to 

1 See Weil, D'Uim a Una, JJ, note, where mention is made of two of Gentz's memoirs 
sent by Paget to London io June. Gentz claimed tbat one had been presented to Francis and 
that the otber had gone to the cuar and had received the stamp of his approval. 

'The memoir itself is printed in Mlmoiru t:t l~ures inldttu d11 cluvali~r d~ Grotz, 
edited by Gustav Schlesier {Stuttgart, 1841 ), 1-28; Brief~ von ttnd an G~nt:, 2:194-195. 
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plimented me for my slight services, either the text or the sense of my 
reply has been: ' You have among you one who is infinitely greater. Give 
him first what is his due.' But though I recognized your superiority, un
alloyed and without qualification . .. I have pride enough to believe 
that I have much that can make a continuous connection with me in
teresting to you. My manner of thinking about the great affairs of the 
world and of mankind manifestly approximates your own as closely as 
is possible- taking into account my inferior talent and entirely differ
ent external development - and my mind is continually open to every 
new and free point of view, just as my feelings, praise God, have not 
grown numb to any of the nobler emotions. To this must be added that 
few Germans of the learned class touch at so many points as do I the 
unlearned world- the higher classes, the entire frivolous tumult of the 
so-called good society, and the foreign countries- which also are not 
to be scorned. If therefore I do not produce anything myself, I am yet { 
undeniably one of those through t.uhom much can be realized. There
fore you dare not, cannot, push me aside or neglect me; and even if 
you did, I should storm you so long with requests and proposals that 
you would finally give in to me. I insist on an animated and continuous 
correspondence; you must grant me this." The great theme of this pro
posed correspondence was to be a discussion of the means "how and 
where and by whom" the "suspension of all rivaJry between Austr ia 
and Prussia" might be achieved. "I know very well," Gentz had to add, 
"that so long as the present Austrian ministry exists, such an alliance 
is no more to be thought of than any other great and decisive meas
ure." 15 The letter ended on a note of ringing nationalism, in which { 
Gentz expressed his yearning to see all Germany united as one state. 

Johannes von Muller must have had difficulty in restraining a self
satisfied smirk as he read this letter. In the first place it was clearly 
evident that Gentz, for all his pride in his associations with the great 
world, was appallingly ignorant of what was going on behind the scenes; 
the lonely Swiss historiographer in Berlin knew far more about the reaJ 
plans and purposes of the directing statesmen in Vienna than did Gentz. 
Furthermore, it must have given Muller some satisfaction to know that 
the most adroit of flatterers had outdone himself in praise and abnega
tion to him whom the world scorned as a contemptible homosexual. 
And finally, to a man of letters it must have meant a good deal to have 
his idea heralded as great and inspiring by a person who unquestionably 

'"Schlcsicr, Sc!Jriften von Gentz, 4:14-23. For the date of the letter see Briefc von und 
an Gentz, 2:234. 
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Prussia suddenly tried to look innocent and gazed carefully off into 
space.27 

Between Ulm and Austerlitz Gentz had been kept squirming by the 
tantalizing twists, plunges, and reversals of Prussian policy. His moods 
capricious, his judgments hasty, he pieced together scraps of informa
tion from day to day and sought to orient himself and others to the 
constantly changing situation. H is chief positive endeavor was to keep 
the English informed of conditions on the Continent and to advise them 
of the course they should pursue to meet successfully the new circum
stances as they arose. He wrote frequently to Hammond in the foreign 
office, to Starhemberg, the Austrian ambassador at London, and to 
Jackson, the British envoy in Berlin. Until the last minute his chief hope 
was that England would hold out the kind of bait that would tempt 

I the timid but avaricious Prussians to enter the war. In a letter to Ham
mond on November 1, he urged that the British go so far as to propose 
a partition of Germany between Austria and Prussia. This sort of pro
posal would have appealed particularly to Hardenberg, but the British 
were far from ready to espouse anything so imaginative. Although 
Hammond accompanied the infirm Harrowby when he went to Berlin 
early in November to try his feeble powers of persuasion on the Prus.. 
sians, and although Gentz's letters- so he presumed- all reached 
Hammond, his advice was not acted upon. The British were far more 
interested in making clear to the Prussians that they were unready to 
surrender any of their claims in H anover than they were in magnani
mous projects for the division of Germany between Austria and Prussia. 
" In consequence the negotiations between Harrowby and Hardenberg 
soon arrived at an impasse, and nothing had been settled when the day 
of Austerlitz decided the fate of the coalition." 28 

Gentz blamed the English bitterly for the unhappy outcome of the 
1805 campaign. "The fundamental error lay in London," he told Jo
hannes M uller on December 14, and he went on to castigate the British 
ministry for its childlike ignorance of foreign affairs and its refusal 
to learn anything. Not only that : the British suddenly neglected to 
make the usual deposit with Coutts and Company, and Gentz's credi
tors in Vienna began to be annoying. To give the final touch to an 
already ominous situation, Jackson in Berlin announced without warn-

.., The diplomatic background of the campaign of 1805 is treated exhaunively in part 5 
of Harold Deutsch's excellent work . 
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exile pro tern. There was no telling when the Austrian government 
would again desire his services. Gentz was more than ever determined 
to continue the fight against Napoleon with the weapons at his dis-
posal, and several months before the letters from Stadion and the em
peror clarified his position with regard to Austria, he had begun to send 
out feelers in other directions. In February he had found some encour
:~gement in the renewal of his correspondence with J:~ckson in Berlin, 
and the curious Ministry of AU the T:~Jents filled him with great hopes. 
"In a few months," he had informed Metternich on February 16, "you 
wiU see a new life and a new spirit develop in England." H e was con
fident of the ability of the Grenvilles, Lord Spencer, Lord Minto, and 
Windham to nullify the influence of Fox and Sheridan. During the 
fi rst months of 18o6 various Englishmen were deluged with a Rood of 
Gentzian communications and memoirs. Among them was :1 letter, 
dated M:~rch 25, to the Duke of Orleans, which contained these self
explanatory words: "I have long considered it the height of good for
tune and of glory to be able to serve England even in the most indirect 
manner. I am (all amour-propr~ aside) the one who, of all men on the 
Continent, would be able to render the greatest service ro England, if 
anyone desired it and knew how to employ me .... The answer I re
ceive to the lener I have tod:~y written to Lord G renville will decide my 
future ... . I£ I see any favorable chances to consecrate all my strength 
to the public cause, I shall fear nothing .... More independent than 
ever (for I am free to sever my connection with the court of Vienna), 
I shall vow to breathe my last in the agonizing and expiring- but 
not lost- cause of Europe and England. If Lord Grenville's reply is 
cold, equivocal, or negative, you will not hear my name spoken for a 
long while. I shall work for posterity, but I shall be dead to my con

temporaries." 84 

Lord Grenville, however, like Stadion, received Gentz's importunities 
in stoUd silence. Stadion had good reason for his attitude, as Gentz knew, 
but not so the British. England was still at war with France, and by June 
the ascendancy that Napoleon had gained over Prussia after Austerlitz 
had brought Berlin's declaration of war on England. With the 
departure of her own diplomatic representatives from Prussia, England 
needed the kind of expert information about Germany that Gentz could 

send, and was sending, from Dresden . 

.. Wei I, IYU/m ~ Una, 177; Bri4e von ttnd an Gentz, vol. 3, pt. t, pp. 4!r50; 
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von Gent::, 4:207, 20!r2t2, 217- 112; 1niirbeim, Starhemb"~· 342, 344; Britfe von tmd 
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No sign of appreci:uion, monetary or otherwise, went out to the stal
wart defender of the Good Cause. He wailed: "It is the enthusiasm of 
despair that animates me to go on working like a fool, when everything 
that I have the faith to touch is already dead or impotem. I feel that 
my career is drawing toward its end, and that Sirius and Orion are 
already waiting for me, and after them the tomb." Visions of the tomb 
were only transitory, happily; and on September 7 Gcmz wrote again, 
and with all his old vitality, to Grenville : "The complete disgrace into 
which I have fallen in England (no one has deigned to answer the 
thirty or forty letters that I have successively addressed there to differ. 
ent people in the past six months) ought to disgust me forever .... But 
the thought of what I owe to the most imponam cause of my time 
impels me to make this observation: now is the time when I could ren
der the most positive kind of service, if anyone wished to employ me or 
even to encourage me. None of those who write to London can know 
half the things I am told, which are relayed to me (rom all sides .... 
Time is pressing; I cannot weigh and leash my words; but I dare say you 
are preparing regrets for yourseH if ... you neglect this advice." so 

Ignored by Britain, shunned by Austria, and filled with a "deep and 
insurmountable aversion toward the policy of the Prussian court," Gentz 
certainly found the actual and potential enemies of Napoleon among 
the G reat Powers highly indifferent w his counsels during the first 
eight months of 18o6. Looking back, he might hnve acknowledged 
that Johannes Mi.iller had spoken with wisdom when he had proclai med 
immediately after Austerlitz that the banks of the Neva or Volga would 
be the only congenial places henceforth where persistent N apoleon
haters could spend their days. At the time, Gentz had dismissed rhe 
suggestion with a loathing shudder. " I hate the cold like death," he 
had declared, "and after cold, death, and the French, I hate nothing 
so heartily as the Russians. Although I have traveled, lived, and done 
everything but sleep with a R ussian princess for four weeks, that hate 
has increased during precisely those four weeks to a remarkable de
gree." " 

Contact with the Russians always aroused this feeling in G entz; still 
he did not neglect them, and it was only in St. Petersburg that his activ
ities met with official favor in the first pan of 18o6. On the very day 
when he had expressed himself in such derogatory terms about the 

10 Ki~, Gent:: a Polska, 145- 146; Paget, Pagn Papers, 2:277; Forurm~ Manuscriptr, 
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9. The End of Prussian Neutrality 

IN THE campaign of 18Qs, the inadequacy of its military system had 
made the H ouse of Habsburg look like a house of cards. The H abs

burgs had come to symbolize the old regime: was the old regime as 
weak as a house of cards? Friedrich Gentz feared that it was, but he 

was not destitute of all hope: "We shall surely go to ruin in a very short 
time, if we do not succeed, under pressure of the utmost distress and 
by means of the most formidable exertions, in bringing cmirely new 

weapons into the arena," he wrote Meuernich on January 12, 18o6. There 
was wisdom in these words, but there was a catch in them also. Could 

the fire be fought successfully with anything but lire? Could imperial
istic nationalism be fought successfully with anything but nationalism? 

The cure looked as bad as the disease to the rulers of Austria, who knew 

that to make war in itself nationally popular was to loose a force that 

might too easily be turned against them.1 

Since going to Vienna Gentz had played the game of politics in ac

cordance with the rules of the H absburg court. H e had accepted the 
fact that policies were largely made by a small hereditary ruling caste and 
had attempted no more than to influence individuals in key positions 
through the private communication of countless letters and memoirs. 
"To what purpose should I write now?" he asked. "There is no longer 
any suggestion of public opinion so far as the great events of the world 
are concerned; it has become altogether dormant; three or four cabinets 

absolutely determine the fate of mankind .. .. This handful of men 
.. . is not at all concerned about what the public thinks and says and 

writes and reads. If these men are to be guided to a sound policy (the 
possibility of which I doubt), they must certainly be moved by entirely 

other means than books." 2 

1 Briefe von und an Gentz, vol. 3, pt. 1, pp. 41-43; H. Butterfield, The Peace Tactics o/ 
Napoleon, 18o6-18o8 (Cambrids:e, 1919), 319-310. 
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A feeling that the existing system lacked some essential is clearly im
plicit in the above statement. Policies divorced from the masses, policies 
that failed to tap the immeasurably important resources of popular en
thusiasm, would never be able, in Gentz's opinion, to cope successfully 
with a Napoleon. "It is incontestable," he had written on the eve of the 
war, "that unless a great revolution is produced in the thought of the 
people, all the Macks and Suvorovs that heaven can send us will fail in 
their undertaking." s 

Cobenzl could see the point in theory, but in practice he believed 
that an aroused public opinion should be created to support policies 
once they were definitely set in motion. For at the Hofburg poLicies 
were made; public opinion was created. To conceive of policy as grow
ing out of, as representing or seeming to represent the public will, was 
foreign to the nature of the entire system. It was typical of the Austrian 
diplomacy that Gentz had been put to work on a book of popular ap
peal after the war had started. Gentz could write with speed, but to 
write and publish a book in less than three months is difficult. Napo
leon, however, had found it simple to beat the Austrians in three months. 

Since leaving Berlin, Gentz had become more self-consciously Ger
man than ever before. H is contact with the French on his journey to 
England in 18o2 had brought an outburst of nationalistic feeling. The 
most eloquent portion of his memoir to Archduke John had been in 
the same vein, as was also his correspondence with Johannes von Muller 
throughout t8os. The leaders whom he wanted most to see in charge 
of the desrinies of Austria and Prussia were men like Louis Ferdinand 
and Archduke John, who had popular appeal and dash, who knew how 
to assume naturally the volksturnlich air. An Austro-Prussian alliance 
rising spontaneously as the result of national demand- that represented 
Gentz's idea of the superlatively desirable. In the process of defeating 
Napoleon he was willing to see old Germ::t ny swept to pieces and united 
at a future time around the two focal points of Vienna and Berlin . 
His views anticipated those of the Frciherr vom Stein, who would have 
preferred a genuine national state but perceived a tendency for the Ger
man state to separate into two great parts.• 

In accordance with Cobenzl's desire that he arouse popular enthusiasm 
for the opening campaign Gentz set to work immediately on a book bear
ing the title Fragmentt: aus dt:r neuesten Geschichte des politischen 
Gleiclzgewichts in Europa. The quick decision of the war nullified the 
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original purpose of this volume, but Gentz succeeded in permeating its 
ambitious introduction with dynamic vigor, in spite of the atmosphere 
of defeat about him. Designed to reach a larger audience than he 
had ever before addressed, the introduction attained a rhetorical verve 
that on the purely literary side surpassed anything to be found in his 
other writings.5 

"Europe fell because of Germany's weakness," he pointed out. 
"Through Germany's strength Europe must rise again .... Our fatal 

1 

internal discord, the frittering away of our glorious powers, the rivalry 
of our princes and the estrangement of their subjects, the extinction of 
every genuine feeling for the common interest of the nation, the pros
tration of the patriotic spirit- these h::tve been the conquerors, these 
have been the destroyers of our freedom, these have been our deadly 
enemies and the enemies of Europe . .. . Divided we fell. Only when 
united can we rise again. To enter upon this single road to salvation is, 
w be sure, much more difficult now than it was earlier. Bur this much 
is irrefutably certain: should the political strength of Germany ever be
come united, it must be preceded by unity of the national will." 8 

Many Prussians who read Gentz's book at the time missed its point 
entirely. They jumped to the conclusion that Gentz's nationalism was 
the same brand as their own, which was in rea lity no more than a blus
tering, acquisitive selfishness. When a few years later Gentz expressed 
his disgust at the prancing pretensions of Blucher's army, he was apply
ing the same standards to exaggerated Prussian nationalism that had 
led him to condemn the "blind, idioric, brazen-faced national pride" of 
the Russians in 1805.7 But outraged Prussians rose in their wrath and 
shouted, "Turn-coat!" 

The charge was unjustified. True, Gentz regarded nationalism as 
good in itself; it was desirable, he believed, for peoples to be vigi lantly 
jealous of their "national honor" and to conserve at all costs "a respected 
name." 8 But there were interests that transcended national interests
the interests of Europe as a whole. Only with manifestations of particu
lar nationalisms that contributed to the general welfare of Europe 

• Briefe von tmd on Cent::, 2 :272; vol. J, pt. 1, p. 55; Schlesier, Schri/lt:n von Cent::, 
4:214; Thiirheim, Starl>emberg, 249; TogebiJcher, 1:46. The Edinburgh Review, in a 
lengthy notice of the Fragmente, could see in the introduction, however, only "a long and 
laboured harangue." Edinburgh R~view, 9:257· 

1 The Fragmmte was reprinted in volume 4 of Weick's Attrg~wiiltlte Schri/ten vo11 
Gentz, and more recently in Friedrich von Cent::: Staawchn"fun und Briefe, edited by H. 
von Eckardt (2 vols., Munich, 1921), t:11o-112. My citations are from the Iauer publi
cation . 

1 Schlcsier, Schriftt:n V011 Gentz, 4: I s8. 
• Eckardt, Gentz: Staatsschri/tell tmd Briefe, 1 :97. 
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written the volume, but the question of its authorship has never been 
definitely settled.u 

As the crisis between France and Prussia developed, Gentz exhibited 
all the old confusion between his emotions and his reason. Early in 
August he informed Czartoryski dogmatically that "any war that is 
made on France without the real cooperation of an Austria and a Prus
sia whose forces are coordinated -or without the immediate prospect 
of this cooperation- will be inefficacious, useless, and null, so far as the 
common interests of Europe are concerned." Six weeks later, when war 
was breaking, and there was only the remotest chance of Austrian coop
eration, Gentz turned around and greeted it with the words: "Courage 
and hope animate me this time. This war . .. will not be the work of 
men. Providence itself will have wrought it." 22 

Gentz has been characterized as "a man of the eighteenth century in 

. . . his indifferent suspension of religious observance." But despite 
his general religious indifference, at times he reasoned himself into 
the conviction that man must have faith, and that a faith buttressed by 

the great authority of the church was particularly desirable. H onest 
enough to recognize, that he himself lacked the capaciry for faith, he 

never took the final step toward Rome, in spite of the zealous and per
sistent proselytizing of his closest friend, Adam Muller. Muller had be
come a convert to Catholicism in 18o5, and in 18o6 he was with Gentz 
in D resden. His influence is evident in the words that Gentz addressed 

to Brinckmann on April2r, 18o6: "The way in which religion has again 
developed in my soul would make me interesting in your eyes. In the 

truest and deepest sense I have now learned for the first time to com
prehend the world correctly, for God has become the beginning and the 

end of all things to me. Thereby alone have I surmounted the abomi
nation of the times, fear and care, and death .... Now everything 
around me stands in balance; chaos," he concluded mystically, "has 
become order in m~." 21 

When Gentz resorted to the pious language of his pious Catholic 

friends, people acquainted with his general outlook taxed him with 
11 S~c articles in the Brockhaus gnd the Me)·cr encyclopedias. When Peter Wilt tram· 

lated and published a portion of Arndt's c~m d" z~it at London in •8oS, he advertised 
his wares with the false asscnion chat this was the book for the distribution of which Palm 
had been ~xccuted (sec pp. iii, iv) . Sec also Arndt, Auig~111iihlu Werk~. edi ted by H. 
Meisner and R. Gcerds (Leipzig, o. d.), Einl~itung, s-6. 

• Atu dun Nachlau~ von c~mz, :t:S; Bri~t~ von ttnd an Gentz, vo\. 3, pt. 1, p. S9· 
• Johann Albrecht Ranrzau, "Friedrich von Gentz und die Polilik," in Miu~iltmg~n 

du lnuimu /t1r ~H~rretchhch~ Cuchichtsforschung, 43 (19:t9):78; Khnkowstrom, Aus 
dcr alun ReEtstraJur, 1o-11 ; Bnt/c 'on und an Gentz, :1:::174· 
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heated rebuttal when H augwitz broached the possibility of forcing 

Austria to take sides. Gentz often resented the bland assumption by his 

countrymen that he should govern his conduct by the rule, "once a 

Prussian always a Prussian." H e was in the service of Austria, the recip

ient of an Austrian salary. H e had gone to Prussian headquaners at 

his own expense and at some risk to his position in Vienna. He rightly 

felt that it ill became him to act as the emissary of a foreign power to 

his own adopted coun, or to write a letter £O the Austrian government 

dated from Erfurt. •: 
The tangible results of Gentz's journey to Prussian headquaners 

were therefore negligible. H e touched up the language of Lombard's 

long-winded manifesto, which contained such a list of complaints ex

tending back over the years that the reader was more likely to despise 

Prussia's past conduct than to admire her present foolhardy enterprise.11 

At the request of H augwitz, Gentz also drafted a proclamation to the 

army. W hen Frederick William read the original he said: "Very pretty 

words, but too gentul; I should like the soldiers to understand it nlso." 

The manuscript went back to Gentz covered with corrections from the 

royal pencil. H augwitz, greatly embarrassed, wanted Gentz to ignore 

most of the king's suggestions, but Gentz refused to have anything more 

to do with the matter. H e suggested that Goetzen could finish the 

proclamation in good shape and still keep in the king's good graces ... 

On October II Gentz accompanied the high officials from E rfun to 

W eimar. H e found everything in a jumble, the town teeming with 

troops and harassed, worried generals. The Prussian defeat at Saalfcld 

bad just taken place, and Gentz soon learned of the death on the battle

field of his idolized Louis Ferdinand, who fell a victim to exaggerated 

and misdirected bravery.•• T he next day he left the disorganized head

quarters, and by October 17 was back in Dresden. Here he received the 

news of the final disaster of Jena.1 8 

u Schlesicr, Mimoiru el lrllru de Gentz, 168-171; 304-305. 
"* fbid., 251; Friedrich ~1 . Kircheisen, NapfJ!ton 1: Ein LLbw!bifd (2 vols., Stuttgart 

and Berlin, 1927-29), l:JO; ll:iusser. Deutsche Guchichu, 2:627 . 
.. Schles1er, Mlmoiru tl fe11ru de Gwtz, :187, 305-307 . 
.. Sec the account of his ex~ricnc~ at headqu:ancrs which Gentz sen t to Cunoryski on 

October 27, in Ki~. Gent:: o Polika, 134-146. 
• One 1nc1dent of Gentz's suy at headquarters has a certain intrinsic interest, and de· 

serves mention. On October 9 he was presented to lhe heroine of 1806, Queen Louise of 
Prussia. "She expressed herself," Gentz wrote, "with precision, with firmness, with energy, 
and at lhe S2me time wilh a moderation and a prudence that would have captivated me in 
a man." She deCended herself ajlatnst the charge of favoritism lowud Russia and declared 
that her gre:nest hopes were ptnned on the "clo~st poss1ble umon of e• erything that carried 
the name German." Schlcsier, Mimoiru nIt/lUI de Genr:. 296-300. 
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done his share to encourage the n:nionalist fervor of the clique headed 

by Louis Ferdinand and Queen Louise. Under the circumstances he 

showed admir:~ble restraint in the face of a situ:~tion in which he ''could 

scarcely pick up :1 newspaper" without reading "diatribes" against him

self.' When finally he decided to slash out, he did so in a private let

ter to the most vulnerable target in Germany, Johannes von M uller. 

M uller had been beset by few doubts with Jeoa fresh before his eyes. 

T he choice between humiliation and captivation presented no difficul

ties. " I see that God has given [Napoleon] dominion over the world," 

he wrote soon after the battle; "never has that been clearer to me than 

in this war." When the die-hards Aed Berlin, he stayed behind, and on 

November 20 was honored by an interview of an hour and a half with 

the G reat Man himself. M uller's conversion was now complete. " I m ust 

say," said the susceptible bookworm, "that the diversity of his knowl

edge, the acuteness of his observations, the soundness of his intelligence, 

the breadth of his views, as well as h is manner of conversing with me, 

filled me with a£Tection for him .. . . Through his genius and his si mple 

goodness [Napoleon] conquered me." • 
MiHler's conversion rem:~ined no secret. Leuers to litemry friends 

bore witness to his new a llegi:~nce, and on Janu:~ry 29, 1807, he delivered 

an academic address "on the g lory of Frederick" in which he hailed 

N:~poleon as the preserver of the Frederickian way. H is observations 

undoubtedly contained much that was historically sound; Goethe 

gave the speech a favorable review and later translated it from the 

original French for publication in Cotta's Morg~nblatt. But intimatt' 

friends who had known M uller in his anti-Napoleonic moods of a fe,.., 

months before were utterly disgusted by the whole business. "Such 

are the men," wrote Adam M uller scornfully, ''who study history for 

the sake of great examples." Gentz, because of his previous intimacy 

with Johannes M uller had particularly good grounds fo~ appreciating 

the extent of his shamelessness. Only a year before, Johannes had been 

so brash as to :~ddress him repeatedly with the intimate Du- a fa

miliarity which no other correspondent save, occasionally, his beloved 

Adam M uller ever permiued himself-and had written st:ch sruff as 

the following: "Brother, let there be an agreement between me :1nd thee 

that we shall never forsak~ ~ac/1 other. Should Europe fall, let us go to 

K azan, for England will not survive Europe, and A merica is a nation 

of businessmen. Or shall we go to the British empire on the Ganges, 

• Scblesicr, Schri/ten uon Gent~. 4:170. 
' Wittmer, "Ligne, Muller, Centz, et I'Autriche," in Annalu Prince de Litne, 6:a88-190. 
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where I believe many will seek refuge? Tell me what to do. I am ready 

for anything except ro exist under the yoke of the destroyer of every

thing which is dear to me." • 

Gentz knew Johannes von Muller well enough to realize the extent 

to which the sentimental and the merely rhetorical entered into his im

passioned outbursts. Never had Gentz regarded him as anything but a 

useful though unreliable ally; and cognizant of the fact that Muller was 

"the most faint-hearted of men," and congenitally so, he was willing to 

be tolerantly indulgent. As far back as the beginning o£ the year t8o6 
M uller had showed signs of wavering in his support of the Good Cause. 

Gentz had complained, but had done nothing drastic.4 By February, 18o7, 
however, goaded on by the praise of Muller in the German press in 

conjunction with its repeated denunciation of his own conduct, Gentz 

decided that the circumstances justified a forthright break with the slip

pery historian. On February 27, 18o7, he sent him a blistering letter, 

which contained the following words: "The whole composition of your 

character represents a strange mis-cue on nature's part resulting in a mind 

of extraordinary power joined to a soul of the very weakest son. T he 

multitude of striking ideas and of ingenious and frequently profound 

observation~ which have issued from your pen in the bst twenty years 

appear to h:~ve been developed merely for others: nothing clings to you, 

nothing can take root in you. You have been and remain the plaything 

of every impression that accidentally comes your way. Always ready to 

recognize everything, to agree on the value of everything, to embrace 

everything, to connect yourself with everything that comes anywhere in 

your neighborhood, you are incapable of hating anything completely, 

or of devoting yourself to anything completely. Your life is a continual 

capitulation. If the devil appeared on earth in person, I should show 

him how to make an alliance with you in twenty-four hours .... Don't 

think," Gentz continued more gently, "that I have written this letter 

without the most lively sense of pain. May your heart, may the past, 

tell you whether o r not 1 knew how to value your friendship. I feel, 

therefore, what it means to lose you. As a warrior in a holy cause 1 

pronounce an inexorable judgment of damnation upon your criminal 

apostasy; as a man, as your former friend, I feel nothing but sympathy 

'Albert Leatzmann, "Goethe's Beziehungen zu Johannes von Muller," in the Hisrorircht: 
Zeitschrift, 1 p ( 1935) :507-508; Bricfe uon und an Gt:mz, 2:415-416; Schlesier, Schrt/ttn 
t on Genrz, 4:135; Brit:/tuechrd :wuchcn Genr:; und Adam Muller, 44· 

1 Briefe •·on und an Gentz, 1 :169; 2:181, 181; Brit:/wt:chsd ::wisehrn Gent:: und Adam 
Mtillcr, 39, 50; Schl~ter, Schrt/tt'n t on Gent::, 4:115-:u6; Gentz to ~·bd.1mc [ ?), OrC'dcn, 
September l O, 1 o6, in the Staaubibhothek, Berlin, Autograpba. 
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green as the French armies marched through the countryside. Once 
more Napoleon found himself at Eylau, but this time his attention fo
cused upon near-by Friedland, where Marshall Lannes hotly engaged 
the Russian host. Napoleon ordered up the gros of his army, and when 
the sun had gone down on June 14 he heralded the achievement of a 
new Marengo, a new Austerlitz, a new Jena. In the final act the masses 
of armed men with stacked muskets, burnished buttons, and polished 
sabers, formed the background. A raft in the River Niemen held the 
center of the stage, and Europe gasped to see the emperor of the East 
clasp the hand of the emperor of the West, while Frederick William 
stood despondent in the rain. 

In the weeks that immediately followed Eylau, Austria lost its great 
chance. "Oh, if only I were the Archduke Carll" exclaimed Jomini. Na
poleon himself later admitted that a well-timed Austrian oCTensive 
in the rear would probably have brought disaster to the French army. 20 

T he spell cast by Austerlitz and Jena remained efTective in Vienna, 
however. Even the vigorous Stadion was content to rattle the sword a 
bit and to offer the mediation of his government in negotiations prelim
inary to a general peace. Friedrich Gentz, more daring and less im
pressed by the invincibility of Napoleon, chafed at what he considered 
Austria's undue caution. To Fasbender he wrote on March 10: "The 
present moment is decisive. Will Austria let her opportunity slip by 
without exploiting it at all? If Austria is really determined not to take 
up the sword immediately for the general cause of Germany and Eu
rope, will she not at least do something for h~rself and thu~by for the 
rest? Will she not at last transform her neutrality, which up to this 
time has been passiv~, into an activ~ neutrality, and take possession of 
those places which are necessary for her safety, independence, and exist
ence, and which are of obvious importance if her dignity and prestige 
are to be maintained? . .. Will she not place herself between France 
and Russia as a real mediator, which is to say as an imposing um
pire?" 21 

In April Austria did indeed offer her services, but the figure she cut 
was scarcely that of an imposing umpire, for Austria's mood at the 
time was one of weakness and equivocation. Gentz's experience with 
the Goctzen negotiation had given him insight into Austrian policy, 
and his observations of Austria's conduct after Eylau confirmed his 
opinion that any Russian or Prussian hopes that were built on the like-

., Butterfield, Peau Tactict of Napoleon, 66-67. 
11 Jacubcnz, "Centz und Fasbender," in Milleilungen des l{aiserlichen und l{oniglichen 

Kriegsarchivs, 7:95. 
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lihood of Austrian entrance into the war would prove illusory:" 'With
out Austria's entrance no salvation; in pbce of Austria's entrance no 
substitute; for Austria's entrance no hope.' In these three sentences," he 
informed Ompteda on June 9, "is contained the essence of all my poli
tical calculations." 22 

Once sure of his ground, Gentz did not stop with sharing his views 
with a few intimate friends. In the Iauer part of April he had laid be
fore the Russian cabinet an important memoir "concerning the aim of 
the present war and the measures to be taken by Russia to bring it to 
an end." Basing the argument on his familiar thesis that no coalition 
that lacked Austria's full cooperation could defeat France, he advised 
Russia either to attempt to force Austria into the struggle by thr~at
~ning "to share with France what no one wished to defend"; or, all 
threats failing, to make peace as soon as possible. "This is the first 
time," Gentz wrote in an explanatory leuer to Czartoryski, "that I find 
myself in the situation of voting positively for a peace which is baneful, 
odious, and revolting according to my own conviction. Never were the 
results of my calculations more opposed to my sentiments. I advise what 
I abhor." H e added these explanatory words: "1£ today I vote for an 
armistice, it is in the hope that it will suggest to us the means of return
ing more vigorously to our true course, and of combating under more 
favorable auspices the enemy of liberty, and of Europe." 28 

It is obvious that Gentz, in advising the immediate negotiation of 
peace, had no such terms in mind as those that emerged from Tilsit. 
To Ompteda, who had read the memoir, he wrote: "You will judge 
whether M. de Rasumovsky is right when he reproaches me with 
having weakened since the battle of Jena." 24 And in the memoir itself 
he had carefully separated the threat of sharing with France "what no 
one wished to defend" as a possib/~ means of drawing Austria into the 
coalition from the move for peace, which Russia was more likely to 
choose. Tilsit, which ironically linked the two courses, was a phenomenon 
seemingly wrought of the devil. Before Tilsit Gentz stood aghast. "Yes, 
everything is now over," he wrote. "Even the most awful of all the out
comes, which frequently haunted me in my sad reflections during the 
past fou r or five years, even that partition of Europe between two co-

.. Ki~. Cent::: a Polsl(a. 1 p - 158; Omptcda, Nachlass von Ompteda, 1:300. See also 
Gentz to Goetzen, April 24, 1807, in lliiusser, Dwtsche Ceschichte, 3:94. 

.. The memoir is summarized in F. Martens, Rectteil des traith et conventions roncltu 
par Ia Russie avec les puissaflet:S hra11geres (14 vols., St. Petersburg, 1874-1905), 6:419; 
Kj~, Gentz a Polsl{a, 158-159. 

"Ompteda, Nach/a,ss von Ompteda, 1 :286-287. 
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lossal powers- which I have long predicted- appears, though sooner 
than I believed it possible, to be springing to fruition out of the ruins 

of all freedom and welfare." 20 

Gentz sank into pardonable lassitude. Stadion, now prepared to have 
no foreign policy :n all, "save that of seeking favor with France," warned 

the Bohemian police that "in certain critical junctures," Gentz might 
compromise the government, "although his views and principles are 
in no sense dangerous to us. It is therefore necessary," he continued, 

"for Gentz to be subjected to constant, though not disquieting, obser
vation." Word accordingly went out to the congenitally overzealous 
local worthies that the police should serve as Gentz's guardians and 

"not treat him as a suspicious person." 28 h is apparent that the police 
had little to worry about. H e moved from Teplitz to Karlsbad, and back 
to Prague again in the fall, absorbed the whole time by the "endless 
pleasures and frivolities" of the world of fashion. "With the first days 

of July," he wrote Brinckmann on October 16, 1807, "my political ac
tivity ... ceased . Since that time I have become a privileged loafer." 27 

At Teplitz and Karlsbad, disporting under the summer sun with 
gay companions, Gentz had been able to keep gnawing discontent at a 
distance. But at Prague the incessant fog and rain of early winter, while 

he tried to occupy himself with reading and writing, brought devils 
of melancholy chasing about his rooms. "There squats brooding over 

my whole life a something which I can only describe accurately to you 
by the English word gloom," he confided to Adam Mi.iller on Novem

ber 23. A week later his dejection had increased. "What I have felt 
and suffered during the l:lst few weeks," he wrote, "bears so little rela
tion to the effect the public calamities have had upon me, that I must 
reach for entirely new modes of expression to make you understand 

what I mean." As the winter progressed, however, the vigorous policy 
of an England with a Canning at the helm brought some cheer. "This 
winter will not last forever," he remembered, "and for the summer new 

plans and hopes may well in me. If no one on the Continent can, will, 
or dare use me, I may be able to render England (and thereby indi

rectly Europe also) a few services with what is left of my ability. If 
• Ibid:• 306-307. Herbert Butterfield, with brilliant insight. has described the process 

whereby 1n the course of two months Alexander came to accept not merely the idea of 
imm«<iate peace, but also the idea of "sharing with France what no one wish«! to defend." 
P~au Tacriu of Napol~on, bk. 3, ch. 3· 

• Ibid., 313 ; Fournier, Srud1~n und Ski: ::cn, 2:156-•sS; Ki~, Cent: a Polrka, 114 . 
.., Tag~biichu, r :p; Brief~ von 11nd an Gentz, :z::z87; Omptroa, Nachlass von Ompteda, 

1:315-317, 331-333. 
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larity, but he found considerable time for study. H e was gathering 

material for a work on maritime law, and he laboriously waded through 

a number of weighty tomes in Latin, which he went to a good deal of 

trouble to procure. The results of this scholarly work took the form of 

two memoirs with a decidedly pro-English slant, which he finally com

posed four years later. ln addition he kept a weather eye on everything 

political that issued from the presses of Germany. Most of these prod

ucts filled him with dismay; he was moved to chide the ediwr of the 

Niirnberger Correspondenten for fostering the legend that he, Gentz, 

had been one of those chiefly responsible for the disaster of t8o6. One 

book, however, roused his hopes for the future of political writing in 

Germany; this was Fichte's famous Reden an die deutsche Nation. His 

comment is particularly interesting. " I have read with boundless pleas

ure ... the Rden of Fichte," he informed Adam Muller. "Nothing 

I have read for a long time has so surprised me .... Almost no one 

has ever spoken so magnificently, so profoundly, so proudly of the 

German nation." 38 

While Gentz lingered at T eplitz into the late summer, pleasantly 

occupied with his &iends and his books, cumulative evidence indicated 

that the tide was turning once more against Napoleon, and that his 

forthright opponems might soon have occasion to go into action again. 

In August came the news, which Gentz received at first incredulously, 

then joyfully, of the disasters ovenaking the French armies in Spain. 

In the early autumn Napoleon and Alexander met at Erfurt to re-enact 

the lovefest of Tilsit; but though the Franco-Russian alliance ostensibly 

survived, the relations between the two monarchs had cooled, and Met

ternich confidently reported that Austria need not fear aggression 

from Russia. 11 Stadion redoubled his efforts to put Austria on a war 

footing. Save in Hungary, every able-bodied man between the ages of 

eighteen and forty-five was ca lled into the militia, and a wave of en

thusiasm swept through all classes of the population. Simultaneously in 

Prussia similar measures were inaugurated under the vigorous leader

ship of Stein, Scharnhorst, and Gneisenau: "Their plans looked to the 

*' Bn~f~ IJOn tmd an G~t:, 1 :298-302; C. F. ~~bod~. "Ungcdruckt~s Schr~1ben Fried· 
ricbs von Gcnt.t an den Rcdacttur des Nurnberger Korrcspondcntcn," in Schmidt's ZmiChnft 
frir Gnchtchtllllllt~nschaft, 1 ( 1844} :29o-302; Schles•cr, Schrijt~tl von Gmt:, 1 :326-33 1, 
333-335, 338; john Holland Rose, "The Napoleonic Empire nt Its Height," in The Cam· 
bridg~ Modem 1/utory, 9:326; Bri4wuhsel ztvischen G~ntz nnd Adam Miiller, 148. Sec 
also H . C. Engelbrech t, foltann Gottli~b Ficht~: A Swdy oj His Political Writings with 
Sp~etal R~f~unu to Hir Notionalum (New York, 1933), 11, 132, where the reader may 
find a complete d1stonioo, in summary, of J. H. Rose's interpretation of Ficbt~. 

61 Tog~btich~r. 1:55; H . du CoudrJy, Mnt~rnich (New Ha•cn, 1936}, 51. 
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before, and it is of sufficient interest to be summarized in some detail. 
After reviewing the situation in Europe he declared that the moment 
was ripe for action. The djplomats must first do some necessary spade
work, however, particularly at the courts of Prussia and Saxony. Once 
these states were brought into a common front with Austria, and once 
it was announced in firm and stirring tones that the coalition proposed 
to free Germany from the tyranny of France, public opinion would 
sweep the lesser courts into a crusade of truly popular and ~ation_<tl 
scope. He asserted more emphatically than ever that acuve atd 
from Russia was neither necessary nor particularly desirable: sad ex
perience had shown what misfortunes attended Russian "support." The 
purpose of the war would be to create in central Europe a Germany 
strong enough to preserve the balance between the potentially aggres
sive states of France and Russia. That meant a new constitution for 
Germany, and on this subject Gentz had definite ideas. First, in his 
opinion, the imperial title should be restored to the H absburgs. Sec
ond, though the various states should be allowed complete domeslic 
self-government, their control over foreign policy should ~e seve~ely 
limited, and there should be but one army for the whole emptre. Tlmd, 
there should be a confederate congress, which might pass proposals 
from the Austrian commissioner by a simple majority, and proposals 
from the other delegates by a two-thUds' majority. Fourth, constitu
tional changes should require unanimous consent; and, fifth, ma
chinery should be set up to arbitrate between the various states. "The 
independence of Germany," he concluded, "is Europe's primary politi
cal need and conforms to the supreme best interest of Europe as a 
whole .... It is certain that if the much promised eternal peace should 
ever cease to be a shadow picture, it must be brought to mankind by 
this road and by this road alone." 6 

For reasons beyond his control Stadion was unable to shape Austrian 
policy as Gentz recommended. A Prussian alliance was not to be gained 
in z8o9; but with Prussia or without Prussia, Austria was determined to 
fight. "The decision has been made to escape from the previously des
perate situation by a mighty exertion of all forces. Austria will not lay 
down arms until a decisive result has been achieved. I regard this de
cision ... as beyond recall." 8 With these words, a few days after his 
arrival in Vienna, Gentz gave Stein an up-to-the-minute idea of what 
to expect in the immediate future. 

• Atu dem Nu~hltuse von Gentz, :1:1 04- 158; Riuer, Stein, :1:354· 
• Stein, Briefwe~hsel, 3:49. 
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In reality, Austria's plight in t8o9 did not differ gready from her 

plight in t8o5, when Gentz had waxed so critical of Cobenzl's policy. 
To be sure, the present war was "desired by the government, by the 
army, and by the people," whereas the hostilities of 18o5 had been, 
strictly speaking, a government enterprise.1 Na~leon, fur~ermo~e, was 
supposed now to be materially weakened by hts setbacks tn Spam. ~ut 
agam, as in t8o), Austria had failed to secure beforehand the Pr~sst~n 
aUiance, which Gentz, in his coldly rational moods, regarded as mdtS
pensable. And her position was the more vulnerable because the most 
she could now expect from St. Petersburg was benevolent neutrality, 
whereas in r8os Russia had fought on Austria's side. Nevertheless, 
though it was easy to demonstrate that Austria's present position was per
haps worse than it had been four years earlier, Gentz did not resume the 
critical tactics that had characterized his relations with the Cobenzl gov
ernment. The personal element :tpparently determined his attitude: he 
distrusted Cobenzl; Stadion commanded his admiration and his loyalty. 
Nor did Gentz, when the war ended in defeat for Austria, launch into 
recriminations against Stadion for disregarding his advice to negotiate 
beforehand an alliance with Prussia and Saxony. His sharp words were 
directed instead against "the actual originator of all previous misfor
tune," the hapless Archduke Carl, who once again had bee~ entrusted 
with the direction of Austria's military forces. To Gentz, 1n the role 
which he was least qualified to fill but which he insisted upon playing 
repeatedly- that of military critic- Archduke Carl had beeo, as al
ways, "a thoroughly bad general." "With Archduke Carl in control, I 
should never have begun the war," he declared on August 1 r.8 Better 
qualified judges, it must be added, have not heaped laurels on the Arch
duke Carl of r8o9. 

By August 1 r che fighting was over. Gentz had composed a stirring 
manifesto, and Heinrich von Kleist had been inspired to write some of 
the fiercest hymns of hate ever produced by any war. But they did not 
win battles. The campaign had opened around Regensburg in April 
with a series o( French victories which cleared the Danube valley; and 
on May 13 Napoleon entered Vienna. On May 21 and 22 the French 
crossed the river and were fought to a standsti ll by the Austrians at 
Aspern. There followed a pause of several weeks, but on July 5 and 6 

• Sorel. L'Et~rope n lu Revolmion franraise, 7:3~9. • . . 
• August Fournier "Gentz und der Fnede von Schocnbrunn, tn the D~ursch~ Rund

J~hau, 144:134, 140 ff. See also t.he leucr of Prince de Ligne to .<?entz,. February 20, 1 So6, 
in which Gentz is chided for h1s propenmy to make snap m1ht.1ry Judgments. Annulu 
Prin~e de Lignr, 1 :183- 184. 



12. Metternich 

N OTH ING illustrates better the stability of the old regime than 
the capacity of its governments to withstand military defeat. A 

weak and uninspiring Frederick William III could successfully bear 
the incubus of a Jena, the millstone of a Tilsit. To Austria defeat might 
bring a Cobenzl in place of a Thugut, a Stadion in place of a Cobenzl, 
but the H absburgs seemed destined for everlasting survival. So it was 
in xlX>9. Emperor Francis remained, but the direction of foreign policy 
was transferred from Stadion to Count Clemens von Metternich. 

At the outset the chances that this facile young aristocrat could 
weather the storms of office better than his predecessors seemed slight. 
"Many officers of distinction in the army" were convinced that the 
monarchy was tottering to its fall. The emperor, of all people, had re
solved to rule alone! The Ministerial Conference, a device created to 
relieve him of his beloved routine, had been abolished, and F rancis 
stood forth as the sole integrating element in the government. Experi
ence showed that he was unequal to the task, and reform plans were 
broached from time to time; but nothing was done. Yet the monarchy 
continued to potter along year after year until the aging Metternich, 
embellished with medals, was a prince and a chancellor. Metternich con
tinued, furthermore, to direct Austrian foreign policy: even after twenty 
years his reign at the House on the Ballplatz was but half spent.1 

From 1B<l9 until his death in 1832 Gentz was to be closely associated 
with Metternich. For at least ten of those years he was Metternich's 

1 Tagcbiicher, 1 :t87- 188, ::u6-217, 247-249; Carl Freiherr von Hock and Hermann 
lgnaz Bidermann, Der oaurrcichischc S1aa1srat, 176o--t848 (Vienna, 1879), 6sg-66t ; 
Stein, Bri~jwuhr~l. 3:345; C. S. B. Buckland, Mn1~rnich and 1h~ British Gov~rnm~ntfrom 
1809 10 1813 (London, 1932), 36; Ku~ck, Tag~biich~r. 1 :208-209; Heinrich Riner von 
Srbik, Mctternich: D~r Staaumann rmd der M~nsch {2 vols., Munich, 1925) , 1 :456-463; 
Krooes, Ztlr Gachicht~ Out~rreichr. 188-•89; Bri~J~ 11011 und an c~ntz, vol. J, pt. I. p. 
295; Alfred Stern, Guchichu Europar seit den Vcrtrilg~n von 1815 bir zum Franl<furt~r 
Fricd~n von 1871 (ro vols., Berlin, 1894- 1924), r: lJJ-lJ~i August Fournier, ed., "Gentz 
der Reaktionaer," in Der Fri~dc, 3 (1919) :462. 
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closest adviser, and he became the chief mouthpiece through which, in 
its days of power, the "system" of Menernich found expression. The 
intimate relation between the two men did not spring into being with
out preparation; mutual trust and confidence came only after years of 
increasing knowledge of each other and when, tolerant at last of each 
other's foibles and appreciative of each other's capacities, they found 
themselves united in a common purpose. 

Metternich and Gentz had already developed a certain instinctive 
community of outlook, which as early as t8og caused them both to 
reason (rom a given set of facts to similar conclusions. Thus when Met
ternich at the begi nning of his career as foreign minister announced 
the main lines of his policy, he did so in terms that Gentz could not 
but approve. Wrote Metternich: "We must confine our system solely to 
tacking, to effacing ourselves, to coming to terms with the victor. Only 
thus may we perhaps preserve our existence until the day of general 
deliverance." 2 

But there were reasons why Metternich could not immediately use 
Gentz. The necessity of "coming to terms with the victor" made his 
active participation in the government most unwise. Bubna, in one 
of his conversations with Napoleon, had great difficulty in making the 
French emperor understand that Gentz had suddenly become one of 
the most convinced peace advocates in the Austrian monarchy.• Gentz 
was consequently encouraged to take up residence once more in Prague 
which he accordingly did, arriving there on November 14. His long 
years as a free-lance cri tic and adviser, furthermore, had brought out 
his innate irresponsibili ty, and his name was soon linked with an inci
dent that heightened his reputation for indiscretion. General Griinne 
of the Austrian army had written a series of lette rs to the Prince de 
Ligne cri ticizi ng the conduct of the 18og campaign. The amiable prince, 
knowing that these letters would be of interest to his friend Gentz, 
gave them to him to read. Suddenly transcriptions of them began to ap
pear in the papers. The Austrian emperor was furious. General Griinne 
fell into permanent disgrace and De Ligne, for all his princely dignity, 
was subjected to a day's arrest. Perhaps Gentz was no more than re
motely responsible, but the incident was not likely to improve his repu· 
ration for trustworthiness.• It should be added, however, that Gentz's 

1 Du Coudray, Mellernich, 59· 
1 Tngehlicl>cr, 1:156. 
• Wittmer, "Lignc, Muller, Gentz, et I'Auttiche," in Annaln Prinu de LigM, 6::133; 
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irresponsibility was not solely or primarily a result of personal weak
ness. It derived largely from his deep-rooted desire to keep his indepen
dence and to acknowledge no one but himself- and no principles but 
his own- as master. In this independence he was encouraged by the 
shortsighted policy of the emperor, who "shouted only when he had to 
g ive money," and who rewarded Gentz with a stipend totally inade
quate for the way of life to which he had grown accustomed. Gentz 
had come, therefore, to lean on the financia l assistance of h is English 
and other foreign connections; and though it is true- as his apologists 
have frequently pointed out- that "he took money only from those 
who thought as he did," 5 he developed no genuine loyalty to Austria 
until be had achieved financial security from sources directly or indi
rectly connected with the Austrian government. This had not occurred 
by 18<>9, and his best friends, though they admitted that he had first
rate ability and broad knowledge, invariably added that he was indis
creet and frivolous.' Under the circumstances Metternich was wise in 
acting on the assumption that Gentz, though potentially useful, should 
be kept at a certain distance. 

T oward Metternich Gentz himself blew hot and cold, mainly cold, 
in the last months of •8<>9· When it first seemed likely that Metternich 
would be the next foreign minister, Gentz had gone to some pains to 
call attention to his own availabili ty as aide. In a letter to General Bubna 
of July 17 he had said: "Should you, as I suppose, be with Count Met
ternich quite a bit and sometime know of nothing better to say, then 
remark that I am here reading all day long what the Latin authors have 
to tell about the decline and fa ll of Rome, counting the stars at night, 
and, since I know of nothing wiser to do, keeping myself physically in 
good health." 1 

But a good deal of water had flowed under the bridge since 18o3, 
when Gentz had spoken of Metternich as a "true angel," and since 
t8o), when he had "organized cabal after cabal" to get Metternich 
"placed in charge of all the affairs of the monarchy." Metternich had 
gone instead as ambassador to Paris, an appointment of which Gentz 
disapproved for reasons which he expressed in his own inimitable way. 
"A soul so pure and sublime as yours," he wrote, "ought never to have 
come in contact with the scene of so many crimes and horrors." In 

• uttrn el papiers dtt challcditr t:Oflllt! de Nesselrodt, I76o-I8JO, edited by A. de 
Nessdrode (11 vols .. Paris, [ 1904- 11 ? J), :1:34-35. 

• Max Lederer, eel., "l leinrich Joseph von Collin und sein Kreis," in the Archiv /tlr 
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considerable thousand ducats a year, at which he started in 1812, to 

the munificent sum of four thousand ducats.11 

Thus Gentz, through the good offices of Metternich, at last received 

a steady income. But as is so often the case, financial independence 

brought with it a certain spiritual dependence. Gentz's connections with 

the hospodars made necessary the perpetuation of his confidential rela

tions with the Austrian foreign office, for otherwise his reports would 

be of slight value. The hospodar of Wallachia made Gentz an Austrian, 

and Gentz soon gave interesting evidence of this fact. 

• For a more detailed consideration of the subject see Paul Sweet, Fri~drich von G~ntt 

and rh~ Danttbian Pnndpaliriu (Birmingham-Southern College Bulletin, Birmingham, 

Alabama, 1935) and N1colas G. Alexandresco, La Corrupandance dtt cll~vali" FrUlnc de 

Gtntt avu le prince de Valacllie,Jean CaradJa, ~ria qtlution d'Orient (Paris, 1895). 



13. The End of the Crusade 

DURING T H E epochal last six months of 1812, which saw Na
poleon's great army march to cruel disillusionment in the heart 

of Russia, Gentz's correspondence reveals no consciousness that his po
litical views had undergone a profound change. Yet that is precisely 
what happened. Until the middle of 1812 Gentz's views on German 
affairs were still those of a confirmed pan-German. Although he had 
not abandoned the conception of middle European solidarity, he now 
regarded Mittaeuropa from the standpoint of a confirmed Austrian. To 
state it baldly, he had sold out to Metternich, and he had received in 
return the lucrative connection with the hospodar of Wallachia. Gentz 
never admitted in his own mind that he could be motivated by any
thing so crass as a veiled bribe, and he was sufficiently adept at political 
casuistry to satisfy himself that he remained loyal to the political con
victions which he had so long entertained. It is true that he had paraded 
always as a believer, first and foremost, in balance of power; and it is 
true that when at one time he took his stand as a good German nation
alist, or at another time as a good Austrian, he worked himself into the 
belief that as an enlightened European he could do nothing else. But 
that his European sensibilities should demand a shift from pan-Ger
manism to arch-Austrianism precisely in the year 1812-this is some
thing that cannot be explained on the basis of existing evidence without 
giving a large share of the credit to the persuasive powers of the thou
sand Wallachian ducats. 

This change shows clearly in the attitude that Gentz now took 
toward his co-worker of xlk>9, the Freiherr vom Stein. Stein had not 
altered his views on the German question. Early in 1812 he had been 
invited by the czar to present himself at the Russian court, and he had 
lost no time in complying. Soon he was the center of an active group 
that sought to make the Russian war an excuse for reawakening some 
semblance of nationalistic fervor among the German princes. Since most 
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of the German states, including Austria and Prussia, were fighting with 
Napoleon against Russia, this struck legalistic purists as an act of bad 
taste at best, and to some it smacked of revolution. At one time Gentz's 
hatred of Napoleon might have led him to justify and to participate in 
such activities; Stein wrote to him as an ally in 1812. But his alliance 
with Metternich and his acceptance of the Austrian viewpoint made him 
perforce a legalistic purist. He failed to answer Stein's letters, and when 
the Russian commander in chief issued an appeal, drafted by Stein, for 
"the Germans to range themselves under the banner of the Fatherland 
and of honor" Gentz remarked with some heat: "To summon subjects 
to stand in judgment over their governments is outrageous under all 
condidons and unworthy of legitimate rulers." 1 H e was careful not to 
attack Stein directly, but on the fiery Arndt, whom Stein had d rawn to 
his side and who was exhorting the German nation to rise with one 
accord to glorious, hate-inspired activity, Gentz gave full vent to his 
feelings. "I do not care for the foot-and-a-half words of Mr. Arndt," he 
told Nesselrode frankly. "I myself make no claim to the sort of elo
quence that kindles popular flames; my style is more the kind one uses 
to extinguish flames. Therefore there is no feeling of rivalry influencing 
my judgment of his writings. But I believe that they overshoot the 
mark, and that they can become very dangerous. Furthermore, though 
very eloquent, they are composed in diabolical taste." 2 

Meanwhile the Grand Army, which Napoleon was leading against 
Moscow, neared its tragic end, and Stein in November, 1812, perceiving 
correctly that "the war will probably become offensive instead of defen
sive," turned his attentions energetically to the future reorganization 
of Germany. The German princes, he informed the czar, "have no right, 
whatever may be their behavior, and whether they resist or submit at 
once, to demand the maintenance or restoration of their sovereignty; 
they are at present in the position of enemies, and at the moment of the 
entrance of the allied armies, the princes commanding them can use 
their right of conquest as their own interest may dictate." This pointed 
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clearly to a radical solution of the German problem, and when in March, 
1813, Prussia switched from Napoleon's side to that of Alexander, Ku
tusoff, the commander in chief of the allied army, immediately issued a 
proclamation which, though couched in vague terms, indicated a defi
nite intent to do something thoroughgoing about Germany. In r8o6, it 
will be remembered, Gentz himself had declared that German unity 
was the "only road to salvation" and that German unity must inevi
tably "be preceded by unity of the national will." But in 1813 when 
Kurusoff proclaimed in a similar vein that "the more immediately this 
work of German regeneration shall issue, in its essential structure and 
oudine, from the inmost original spirit of the German people, just that 
much more vigorous, vital, and united will Germany be able to appear 
once more among the nations of Europe," Gentz threw cold water on 
the whole business. H e complained to Nesselrode that there was no ex
cuse for stirring up any more popular passion, and he pooh-poohed the 
idea of making a new German constitution. "How is anyone going to 
solve this problem," he asked, "which the greatest publicists have pro
nounced insoluble even in pure theory, at a time when nothing really 
favors it except a few sterile prayers from a few patriotic hearts?" 8 

There can be no doubt about it: Gentz knew quite well by 1812 on 
which side his bread was buttered. H e had learned just in time, for he 
might easily have made a false step and ruined once for all the Aus
trian career that was opening up to him. For the German people were 
being worked upon not only from Russian headquarters: in Austria it
self a movement was under way to rouse the valiant men of Tyrol to a 
new insurrection against the French. The British agent King, the Arch
duke John, and other erstwhile cronies of Gentz were deeply involved. 
In March, r8r3, the vigilant and unsympathetic Austrian police nipped 
this conspiracy in the bud, a number of estimable patriots landed in jail, 
and Mr. King was given his walking papers. Gentz, with an eye on 
the British treasury, was as helpful as he could be under the circum
stances. He wrote a judicious letter to Cooke at the foreign office, he 
aided King in winding up his affairs, and shortly afterward cashed in to 
the tune of two hundred pounds sterling for his pains. And as a reward 
for opposing the German policy of the Russian cabinet, he soon received 
a mark of Alexander's high esteem.• 

1 Seeley, Stein, 2:167-168, 232-233; Nessclrode, U/lru et papiert, 5:65-67. 
' There is an extensive literature on the plot for an insurrection in Tyrol in 1813. Buck
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documents in the Public Record Office; Srbik, in his great biography of Mettcrnich, gives 
the matrer brief bu t clear treatment, but says ( 1 :71 5) that the story has not yet been told 
as completely as available Austrian sources would pcrmir. Sec also Krones, Zur Guchichu 
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Gentz, now timidly hesitant, was ready to leave unexploited the great 
opportunity provided by the armistice. With all the zeal of a convert he 
argued for peace and declared that a settlement which dissolved the 
Duchy of Warsaw, restored Magdeburg to Prussia, freed H amburg from 
France, and gave the Illyrian Provinces back ro Austria would suit him. 
Such a peace, he believed, could be secured by negotiation and would 
save Austrian statesmanship from the grave dangers inherent in the 
growing nationalism of the German masses.8 These terms, it is true, 
reflected in their essentials the views of Metternich; but there was an 
important difference. Metternich looked upon them as a sine qua non; 
they were terms that Napoleon could :1ccept or reject, but rejection 
meant war. The Treaty of Reichenbach, which Austria, Prussia, and 
Russia signed on June 27, embodied this point of view: should Napo
leon reject the Austrian demands, Austria would join the anti-French 
coalition. Gentz, however, maintained th:1t the Austrian terms should 
be regarded merely as a basis for further negotiations, and when he 
learned at second hand of the Treaty of Reichenbach, he voiced a hearty 
protest. Metternich had erred, he said, in allowing his hands to be tied 
just when it should have been made clear to the allies that if Austria 
entered the war she would do so when and how she pleased. Metter
nich laughed off these Gentzian objections with patronizing, though 
tolerant, amusement. "Gentz," he said, "fears peace because of the con
sequences which it may have, war for the chances which one runs, cold 
days on account of the rheumatism, and hot days because of the thun
derstorms." By the time the opportune occasion had arrived for laying 
Austria's demands before Napoleon, Metternich was convinced of the 
inevitability and desirability of war, and to the stipulations called for 
by the Treaty of Reichenbach he added other specifications which he 
knew the French emperor would not accept; namely, "the restoration 
of Prussia, so far as possible, to her position in r8o5, and the dissolution 
of the Confederation of the Rhine." Meanwhile the news of Welling
ton's victory at Vittoria, and assurance that Bernadotte would march 
his Swedes down from the north, brought Austrian war sentiment to 
such a peak that even Gentz resigned himself to the situation and went 
to work upon the famous manifesto, which was intended to heighten 
still fu rther the enthusiasm of the Habsburg subjects for the new cru
sade. "Since 311 the world wants war, war is my song," he told Pilat.8 

'Gentz to Mettcrnich, june 10, t813, in Briefe von tmd an Gentz, vol. 3, pt. r, pp. 
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Gentz was by no means crushed by the failure of Austrian policy to 
follow the course he had advised. Metternich had taken him to Bohemia 
in June, and he had remained there through the summer as the diplo
mats shuttled back and forth between Dresden, Prague, :1od villages 
with barbaric names like Gitschin, Ratiborziz, Opotchna, and Nachod, 
where "the four great sovereigns of Europe with their ministers, cabi
nets, foreign represematives, a part of their courts, and five or six hun
dred thousand armed men" huddled elegantly together, lending the 
glamour of Paris, St. Petersburg, Berlin, and Vienna to the rustic Su
deten region.10 Gentz had been treated as a man of real importance. H e 
conferred hours on end with Metternich; the czar honored him with an 
audience during which :1n edifying exchange of political views occurred; 
and conversations with smaller &y, such as the ambassadors Wilhelm 
von H umboldt and Lord Aberdeen, formed part of the regular rou
tine. The Austrian emperor, with whom Gentz for once saw eye to eye, 
chose this moment to bestow on him the long-yearned-for title of Hoi
rat, and with his pockets full of money, Gentz experienced all the 
heady sensations of having arrived socially and politically. "I was more 
than ever stamped as a fine gentleman," he remarked with satisfaction 
when he revised his diaries years later.11 

When hostilities opened, Metternich trailed along in the wake of the 
armies, while Gentz stayed behind in Prague performing manifold rou
tine duties. He was very busy and felt highly important. Prior to Met
ternich's departure, he told a friend, "I lived altogether in another and 
through another. Now all others want to live in and through me." 1~ 

The campaign opened with an allied setback at Dresden, but Gentz, 
bustling about officiously, rose above this adversity and glowed with "a 
feeling of comfort, a delight in myself . . . such as I have not known 
. . . since t8o6." Only with the great allied victory at Leipzig did he 
begin anew to squirm uneasily. Reports of the "Prussian mania for 
land" disturbed him deeply, and be prophesied that the satisfaction of 
Prussia's claims would cause more difficulty than the peace negotiations 
with Napoleon himself. He suggested to Metternich that Austria and 
Russia, without consulting Prussia, should agree on the future organi
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zation of Germany, obtain England's consent, and force the Prussians 
into line. At this point the negotiations could be brought into the open 
and the impression produced that Prussia had played a major role in 
making the arrangements. These arrangements, as envisaged by Gentz, 
called for the division of Germany into no more than sixteen states 
bound together by alliances, with an Austro-Prussian alliance forming 
the backbone of the entire system. "A German empire," be concluded, 
slapping directly at the nationalists, "simply cannot exist today." But 
"Austria can and mu..rt be the foremost German state." The Prussian 
Gentz had become more Austrian than the Austrians. When the news 
reached him that Metternich was beginning to waver before the wide
spread demand that the Austrian emperor should once more assume 
the imperial German crown, Gentz expressed his dismay in vigorous lan
guage. And Metternich, against the protests of German nationalists, 
heeded these words of admonition.18 

Gentz's opposition to the nationalistic overtones of the Befreiungs
krieg remained no secret to the German patriots; if anything, they were 
inclined to magnify his sway over Metternich and to blame Gentz ex
clusively for the foreign minister's well-known dread of the people.14 

"Gentz exercises a tremendous influence over Metternich," whom "they 
have dubbed Jitternich [ Zittemich ], because he trembles at every sign 
of popular activity," S6igemann reported. "Nothing is more contempt
ible, more depraved," Friedrich Schlegel told his brother, "than to be a 
half-French diplomat like Gentz ... . With him everything is second-
ary to his hatred for the people . ... He never speaks of Germany ex-
cept with the greatest contempt . . .. The harm that he has wrought 
during the past winter more than makes up for whatever good he may 
have been responsible for previously." And Count Karl von Bruhl, when 
he heard from his mother of Gentz's anti-Prussian fulminations, de
clared vehemently: "If Gentz had stormed against Prussia like that in 
my presence, a tragi-comic scene would have resulted, for I should have 
given him a terrific lacing down. And since by nature he is a complete 

10 Bri~J~ von 11nd an G~ntz, vol. 3, pt. 1, pp. 139, 185, 193-197, 205-207; Srbik, 
M~tt~mich, 1:1 96-197· 
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sia he received all his education, the very nourishment for his old body 
and soul, freedom of thought. Teachers, comrades, friends, relatives 
all Prussian, and a ll fo rgotten. And the reward? Metternich's acquain
tance!" 2 1 

Thus echoed the hue and cry against Gentz the apostate. H e him
self, however, was concerned chiefly about the amount of trust that 
Metternich was willing to repose in him. Distance and time were doing 
their work, and he no longer could boast of an intimate knowledge of 
Menernich 's views. "I will say quite frankly," he wrote Metternich on 
November 13, " that I am often troubled by the thought that you are 
surrounded by so many people who are especially devoted to you, while 
I - not the least of your true servants- know myself to be so widely 
separated from you." But instead of a prompt summons from Metter
nich to join him, he received the humiliating "advice" to bea t a re
treat to Vienna, though to salve his pride he was allowed to make the 
journey by way of headquarters. Gentz was greatly piqued, but his 
diary offers only the cryptic comment that "private reasons," which 
were completely known to him and which were not so much in his in
terest as in that of someone else, lay behind his relegation.22 

Regretfully on D ecember 4, r8r3, Gentz set forth from Prague for 
headquarters in Freiburg. His political hopes at this time centered on J 
a peace that should leave Napoleon on the throne of a France bounded 
by the Alps and the Rhine. Arrived at his destination, he was relieved 
to find Metternich still in accord with this point of view, though con
vinced that military operations should continue while peace was nego
tiated. Against this program Gentz had no complaint. But before he 
left headquarters for Vienna the difficulties of carrying it out were evi
dent: the enthusiasm of Blucher's army would be hard to control, and 
the secret plans of Alexander and Bernadette for the French throne 
had become known to the inner circle of Austrian statesmen. The situ
ation was thus fraught with complications when Gentz, after perform
ing some useful service in the matter of Swiss neutrali ty, left Freiburg 
on January x8, 1814, and set forth for Vienna, which he reached on 
January 29. 

The question of the French throne now interested Gentz more than 
any other. Disturbed by the way public opinion threatened to force 
governments to enact its will, angered at Alexander's apparent aim to 
use the desi res of superpatriots to substitute slyly a Russia n for a French ( 
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hegemony, Gentz sought with all the persuasiveness at his command to 
strengthen Metternich's original intention to maintain Napoleon on the 
French throne. It was his thesis, as it had been Metternich's, that a 
Napoleon ruling a France pushed back into its old bounds would not 
conflict with the reorganization of Europe, based on balance of power, 
that they both thought so desirable. 

The pressure of his allies, however, forced Meuernich to compro
mise. He agreed to carry the military operations into the heart of France, 
and the success of these measures forced the abandonment of the idea 
of a Rhine-Alps boundary. In return Metternich persuaded Alexander 
to relinquish his daring plan of placing the French crown on Berna
dotte's head. The question of the throne was left for the moment in 
abeyance, while the allies negotiated in vain with the French at Cha
tillon. 

More closely in contact with affairs than Gentz and more keenly 
aware of what was practicable and what was not, Meuernich had al
ready decided that the most Austria might hope for was a regency of 
Austrian-born Marie Louise. Gentz, who had feared the dangers of de
feat more acutely than had Metternich, now viewed the consequences 
of too decisive victory with greater bitterness. He was sure that the 
annihilation of Napoleon meant the triumph of the revolutionary spirit 
as exemplified in the nationalism of Blucher's army- the very spirit that 
the allied sovereigns were supposedly combating and which he, in
deed, had spent the best part of his manhood in opposing. H e argued 
that Napoleon was the legitimate ruler of France, as legitimate as the 
king of England, for example; he argued that foreign powers had the 
right to intervene in the internal affairs of a sovereign state only to up
hold the principle of legitimacy; that if Napoleon or any other ruler 
misgoverned his own state, foreign powers had no right to interfere. 
His concern about legitimacy was clearly a subordinate corollary of 
his concern about the restoration of balance of power; but the fact was 
that Napoleon would not fit into a balanced system. Menernich per
ceived this salient point sooner than Gentz did, and in resigning himself 
to the ovenhrow of Napoleon he acted more consistently.23 

The negotiations at Chatillon, which had opened on February 3, 
18r4, dragged along until March 19. Because neither Napoleon nor the 
Russians showed any steadfast desire for peace, they arri ved nowhere. 
Backing the Russians, funhermore, was the clamor of English and Ger
man public opinion. Only Metternich, and the responsible statesmen of 
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England and Prussia who sided with him, hoped sincerely for a suc
cessful outcome. As it became more evident that the odds were too 
great for Meuernich to push through his policy, the most desperate ex
pedients began to appear desirable to Gentz. H e thought of a resur
gence of Napoleonic power, which might sweep the allies back across 
the Rhine, as something to be welcomed with subtle resignation; and 
on the eve of the Treaty of Chaumont, upon which the "Confederation 
of Europe" was subsequently founded, he said that his greatest desire was 
to see the coalition buried.24 

Although Gentz supposed himself a model of discretion, he did not 
limit such heresy to private communications with Metternich. H is opin
~ons, tho.ugh uttered in presumably confidential circles, found their way 
mto poltce repons. A rebuke from Hudelist, who had charge of the 
foreign office during Metternich's absences, was approved by Metter
nich, although he himself displayed an understanding tolerance for the 
Gentzian vagaries. 

The rebuke chastened Gentz somewhat but by no means completely. 
After the breakdown of negotiations at Chatillon the allies came out in 
a public declaration for the restoration of Louis XVIII. On April It 

~entz, in his report to Caragea, the hospodar of Wallachia, explained 
m a tone of cool detachment why circumstances had made this step in
evitable. But with the czar's avowed intention to let the French people 
give Louis the sort of constitution they desired, he was furious. The 
Bourbons, he thought, would be the tools of the Russians anyway, and 
to heap insult on injury by forcing upon Louis the "revolutionary" doc
trine of popular sovereignty seemed to Gentz intolerable. He launched 
vigorous protests to Meuernich; and turning to his friend Pilat, he 
asked: "Did I wage war on the Revolution for twenty-four years in 
orda that finally all its fundamental principles should be triumphantly 
enthroned and solemnly proclaimed by the greatest sovereigns and min
isters?" ~5 

Gentz thought that his public career was over. The disposal of Na
poleon and the delineation of the French boundaries consumed Metter
nich's time, and for understandable reasons he did not bother to write 
to his eager but frequently critical friend in Vienna. Though somewhat 
encouraged by indications that Louis xvm was to be less under the 
Russian thumb than he had expected, Gentz refused to be enthusiastic 
about events in the shaping of which he himself was denied a hand. H e 
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14. The Congress of Vienna 

S INC£ MAY, 18r3, except for a brief period of exultation after the 
battle of Leipzig, Gentz had been quite unmoved by all the fine 

talk about the "liberation of Europe." It might once have been said 

that in all Christendom Napoleon had no more ardent opponent than 
Friedrich Gentz, but by the summer of 1814 Gentz thought he knew 
the world too well for optimism. Enthusiasts might palpitate in eager 

expectation of salvation; Gentz could only croak that new evils would 
supplant the old. Nevertheless plenty of gusto was still left in him. 
When he had nothing better to do, he might, indeed, nurture his middle
aged W eltschmerz and declare that he had neither appetite for tavern 
delights nor fire enough for the girls. But he sat down to extravagant 
breakfasts every morning and gave the ladies their due share of his 

attention.' 
Thus, though his cynicism regarding politics and statesmen was very 

real, Gentz was quite ready to work the assembling congress for the 
excitement and fame there was in it. In the c.ourse of the summer he 
became reconciled with his chief and acted once more as confidant, 
mediator, and scapegoat in the famous Metternich-Sagan amatory en
tanglement. The art of circulating in high society had developed into a 
sort of profession with him, and he thrived in that atmosphere where 
"visits become duties"; where "clothes, card playing, the most idle gos
sip" become "business, important." Not long before the congress as
sembled, when there was abundant social intercourse and not much 
work, his only regret was that the time was too short to allow him to do 
everything be wanted.2 

Once the fine people had congregated in Vienna, however, it was 
1 Brieje uon untf an Gem:, vol. 3, pt. 1, p. 181; Mcuernich and Klinkowstrom, Outer
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politics, and not the spectacle of the Prussian king "dancing to the mu
sic of a single clavier," which came first with Gentz. Politics with him 
was a serious matter, but politics as practiced at Vienna evoked from 
him mainly cynical and sardonic remarks. People in general might ex
pect great things from the congress; Gentz did not. Almost at its outset 
he wrote : "I think I can assert with assurance that it [the congress] 
will bring none of the advantages that Europe had the good nature to 
expect from this assemblage." And when he had seen the statesmen of 
Europe four months at work, his original conviction was only deep
ened: "The high-sou nding phrases, 'reconstruction of the social order,' 
'reformation of the European political system,' 'lasting peace based on 
a just division of power,'" he wrote, "were at best produced to calm 
the people and to invest this solemn assembly with a dignified and 
sublime appearance. The true aim of the congress consisted, however, 
in the division among the victors of the spoils." And when, finally, 
the work of the congress was done, he could see nothing accomplished 
other than a distribution of the spoils. Although he had hoped for "a 
general reform of the European political system, guarantees for an eter
nal peace- in short, for the return of the age of gold," the congress 
had produced only "some restitutions decided in advance by force of 
arms-some arrangements among the great powers li ttle propitious 
to future equilibrium and to the maintenance of peace in Europe
some transfers, arbi trary enough, in the possessions of the smaller states; 
but no act of a highly elevated character, no great measure of order or 
of public safety which would indemnify humanity for its long suffer
ings or reassure it as to the future." 8 These were the judgments not of 
a man whose role was insignificant and who was soured by that fact, but 
of one of the most important participants in the congress. 

In a sense, the Congress of Vienna is a figure of speech, hallowed 
and sanctified by long usage. Vienna in the fall of 1814 had the mak
ings of a congress: in addition to the swarm of monarchs, queens, toadies, 
generals, mistresses, courtesans, actresses, painters, musicians, aristocrats, 
Jews, salesmen, lobbyists, social climbers, placemen, and princelings, 
Vienna possessed all the requisite plenipotentiaries for a congress. Yet 
the congress as such never came into existence, except in so far as its 

1 Metternich and Klinkowstrom, Ouurr~iclu Thdlnahm~. 447- 448, 450, 496; J. C. 
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Final Act gave coherence to the scanered and apparently uncoordinated 
and unsystematic labors of nine months. 

No one bad planned it that way. The victorious Great Powers, al
though determined to keep the direction of afTairs in their own hands, 
had assumed that their decisions would be referred (rom Lime to time 
to all the plenipotentiaries in plenary session assembled. When it be
came obvious, however, that T alleyrand intended to use the plenum 
to thwart the will of the victorious allies, the Four Powers postponed 
any formal assembly, first umil November 1, 1814, and then indefinitely. 
In the meantime a directing council composed of the chief representa
tives of Austria, Prussia, England, R ussia, France, Spain, Portugal, and 
Sweden had been formed. Metternicb was president of this committee, 
Gentz its secretary, "and in this sense they were President and Secre
tary of the Congress." • Except for the work on the German constitu
tion, which was delegated to a separate committee, the big five on the 
committee of eight were charged with the major negotiations which 
were carried on at Vienna. 

Gentz's office was the business center of the congress. The most 
important plans and declarations were the work of his pen. T o him 
alone "was left the task of drawing up the form of the treaty," and 
upon him devolved the task of editing the document in its final form. 
It was a huge job, and friend and foe alike agree that Gentz was one 
of the hardest workers at Vienna. F urthermore he was eminently well 
equipped for his duties. No man of his time could draft a diplomatic 
document with such recognized proficiency as he, and the various for
eign delegations avai led themselves liberally of his services.6 

Gentz's position at the congress, however, was not limited to the 
sphere of his technical skill. His diary offers abundant evidence that his 
activities were many and varied. On October 29, 1814, for example, he 
wrote: "Passed a part of the morning at Metternich's home. Dined at 
the house of the Prince de Ligne. Conference with Lord Casclereagh, 
the chancellor, Nesselrode, H umboldt, Wessenberg, and Prince Metter
nich on the means of setting the congress in motion. I talked a great 
deal; I killed the idea of the congress. The conference lasted until 12:30 
A.M. There followed a special conference with Castlereagh and Metter
nicb on Poland. Then still another hour with Metternich regarding his 
affair with the duchess. Returned home at three o'clock in the morning. 

' Charles K. Webster, Th~ Congrus of Vienna, 1814- 181.S (London, 1919), 87. 
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his plans for a Polish monarchy, he can scarcely be accused of mere 
wishful thinking. 

Austria had played a cosier game. She had kept a free hand on Po
land, for the Treaty of Teplitz of September 9, t8r3, simply looked to 
"a friendly arrangement between the three courts of Russia, Austria, 
and Prussia on the future lot of the Duchy of Warsaw." 8 A friendly 
arrangement indeed! The Austrians were violently opposed to the crea
tion of a kingdom of Poland. They steered Prussia halfway into their 
camp by using Saxony as bait to tempt the Nordic greed of H ardenberg 
and his ilk, and when the diplomats assembled at Vienna they did so 
in uneasy awareness that their first task must be to consider aU possi
ble ways and means to break the deadlock. England was backing Aus
tria, and Alexander was isolated. His isolation was Olympian; he was 
adamant and seemed willing to fight. Metternich and Castlereagh did 
not want to fight; they wanted peace, a peace that made as few con
cessions as possible, to be sure, but peace nonetheless. They were experi
enced diplomats. They knew that a diplomatic campaign can be a long 
affair, and hoping for the best they dug in for the winter. 

Gentz had seen the storm brewing throughout the summer preced
ing the congress. H e knew that among equals deadlocks are peacefully 
broken only by compromise. The congress, he perceived, would have 
a grand fa~ade. There would be glitter and romance, and a barrage of 
high-sounding phrases to impress the multitude; but behind the scenes 
there would be nothing but compromise- glorified horse-trading. H e 
held his nose and went to work. 

Gentz had always looked upon the original partitioning of Poland 
as a crime against the public law of Europe; but let the dead bury the 
dead, he reasoned. Poland was a sad memory; she could not be resur
rected. Alexander's desire for a new kingdom was a travesty on history, 
another trick that the living wanted to play on the dead. Behind this 
view of the situation lay Gentz's fear of Russia, his dread of a new 
colossus from the East replacing the colossus of the West to grind Mid
dle Europe under heel. Echoing his master, he professed a grudging 
willingness to see Prussia take Saxony in order to thwart Russia. "Ne
cessity commands the maintenance at any price of the bond of friend
ship and of mutual trust between Austria and Prussia," he told his 
Wallachian correspondent on September s, 18r4. 

There is strong reason to believe, however, that Mcttcrnich and Gentz 
never intended Prussia to emerge from the congress with all of Saxony. 
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vinced Frederick William III that Russia merited his support; and H ard
enberg had to inform Metternich that he could not "act further with 
Austria and Britain in the determined matter which had been agreed." 11 

By November 5 the deadlock was thus more pronounced than ever. 
T alleyrand at least was well content. 

Recriminations flew thick and fast. The czar stormed ar Metternich, 
even talked of a duel. Gentz, who all along had been more unyielding 
on Saxony than his chief, bad his own ideas on how to deal with the 
crisis. In his opinion the time for Metternich's attempts at conciliation 
had passed. Austria must look to her diplomatic fences; she must put 
them in order and then present a stern front to the Russians and Prus
sians. T his meant a rapprochement, first of all with F rance, secondly 
with the south German states. A memoir to this effect, which Gentz 
is said to have composed, caused widespread comment.1 z 

An Austrian clique, headed by Schwarzenberg and Stadion, had 
been critical all along of what they considered Metternich's weakness. 
As the congress progressed Gentz drifted more and more into this anti
Metternich camp. H e encouraged Schwarzenberg to oppose Metteroich's 
"weak palliatives"; he criticized Metternich's frivolous waste of time, 
particularly in the company of that "clan of whores," the princesses 
of Courland.18 

Gentz and T alleyrand, on the other hand, became thick as thieves. 
Retailers of backstairs gossip attributed this to the fact that the wily 
Frenchman came bearing gifts. Talleyrand also carried a liberal portion 
of Aattery's sweet oil and a disarming proposal that Gentz move to 
Paris and take service with rhe French government. Nevertheless rhe 
simple explanation that Gentz had sold out to the French cannot be 
naively accepted. Anyone who reads what Gentz and Talleyrand had 
been independently writing in the months before the opening of the 
congress will perceive at once that their thoughts had been coursing 
through much the same channels. Gentz was convinced that he was 
best serving Austrian interests by lending support to the French posi
tion. As early as February 15, 1814, he had protested against the exclusion 
of France from the coming negotiations; such exclusion, he main
tajned, was not conducive to the permanent well-being of Europe. 
Need one be surprised, then, that Talleyrand, when stating the French 
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case at his first meeting with the leading ministers, noted that he had 
made an impression "particularly on M. de Gentz"? 14 

Obviously Gentz was no opponent of the treaty of alliance that Aus
tria signed with France and England on January 3, 18t5, a treaty 
designed to force the Prussians to back down on Saxony. And the Prus
sians did back down, accepting eventually a compromise very similar 
to that forecast by Gentz as early as September 27, 1814.11 

The embittered feelings aroused by the controversy brought all sorts 
of charges ringing about Gentz's ears. He had minced no words on the 
subject of Prussian greed, >tnd the Prussians repaid him with a loud 
chorus of abuse, which Treitschke, who admired Gentz's political in
sight, was still echoing sixty years later. To the Prussian patriots it was 
always inconceivable that a native son should not want the Fatherland 
to gobble up everything in sight. Even Mctternich was s::tid to have 
chided Gentz for his "un-German expressions," and his own brother in 
Oerlin spoke of him scornfully as a reprobate. The letters of many other 
old friends bristled with words of denunciation, and casual observers 
resorted to out-and-out slander. At last even the Saxons lambasted him 
for failing to support their cause to the last ditch. With such nasty ru
mors making the rounds, it is not surprising that a zealous agent of the 
Austrian police came to the conclusion that Gentz was "a spy for all 
the powers at the same time." 16 

Gentz had made himself an easy target. H e had talked :1 lot, and 
he had taken money from everybody. This was well known. His abun
dant resources- and the abundance was magnified by malicious tongues 
-provided fine food for gossip. The governing class of the day, pre
dominantly aristocratic and scarcely aware of the source of its own in
come, found it easy to scorn a man like Gentz, who must live largely 
by his wits. There were, besides, numerous adventurers in Vienna who 
envied him for his success where they had had none. In his opinion, 
however, the whole congress was a sordid business, and since he had 
chosen not to remain fastidiously aloof but to dirty his hands in the 
mess, he did so without squeamjshness. 

This does not me:m that Gentz lacked all integrity. Where major 
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issues were concerned he was by no means without steadfast principles; 
but on questions that he considered of scant importance his scruples 
were few, as typical entries in his diary indicate. On April 30, for ex
ample, he notes: "I got Prince Schwarzenberg [to agree] that he would 
persuade the emperor to give the Grand Duke of Baden a regiment." 
And on May 10: "The Grand Duke of Baden ... has made me a 
present of one thousand ducats." According to Humboldt, this method 
of transacting business was not peculiar to Gentz; it was the way busi
ness generally was carried on at the congress.t' 

Gentz took a hand in a number of miscellaneous questions. Among 
them may be mentioned his support of the English in the.ir fight to 
abolish the slave trade,t8 his help to the Jews in raising their civil 
status,10 rus apparently quite gratuitous labors to improve trade rela
tions between Austria and the United States, and his efforts to secure 
the appointment of Erich Bollmann as American consul to Vienna.~0 

The German publishers, however, who desired an adequate German 
copyright law, did not find him so cooperative.21 

Taken as a whole Gentz's record at the congress, in spite of the slan
der that found its way into the police record, was creditable enough. 
If a leader with the power and personality of Alexander had appeared 
on the scene and had approached the large problems from a European 
rather than a selfish standpoint, Gentz in all probability would have 
lent hls enthusiastic support. Early in February, r8r5, for example, Cas
tlereagh rajsed the question of a general declaration by the powers sig
nifying their intention to maintain the newly established order. Gentz 
was asked to draft such a declaration. In the document he accordingly 
produced he spoke in eloquent terms of the aforesaid peace, having 
apparently forgotten in the heat of composition that he himself thought 
the settlement largely disgraceful. Alexander was almost moved to tears 
when he listened to Gentz's composition, and Metternich expressed ad-
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I 5. The Second Peace of Paris 

THE MOST COMMON phrase used for pigeon-holing Gentz- and 
one sees it frequently in reference works, casual footnotes, and 

indices- is "opponent of Napoleon." The phrase carries with it impli
cations that do not lit the facts. Gentz did not oppose Napoleon on 
personal grounds: Napoleon, the man, he admired. H e opposed rather 
the imperialistic principle that Napoleon represented. After the battle 
of Leipzig, Gentz was convinced that Napoleon no longer embodied 
the danger to European balance; he believed, on the contrary, that a 
strong F rance with Napoleon at its head offered the best guarantee for 
a satisfactory peace. On May 12, r814, he had, indeed, written a hypo
critical letter to Louis XVIII in which he pretended to have longed 
always for a Bourbon restoration; and at the Congress of Vienna he 
worked in close harmony with Talleyrand. Nevertheless, to a certain 
extent he had remained a partisan of N apoleon. On various occasions 
he expressed admiration for the way France had been governed during 
the Napoleonic period, and he opposed the use of drastic measures 
against the deposed emperor, whom he considered harmless enough at 
Elba.1 

Thus when Napoleon packed up and left his Liliputian realm Gentz, 
although genuinely surprised, was not bitterly indignant. When he wrote 
the declaration of March 13, 1915, directed by the powers against Na
poleon, he did what he could to soften its tone. And when he bad fully 
grasped the import of Napoleon's phenomenal success in France, Gentz 
adopted a surprising attitude, which he set forth on April 24 in a re
markable confidential memoir to Caragea. The allies had been congrat
ulating themselves on the fact that they were assembled at Vienna when 
news of Napoleon's escape came, and had thus been able to concert on 
measures immediately. Gentz viewed this circumstance in a different 

1 Meuernich and Klinkowstrom, Oest~~icht Th~ilnahm~. 342, 468, 688-6go; Fournier, 
G~ntz tmd Wuunb~rg, 84, 148-t6o; Wei!, Congret d~ Vienne, 1:45. 
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light. H e thought such concentration of the responsible heads a positive 
misfortune: it had been possible for them to act not only quickly, but 
too quickly - panicularly from the point of view of Austrian interests. 
Austria, in his opinion, bad nothing to fear from Napoleon "even on 
the supposition that he could ever become again as of old." And accord
ing to Gentz's reasoning there was no possibility of Napoleon's again 
becoming "as of old." For without the support of the constitutional 
element in Fr~mce he would fail, and that element had no intention of 
allowing him to regain his former status. It would therefore h:lVe been 
most desirable, Gentz believed, if the powers had accepted Napoleon. 
As it had turned out, however, Metternich allowed himself to be car
ried along the common path. A further impairment of the balance of 
power seemed inevitable.2 

The situation was analogous to that of the first months of the preced
ing year. Whereas Metternich found it more politic to be cooperative and 
tractable, to subordinate what Gentz considered Austrian interests to 
the desires of his allies, Gentz took the line that the general interests 
of Europe, conceived in terms of balance of power, coincided with Aus
trian interests. Such had been his attitude since the winter of 18I_3-14, 
when it became evident to him that the coalition masked a multitude 
of selfish aims and personal ambitions. At that time he had written 
that his policy was daily becoming more egoistic, more truly Austrian;' 
and so it had remained throughout the Congress of Vienna. That i: 
must be so had affected him deeply; he had become cynical and some
what indifferent. H e has often been accused of being a soulless tool 
of Metternich's,• but the statement damns him unjustly; for it indi
cates a failu re to understand that in Gentz's case, during 1814-15, the 
soul was there, but imprisoned. When, eventually, out o£ the conAicts 
of the period ending in 1815 the powers drew into a more harmonious 
group and developed a policy that seemed to subordinate selfish desires 
to a common interest, the "tool" became an enthusiastic co-worker. 

In the spring of 1815, however, Gentz did not believe that what 
most Europeans wanted represented true European interests.8 A strong 

1 Fournier, G~nt:11 und IVcrs~nh~rg, 53-54, 86-87; Adolphus W. Wud, "The Congress 
of Vienna," in The Cambridge Mod~rn Hittory, 9:646; Meuernich and Klinkowl!riim, 
o~surreit:ht Theilnohme, 592-616; Gentz OIIX hospodors, I :r66. 

1 Brie/e 11011 tmd an Gentr:, vol. 3, pt. 1, p. 271. 
' Helmut Tiedemann, Dcr dettllche KaiscrgcdonJce vor ttnd nodi dem lVicn~r Kongrtts 

(Breslau, 1932), 111. 
1 Srbik, in his Mcturnich , 1:219, speaks of Gentz's cri ticism of Metternich b~uusc he 

acted "as a European, not ~san Aust.rian" in supporting the Bourbons in 1815, thus puttinjl 
"European" interests before "the interests of Austria." This, it seems to me, misses the 
point of Gcnt:r.'s cri ticism. Gentz believed that a strong Austria was in the best intercsu of 
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France in his opinion was essential to a healthy Europe, and a strong 
France wouJd best be ensured by Napoleonic rule. H e even found a Na
poleonic regime consistent with the formula of legitimacy, arguing in 
oft-quoted words: "Legitimacy is born in time; it can therefore be con
sidered not in an absolute, but only in a relative, sense; and from time 
to time, like everything human, it must be modified." • 

But when Napoleon let it be known under what sort of constitution 
he proposed to govern, Gentz realized what an air castle he had con
structed. He was forced to admit that there was indeed no practical 
alternative to a Bourbon restoration, and when he was summoned tO 

Metternich's side at Paris to aid in the negotiation of the new peace, 
the question of the throne was already settled. 

The policy Metternich proposed to follow Gentz found on the whole 
satisfactory. Metternich was not prepared to admit that Germany's ter
ritorial demands were justified; at the same time he was not willing 
to inflict so light a punishment on France as Casclereagh and Alexander 
now desired. As Gentz had foreseen, the final territorial settlement fol
lowed fairly closely what Metternich had in mind, and be was quite 
pleased with it. 

Gentz's official duties at Paris were much the same as those he had 
performed at the Congress of Vienna, and since they entailed consider
able bustling about, he felt satisfactorily important. In agreement with 
his chief on the larger issues, he was able to play "a more active and 
significant role than before"; yet, by his own admission, he was "mor
ally responsible for only a few o£ the results" reached at Paris. H e had 
become, by now, so much a fixture at international gatherings that the 
proposal was "seriously" discussed of making' him permanent secretary 
general of Europe.7 

During the latter half of 1815 Gentz was bothered chie8y by two 
bogies: the ambition of German nationalist-expansionists and the sense
less machinations of ultraconservatives. At first the Germans annoyed 
him more, but the excesses of the ultras soon convinced him that in 
them lay the real danger. He reacted by a swing to the left, which was 

Europe, if Europe were to seck its wcll-be1ng in balance of power. He would therefore not 
agree that Meneroich was really serving European interests in adopting a policy that con· 
formed to the clamor of German, Russian, and Bri1ish public opinion; his criticism was 
directed against Mcttcrnich the malleable politician, not against Meucrnich the European. 
See Meuernich and Klinkowstrom, Outerr~icht Thdlllahm~. 615-616; c~mr: QIIX hospo· 
dars, 1 :170. 

1 Bri~/wahul zwischen Gentz und Adam Milll~r. 199, 202-203. 
'Bri~fe vo11 G~nt• an Pilat, o :r84, 187, 208; Webster, Castl~reagh, 1:459, 477; Wcldlcr

Steioberg, Ralrrl Varnlragen, 427; Tagcbliclrer, 1 :421. 
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ognize popular sovereignty, Gemz sincerely regretted that Napoleon, 
upon his return to France, chose not to govern under constitutional 
forms. In his opinion, the fact should be recognized that the French 
people wanted a constitutional monarchy. He referred to the ultras with 
the utmost scorn: "No color is black enough to portray the system and 
the views of this party. It longs for the absolute counterrevolution, the 
annihilation of everything that does not appear compatible with the 
old regime in its full extent." When the Duke of Orleans- upon whom 
the friends of constitutional government not long before had pinned 
their hopes- decided to leave the country out of opposition to the trend 
of affairs, Gentz, like a Lafayette or an Alexander, referred to him as 
"the only one of the princes who understands the true interests of the 
country and the course which the king ought to follow to consolidate 
his power." And on November 22, 1815, he wrote: "Those who in 1814 
thought they would be able to re-establish the old regime, pure and 
simple, have done France as much harm as Robespierre and Bonaparte. 
But the nature of things is more powerful than men .... Absolute 
power, once it has been totally overturned, will never raise itself again. 
The old Bourbons cannot and should not rule any more." n 

Still, since the Bourbons represented "the only string on the lyre," 
Gentz could but hope that Louis XVIII would try to be sensible and 
safely surmount the obstacles ahead. Whenever it was a question of 
making the way less rough for Louis, Gentz did what it lay in his 
power to do. H e not only opposed letting France be ground under the 
heel of a stern army of occupation, but protested as well against making 
her pay a disastrously large indemnity.': 

Without question Gentz was better satisfied with the second Peace 
of Paris than he had been with the results of the Congress of Vienna. 
T rue, he had no great faith in the lofty sentiments expressed in the 
H oly Alliance. But on the whole the problems at Paris had been con
sidered with commendable disinterestedness, the powers had manifested 
praiseworthy intentions of working together, and though a number of 
ominous signs were discernible to the discriminating eye, one might 
look into the future with a certain confidence. "The moment has now 
come," Gentz went so far as to proclaim in the Beobachtu, "when the 
prospect of a golden age in Europe no longer belongs among the empty 

u Wcldler·Steinbcrg, Rnhel Vm-nhagen, 42.9-432; Srbik, Mmernich, t :569; Meuernich 
and Klinkowstrom, Ouu:rrcichr Thcilnahmc, 691-693; H. A. L. Fisher, "The: First Restora
tion," The Combrtdge Modern Hirtory, 9:573; Gentz our horpodarr, 1:r87- 188; Nessel· 
rode, ullret ct papiers, 5:137. 

tt Brie/tvechul :wuchen Gentz und Adam Mt1ller, 191; Fournier, Gent: tmd Wnscn· 
bert. 88-89 . 
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dreams." In view of Gemz's gift for rolling out appropriately flatulent 
phrases, his real opinions probably di(fered from his high-sounding 
words. Metternich thought the public should be fed verbiage, and Gentz 
aimed to please. The article, however, was not aJlowed to stand unchal
lenged. Goerres, in his Rheini!che Makur, let fly a broadside against 
those who had allowed France to keep Alsace-Lorraine, and he accused 
Gentz of insincerity in his defense of the peace. Gentz tossed back this 
latter accusation as a charge unworthy of a man like Goerres, but he felt 
constrained to make clear that by the dawn of an age of gold he had 
meant only a period of peace. He refused to make the nationalist ideology 
his standard of judgment, as Goer res was doing, and justified French re
tention of Alsace-Lorraine on the grounds that experience of the past 
century had shown that French possession of those provinces did not 
endanger the balance of power!' 

By 1816 Gentz was already bored with peace. Much as he hated war, he 
was forced to confess that when a man "has passed the greatest part of 
his life in the midst of catastrophes and storms, a general peace is an 
insipid and tedious state o( affairs." At Vienna he found himsel£ out 
of tune with friends, with people in general, and with an existence 
more or less stale. "You can scarcely imagine," he wrote to a kindred 
spirit on January 8, "how precious few here have yet comprehended that 
one must think and act in the year 1815 [sic] entirely otherwise than in 
the year 1794, or 1~, or 1812 .... Scarcely a day passes that I am not 
outraged by the miserable twaddle of petrified or hal£-putrified purists; 
these people have still no other (ear than that the king of France may 
rule too mildly. Our views are completely strange to them." Gentz's 
friends, Pilat and Adam Mi.iller, were numbered among the "purists" 
and were made to feel the weight of his criticism. To Pilat he wrote 
that so long as "obscurantism and tyranny, Ferdinand VII, Labourdon
naye, and Hyde de Neufville" continued to be preached in the Beobach
ta, that paper need expect no support from him.14 Metternich also fell 
under his disapproving glance. H e was traveling through I taly with 
the emperor, and in the opinion of his critical aide in Vienna the 
plaudits of the multitude had turned his head completely. 

W ithout question Gentz's bitterness arose, at least partially, from 
the fact that Austria alone seemed unappreciative of his services. Other 

•• Metlernich and Khnknwstriim, Ocstcrreichr Thetl11ahnu, 741-'747; Tiedemann, Dnll· 
sche Kaiscrgcdankc, 131; &kardt, Gent::: Staallschrifu:n und Briefe, 1:11-31. 
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von und an Gentz, vol. 3, pt. 1, p. 31 8. 
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chief, Count Philip Stadion. The latter hal£ of the year found Gentz 
thoroughly engrossed in these affairs, to such a degree, in fact, that he 
almost forgot how disgruntled he was. It is interesting to note the re
gard he now had for "possible" policies, for "realizable" measures; in 
z8ro, be had cooperated only half-heartedly with O'Donnel and Wallis 
because they did not bring their policies into accord with his own the
ory of paper money. In z8z6, though he emphasized that his theory re
mained unchanged, he recognized clearly and painlessly that the age 
was "not yet ripe for such an artificial structure" as his ideas called for; 
and with the zeal of a partisan he defended Stadjoo before his critics.11 

Gentz prided himself on the practical, statesmanlike attitude that 
bjs diplomatic experience had taught him. Such an attitude seemed 
lacking in most people in the summer of z817, and lacking indeed in 
many of hjs closest &iends and associates. Having made equiJjbrium 
the governing principle of his political theories, Gentz had come to con
ceive of it not merely as a balance of political power between states; 
he now believed equilibrium should include a balance so far as possible 
between the conservative and the radical tendencies that were continu
ally operative within the individual state. Between 1791 and 1813 the 
radical forces had held the upper hand; working through Bonaparte 
they had endangered the principle of equilibrium in all its aspects. To 
combat this danger, Gentz had striven with the instruments at his com
mand to restore the old balance. The years 18r3-15 had stilled the threat 
of French imperialism, but other threats had arisen: inordinate exten
sion of Russian power; triumph of the revolutionary spirit, as exempli
fied in the nationalist ardor of BlUcher's army; a stifling resurgence of 
conservative-reactionary forces. In the years r8r6-r7 this resurgence, in 
Gentz's opinion, presented the real danger. To him it was "unmistak
able" that the situation had "changed essentially in the last years." No 
longer was the "traditional" endangered by the "rational." Instead the 
reverse was true. And in his defense of the "rational" he now empha
sized that in his fight against the Revolution he had never opposed 
progress as such. What he had opposed was the assumption that the 
world should be made over, and from the inside out. When, however, 
with the Revolution bridled, men like Adam Muller scornfully junked 
"all the endeavors and all the products" of the past thjrcy years, Gentz 
recoiled as instinctively as he had from the Revolution itself. On Sep
tember 5, r817, he still held to the same line; he told Pilat that on the 
whole he agreed with those who thought that the F rench people had 

11 Briefwechsel zwischm Gentz und Adam Mtlller, 211, 217; Nessclrode, ~.Lures et 
papiers, 5:243. 
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been made happier, more law-abiding, more thnfty, and more worthy 
of esteem because of the Revolution}8 

It is interesting to note lhat so long as Gentz asserted such moder
ate views, he made no progress toward obtaining from his own govern
ment a reward for his service at the congresses. H e had got nowhere in 
1816 with his desire to be named Staatsrat. H e had orig inally scorned 
the idea of a tidy present in hnrd cnsh, but when, in November, 1816, 
Metternich offered to r.ecommend to the emperor thnt he be g iven five 
thousnnd ducats, Gent.G w:1s delighted and announced that he would 
give up all claim to titles nnd decorations. Metternich neglected this 
friendly chore, unfortunately, nnd on the first day o£ Jnnuary, r8r7, 
Gentz wrote his chief a " letter of major importance," in which he dis
cussed his own interest nnd that of the state. Not until Mny 26, 1817, 
did Metternich take definite action, and then it was merely to draw up 
a Vortrag for the emperor, which Stadion was also to sign, requesting 
twenty-five hundred ducats and emphasizi ng Gentz's services in con
nection witb the finance measures. Stadion approved of the idea but 
declined to sign for fear of dissension in his own department.18 

In spite of his large extra income during the congresses at Vienna 
and Paris, Gentz, as we have noted, was in financia l difficulties even at 
the beginning of t8t6. By the summer of 1817 the deAated condition of 
his pocketbook caused him serious alarm. To remedy this dismal situa
tion, Stadion finally recommended that Gentz be granted a present, 
and when Metternich left for a trip to Italy on June 5, t817, everything 
appeared on the verge of a happy solution. For almost two months, how
ever, the emperor ignored the recommendation. Finall y Gentz, whose 
plans were made for a vacation at the watering places, decided on a 
drastic step: from the banker Arnstein he secured five hundred ducats 
on Metternich's credit, without warning Metternich of his intention. 
By this audacious act, Metternich was given a stake, willy-nilly, in the 
wobbly concern of Gentz and Company. Nevertheless, with even this 
incentive to push the cause of his brash, impecunious friend, Metter
nich accomplished nothing until November. The emperor was then per
suaded to grant the sum Gentz had struggled almost two years to 
obtain. In the meantime a significant change had taken place in Gentz's 
attitude toward the policy of the monarchy.20 

11 Briefw~clu~l ::wisclt~n Gtnt:r und Adam Miiller, 243-245; Brief~ von Gentz an Pilat, 
1 :270; Tag~biiclter, 2:159, 16 1. 

11 Bri~f~ von tmd an Gent:, vol. J. pt. 1, pp. 319-32 1, 343, note; Tagebiiclter, 2:87, 
10 1- 102. 
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his circle. Although Gentz decided that Kapodistrias was "by no means 
a Jacobin," he feared his influence on the czar: poor Pozzo, though "ac
tuaJly a genius," received less attention from Alexander than "Kapo
distrias' coattail." Nevertheless, during the congress the czar "to a cer
tain degree emancipated himself from the inAuence" of Kapodistrias 
and acted in a very cooperative spirit. Gentz in gratitude hailed Alex
ander as "the director and hero" of the gathering." 

The people about whom Gentz wrote con amor~. however, were the 
bankers, who, he says, provided his real "recreation." The banking 
fraternity showed up in force at Aachen to gather in the lucracive 
business connected with the French indemnity and to lobby for Jewish 
rights. His role of perennial debtor and financial expert had already 
brought Gentz into contact with a variety of financiers, ranging (rom 
the helpful though somewhat unlettered Ballabene of Prague to the 
incredible Monsieur Ouvr:~rd of Paris. With the patrician Bethmann of 
Frankfurt, the optimistic Laffitte, the scrupulous Baron Louis; with the 
Parishes, those enterprising Scorchmen who operated on the Continent, 
and finally with the Rothschilds, he already had had person:~! relations 
of one sort or another. Aachen widened his circle of financial connec
tions. Baring and Labouchere were there from London, Hope from 
Amsterdam, as weiJ as Solomon and Carl Rothschild, David Parish, 
and others. "The Rothschilds," Gentz noted in a lerter worth quoting, 
"are vulgar ignorant Jews, outwardly presentable. In their craft they 
are merely 'naturals' without any sort of suspicion of a higher order of 
things, but they are gifted with a remarkable instinct which leads them 
always to choose the right, and of two rights, the better. Their enor
mous wealth (they are the richest people in Europe) is entirely the re
sult of this instinct, which the crowd caJls luck. Now that I have seen 
all of them at close quarters, the most profound reasoning of Baring 
inspires me with less confidence than the sound insight of one of the 
more shrewd Rothschilds- for among the five brothers there is one 
who is altogether weak and another who is mediocre. If Baring and 
H ope ever fail .. . I can state with confidence that it will be because 
they have thought themselves cleverer than Rothschild and have not 
followed his advice. 

"D avid Parish .. . is the matador, the pearl in the business commu
nity of :~ II Christendom . ... He is one of the most perfect specimens 

u The Dituy of Philipp uon Neumann, t8t9-t8Jo,t:ranslated and edited by E. Beresford 
Chancellor (a vols., Boston and New York, 1928), t :2; Briefe uon uf/d an Cent:, vol. J, 
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of man that I have ever seen. Nevenheless Baring, measured according 
to intellect and knowledge alone, is superior to h.im." 14 

The cynic upon reading the record will conclude that Gentz bad 
good reason to be exhilarated by the society of these pillars in the world 
of business. In return for the services, actual or potential, that he was 
able to render, Parish had already given him an interest in a loan to 
the tune of roo,ooo florins, Solomon Rothschild at Aachen banded over 
8oo ducats, which he had won for him by speculating in British bonds, 
and the following year he unexpectedly received 14,88o francs from 
Baring as his share in a forgotten enterprise. When one remembers 
Gentz's financial plight at the end of 1817, the conclusion seems justi
fied that the capital (or these speculations was put up by Messrs. Parish, 
Rothschild, and Baring, and that so far as Gentz was concerned he was 
in on a sure thing: he pocketed the winnings, but the losses, if any, fell 
to the bankers. Rothschild and P:~rish, however, must have felt ade
quately repaid, for in L82o they Aoated a sizable Austrian loan, the first 
business of this kind that the :1mbitious Rothschilds had been able to 
secure from the H absburgs, and Solomon Rothschild settled permanently 
in Vienna. It was Gentz, the trusted adviser of Stadion, minister of 
finance, who had accomplished the not inconsiderable feat of getting 
Menernich to break bread at Aachen with Carl and Solomon Roths
child. The intimate rapport that Gentz established with the Rothschilds 
in 1818 endured for the rest of his life and secured for him a financial 
backlog against the monetary adversities of the future. 10 

It would be a mistake to infer that Gentz's friendship with the more 
prosperous bankers was dictated solely by his desire to exploit them for 
his own personal interest. As one who by sheer talent had risen to emi
nence in the political world, he felt a frank admiration for men who by 
comparable efforts had risen to positions of financial power. H is cal-

" Fournier, C~ntz und Wt:tunbert. 88; Tattbtlchrr, 1 :411-4 12; 2: r86, 26S-26g; Nes
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someone has attacked openly not some isolated point but the entire mass 
of bad principles. Few people, I believe, would have imagined that a 
stroke so vigorous would emanate from the cabinet at Vienna. The ac
cession of the others is a miracle; and in general, the events at K arls
bad, although I have been an eyewitness o£ them, appear to me like a 
dream."" 

One does not need to judge Gentz from the standpoint of ljberalism 
to arrive at the conclusion that his glory of 1819 had been purchased 
dearly. His performance appears somewhat discreditable, not because 
he had trampled recklessly on the sacred tenets of this or that politica l 
faith, but because he had weakly turned tail on his own convictions. His 
position was fundamentally false. Hjs personal leanings were rational
istic, but he had scant trust in the thinking apparatus of mankind in 
general, and when, as in t819, unreason seemed to him rampant, he 
could think of nothing better than to scuttle to religion and seek Divine 
sanction for his own opinion . H e was never, it is true, unsympathetic 
toward religion, but, as he had explained to Adam Muller a few years 
before, he could not with intellecwal honesty subscribe to r~v~ul~d re
ligion. In t819, however, he felt in his desperation that revealed religion 
was something to which men must subscribe; without it the social order 
would go to pieces. Accompanying this shift toward the supr:Jrational, 
a marked tendency toward obscurantism becomes evident in him. H e 
publicly defended the Karlsbad press measure in these words: " I n the 
last few years we have been so surfeited with political ideas and dreams 
that every rational man ought sincerely to think himself, his friends, 
and especially the leaders of states lucky, should it be possible, amid this 
wild and confused commotion, to find a short pause for meditation." zs 

Some years before, in a moment of despair, Gentz had written : 
"There m ust be bdi~f again, there must be ob~di~nce again, there must 
be a thousa nd times less r~asoning than now, or there can no longer 
be govt:rnm~nt." It will be noted that he seems here to have underlined 
the wrong words: it was the "musts" that should have been scored. 
That at any rate, was the attitude with which, in 18t9, he turned to
ward religion: we must have it, for as practical statesmen we know of 
nothing that can serve our purpose quite so well. "Religion has to be 
restored, if civil organization is to continue to exist," he wrote. " It is 

• S.A., Vi~nnn. Intcriora, (31 K) 9S· The original and a copy of Lhis letter nrc in the 
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little clique of experienced diplomats who had regulated the disposition 
of Europe at Vienna and Aachen. England and F ranee, however- omi
nous sign 1-were represented merely by onlookers who lacked full 
powers. 

Metternich was the actual head of the congress, and Gentz served 
as his alter ego in a sense that was true at none of the earlier European 
gatherings. H e was closeted with the foreign minister for hours every 
day; "never before," he reported, "has the prince treated me with such 
unlimited confidence; I know his most secret thoughts." The bulk of 
the time-consuming drafting and editing connected with the congress 
was entrusted as usual to him, and when he was not at his desk he 
conferred with members of the foreign delegations. Other Austrian dip
lomats of some importance, such as Count Zichy and Baron Lebzel
tern, were present at Troppau, but there could be no doubt that Gentz 
was second in importance to Menernich.3 

The leading figure outside the Austrian camp was Kapodistrias, who, 
despite the predictions and hopes of Gentz, retained the favor of Alex
ander. Kapodistrias' favorite contention was that the maintenance of 
order could be made "compatible with the ascendancy of liberal ideas," 
and he had come to T roppau with a program worthy of the daringly 
ingenious statesman that he was. Along with a general guarantee bind
ing the powers to put down revolution, he wanted the Neapolitan gov
ernment reformed "on the model of the French Charte"- the sort of 
reform, he remarked blandly, "which all enlightened men will approve 
most." On November 6, to the horror and disgust of the Austrians, this 
program was put in the form of a definite proposal. Gentz wrote a de
tailed critique of it, bur showed his work to no one but Lebzeltern.' 

Metternich found himself in an unhappy position; the only way he 
could sabotage Neapolitan reform was to agree to the principle of gen
eral intervention. H e was by no means unsympathetic to intervention, 
but he knew well that a general statement of policy on the matter 
would be anathema to the English and might well destroy the Concert. 
Nevertheless, in a preliminary protocol of November 19, which was 
signed by the three Eastern monarchies, the doctrine of intervention 
was affirmed in cases of revolutions "the results of which threaten other 
states." This doctrine was used to justify Austrian intervention in Naples, 
and the protocol was submitted to England and France for approval. A 

I Srbik, M~turnich, I :604; Bri~t~ von c~ntz an Pilat, I =444; Webster, CnJtl~r~agh, 
2:285-286. 

' Cent:: attX hoJpodarJ, :l: I J; Webster, Ctutluengh, 2:288, 525-526; Brie/~ VOII c~nt= 
an Pilat, 2:198. 
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merely as a bulwark of legitimacy, but as a support to the Gentz ex
chequer as well. 

The Congress of Laibach represented Austrian success at its peak: 
central Europe was brought safely through the storms of 182o, and the 
semblance of a concert still remained, although "the defect.ion of Eng
land from the European community was as good as decided." But at 
the extremities of Europe -on the Iberian Peninsula and in Greece
the revolutionary flames remained unquenched. In recognition of this 
fact the powers, before they left Laibach, agreed to hold another con
gress at Verona in the fall of the following year.11 

When the Congress of Verona met in due course, the situation was 
quite different from what it had been at Laibach. English foreign pol
icy was in the hands of Canning, and he embraced with a will policies 
that Castlereagh could espouse only with the greatest reluctance; they 
were not policies that would bolster the tottering "Confederation of Eu
rope." Tendencies among the other Great Powers, however, were more 
satisfactory from the Austrian point of view. KapodiSLrias had been 
finally removed from his posicion of influence in Russia, and the czar 
was more than ever convinced of the necessity for united action against 
revolution everywhere. In France the ultras had climbed into the saddle, 
with Villele, Montmorency, and Chateaubriand directing the conduct 
of affairs. The trend in Prussia also was toward the right. 

The personnel of the delegations at Verona reflected these changes. 
Outside the ranks of royalty, Metternich, Gentz, and Nesselrode were 
the foremost veterans of such gatherings. Wellington, who represented 
England, was of course well known in diplomatic as in military circles, 
but no Englishman seemed a part of the confederation group in the 
sense that Castlereagh had been. Strangford, British ambassador at Con
stantinople, was in attendance, and it was this diplomat, rather than 
celebrities like Wellington and Cbateaubriand, who impressed Gentz.18 

The negotiations at Verona resolved themselves predominantly 
around Spain, and Gentz did not care especially about Spain. Villele, 
then chief minister in France, favored forceful representations, not armed 
intervention, in Spain. In these views Villele approached the stand
point of Metternich, but with this difference: the French minister 
wanted France to act alone, whereas Metternich wanted joint steps by 
all the allied powers. Villele was badly served at Verona, however, 
first by Montmorency and then by Chateaubriand, who were deter-

... Britt/tuuhul %tuischttn Gmu: ttnd Adam Miiller, 340; Cambridge History of British 
Forttign Policy, :~:41. 

,. Britt/tt von Genu: an Pilat, 2:86, 91. 
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mined to do something spectacular for the pit.iable Bourbons across the 
Pyrenees and wanted the sanction of the powers for French military 
action. England was of no mind to associate herself with such a project. 
Alexander, on the other hand, burned with zeal to march Russian 
troops into Spain: Cossacks in Andalusia appealed to his fancy.11 

It was Meuernich's hope to bring the discordant notes of the various 
powers into sweet harmony; and he was willing to change his own 
tune, if Wellington, Alexander, and Chateaubriand could thereby be 
persuaded to pipe in concert. In the end this hope was not realized. 
Austria, Prussia, and Russia, taken in tow by the French e.xtremists, 
sanctioned French intervention in Spain. Wellington, however, was in
structed not to associate England with this enterprise, and the break in 
the European Concert was now plainly revealed.18 

The relations between Meuernich and Gentz were exceptionally 
close at Verona; Gentz noted at the end of the congress that he had 
rarely gone out save tO sec his chief, who lived about a hundred paces 
away. Tbe most important Austrian state papers were all written by 
Gentz, and there is no evidence to indicate that he disagreed in any re
spect with Metternich's policy.10 H e developed no special policy of his 
own at Verona; his role was simply that of a valuable and valued co
worker. Since he had not expected much from the congress, its rather neg
ative results, from the Austrian point of view, did not worry him. The 
consideration given him, as a seasoned veteran of congresses, the way in 
which a Chateaubriand courted his esteem- these things made of Ve
rona a personal triumph. H e was in high good humor. "Gods holds his 
hand over Austria," he told Pilat confidently. "As long as the emperor 
and Prince Metternich live, no storm will convulse us." 20 

Gentz's hopeful prophecy of "peace in our time" came true, in part. 
Neither he nor the emperor, at least, lived to see Austria convulsed 
with storms, though Metternich was not so fortunate. But the years 
that immediately succeeded the Congress of Verona were full of unrest, 
and the signs of the times were not encouraging to those who venerated 

11 Srbik, Mmunich, 1 :614-616; Emm~nuel Beau de Lomenie, LA Carrihe poliriqtte 
de Chaltlattbriand de 181 J tl t8JO (2 vols., Paris, 19::19), ::1:28, 36. 
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monarchial institutions or who believed in the mission of states which, 
like Austria, "violated" the principle of nationality. Events in Latin 
America and in Greece widened the breach in the Concert which had 
been revealed at Verona, and agitation for a liberalization of political 
institutions in Germany continued unabated. In the seven years that 
followed the Congress of Verona these three issues- Latin America, 
Greece, and Germany- occupied Gentz's attention simultaneously. 
Latin America did not affect Austria's vital interests as did the events 
in Germany and the Ottoman Empire. Nevertheless Austrian policy in 
regard to Latin America is not without interest, if for no other reason 
than that the policy is so frequently misunderstood. 

Since Metternich is popularly regarded as the heart and soul of the 
Conservative Alliance, it is often assumed by the half-informed that 
Austria headed every attempt, or suggestion of an attempt, to repress 
revolution anywhere. Actually, the Austrian attitude revealed at Ver
ona was typical of her policy: On questions that did not pertain to middle 
Europe, the Vienna government did not take the initiative in urging 
armed intervention; and although Gentz had affirmed that "every rev
olution brought about by usurped force would justify in itself inter
vention by the powers," he preferred that intervention should be diluted 
into mild diplomatic pressure in places like Spain, where Austrian in
terests were only remotely affected. When the French insisted on armed 
action in Spain, therefore, the Austrians made the best of it. Thus the 
whole doctrine of intervention was conceived realistically and was tem
pered by consideration of Austrian interests. 

The question of Latin American independence reveals even more 
clearly Austria's realistic interpretation of the doctrine of intervention, 
and Gentz, whose opinion was sought at every step of the way, was 
largely responsible for Austria's attitude. The problem arose soon after 
the Congress of Vienna, when the Spanish colonies, having cut loose 
from the Bonapartist regime of Joseph, displayed unwillingness to re
new their allegiance to the mother country. The English, who had 
fought so valiandy in the name of the Bourbons in Spain, could not 
with decency deny the political rights of Spain in South America. But 
the English had benefited greatly by the opportunities for South Ameri
can trade opened up by the removal of the Spanish monopoly during 
the Napoleonic wars, and they were determined to retain their increased 
commerce. The reactionary and shortsighted Spanish government re
fused to give England the assurances she demanded, and in 18r7 ru
mors grew persistent that Russia, in exchange for Minorca, had agreed 
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derstood that the independence of the Spanish colonies was inevitable," 
and by November they were beginning to talk of a congress as "the 
best means of offering the joint mediation of the European Powers for 
the settlement of the dispute between Spain and the colonies." "If the 
prejudices of the Court of Spain should prevent the success of the ne
gotiations," the French reasoned, "it will be a satisfactory reflection 
that the Allied Powers have paid the tribute which is due to Legitimacy 
by the attempt to ensure the seulement of the differences between Spain 
and the Colonies, and ... each Government will be at liberty to pur
sue the course which their particular situation and the interests of their 
subjects appear to require." 25 This was handsomely said, and if the 
French government had not been too lofty to take the United States 
into its confidence, President Monroe might have softened his famous 
retort. 

As it was, the Monroe D octrine was enunciated. It made consider
able impression in Vienna, and particularly on Friedrich Gentz. Of 
the European conservatives Gentz alone realized the full significance 
of the message. That is not surprising, in view of the fact that he 
knew far more about America than did the vast majority of his 
contemporaries and was equipped with an imagination capable of grasp
ing the vast future of the United States. Writing LO Pilat in 1818 he had 
said: "The progressive extension of the territory of the United States 
is in my opinion the greatest political fact of our Lime; here lies con
cealed the seed for events that will entirely change the face of the world 
not in a hundred, but in twenty years." Consequently, although the 
president's address struck him as a piece of "unparalleled impudence," 
he admitted that the speech would be "epoch-making in the history of 
our time. Every line of it," he continued, "deserves to be weighed with 
the most serious attention." 2

' 

Gentz himself was among the first to weigh Monroe's words with 
serious attention. In a memoir bearing the date January 13, 1824, he set 
forth his views. After a preliminary admonition, to the effect that the 
"transatlantic colossus" presented a moral threat to the conservative 
foundations of Europe which must constantly be taken into considera
tion, there creeps into Gentz's discourse a tone of satisfaction over the 
fact that Monroe had brought the issue into the clear. It had long been 
manifest to Gentz, and he now assumed that it must be manifest to 

• Webster, Britain and IAJin America, 1 :19; 2:127. 
• Datu Perkins, The Monroe Doctrine, t8:art826 (Cambridge, 1931), 170; Bncfc von Gentz an P•lat. 1 :300; Brule von 11nd an Gent::, vol. J, pt. 2, pp. Ss- 86; Schlc:sier, 
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it ought to be guaranteed by the various European great powers." :s This 
statement be embodied in a memoir. 

Gentz's analysis of the South American situation was masterly. His 
views found acceptance, furthermore, among the responsible directors 
of Austrian policy. Why, then, did the Vienna government not press 
its views upon Madrid and Lisbon? The answer is that no Austrian 
interest was vitally a£Jected; Austria could therefore afford to maintain 
an attitude of the most correct consideration for the legal rights of the 
Iberian governments in Latin America. The position of the Austrian 
emperor had been made clear in 1822, when in his name Meneroich 
had stated: "Invariably faithful to the great principles on which the so
cial order and the maintenance of legitimate government depend, his 
Imperial Majesty will never recognize the independence of the Spanish 
American provinces, so long as His Catholic Majesty has not freely and 
formally renounced the sovereign rights that he has heretofore exer
cised over those provinces." Gentz, who knew his legitimist doctrine, 
could not but acquiesce. As a R~alpolitiker he might complain that the 
kings of Spain and Portugal were fools not to face facts, but as a legiti
mist he could not admit the right of Austria, or of any other government, 
to do anything drastic about it. Mild persuasion through ministerial 
conferences was the most obviously decent procedure under the cir
cumstances. Consequently it was with his full approval that Metternich, 
on January 27, r824, proposed that the ministerial conference at Paris 
(which since 1815 had met intermittently to deal with a variety of prob
lems) should be resumed to deal "with all questions of 'major impor
tance.'" 29 

Metternich's hopes for the success of the conferences were blasted 
by Canning, who "wished recognition to be a British, not a European 
action." England refused to participate, and Canning, on January 30, 
1824, "announced that the independence of the Spanish colonies had 
been achieved and that recognition must follow." 10 

Gentz was irked by this latest example of England's unwillingness 
to work out her policy in concert with the Continental powers. ln a 
memoir of March 5 he went to particular pains to criticize the passage 

,. S.A., Vienna, lnteriora, 105. The memoir is in Geo~·s hand, is undated, and bears 
the title "Successions Bestimmung." Sinc:e the British propo:oal referred to is that set forth 
by Canning on August s. 18:13 (Webster, Britain and uuin America, 1 :ll6), the memoir 
was probably written toward the Iauer part of the ye~r. 
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in the English declaration in which Canning had said: "The British 
government have no desire to anticipate Spain in · .. . r~cognitio.n ... .. 
But the Court of Madrid must be aware that the dtscreuon of Hts MaJ
esty in this respect cannot be indefinitely bound up by that of ~is 
Catholick Majesty, and that even before many months elapse, the deSire 
now sincerely felt by the British Government to leave this precedency 
to Spain may be overborne by considerations o( a more comprehensive 
nature." England had no right in international law, Gentz argue~, to 
force the hand of the king of Spain. I£ the king of Spain bad the nght 
to win back the colonies, as Canning admitted, that right was perpetual, 
unless he renounced it of his own free will.'' 

Having thus given voice to his legitimism, Gentz soon returned to 
the field of the practical. The ambassadorial conferences in Paris had 
convened, but Austrian views, which actually favored recognition of 
Latin American independence, did not prevail. Both the czar and his 
energetic ambassador at Paris, Pozzo di Borgo, were still obsessed with 
the idea of contriving somehow to strike a blow for legitimacy in the 
New World. Gentz was frankly critical of the czar's new-found ultra
ism, and when the possibility was mentioned of recognizing the inde
pendence of most of the erstwhile colonies, but of winning back part 
of them, preferably Mexico and Peru, he threw cold water on the whole 
project. In a memoir of May 20, 1824, he pointed out th~~ England's 
refusal to cooperate with the Continental powers was dectsive. Hence
forth people who played with such ideas "fooled the Spanish govern
ment and fooled themselves." This was good sense, but Gentz's counsels 
did not prevail. The Austrian ambassador at Paris joined his colleagues 
in solemnly recommending that Spain "do her best to reconquer her 
revolted American provinces, indicating Mexico as the most likely ob
ject of attack." 12 

With that, Gentz washed his bands of South America. Austria, de
sirous always to work in close harmony with Russia, had been led down 
a blind alley, and the Spanish king, instead of being encouraged, as 
Gentz desired, to face unpleasant facts, had been urged to continue 
adamant. From the beginning Gentz's advice on Larin America had 

11 Bri~/t: 110n und atl Cent::, vol. 3, pt. :1, pp. 86-9•; Webster, Britam and Latin Anurica, 
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been clear-sighted, intelligent, statesmanlike. If Austrian policy did not 
display those qualities consistently, it was not his fault.11 

11 
"Nowhere,'' Ja)'S Professor Perkins, "was there better or fuller anformauon on the 

actual nate of affam in the New World than in the Awtrian archaves, nowhere a leu 
baascd anterpretation of e,·enu taking place across the Atlamic. Thas may have been due, 
an pan, to the anumate contact between the Aust!Un and Bncish governments, at least 
dunng the foreagn manastry of C:utlereagh. But it was due, too, no doubt to ••• Friedrich 
von Genu::· Monroe Doc-trine, 135- 136. A memoir dated April 23, S.A., Vaenn.:a, lmenora, 
(61) 105, d~als wath Br.:aul. Internal evidence indjcates that at stems from the )'Cat 1815. 
It adds nothang substa.nually new to our knowledge of Gentz's anitude toward the Brazalian 
question. 

18. The Eastern Question, 1821-1822 

GENTZ'S INFLUENCE on Austrian policy during the decade 1818 

to 1828 was by no means limited to the Latin American problem. 
Quite as substantial was his contribution to the conduct of Austrian 
policy during the long European crisis precipitated by the revolt of the 
Greeks in 1821. His diary contains such notations as : "The two of us 
[Metternich and Gentz] are directing Russo-Turkish affairs quite by 
ourselves"; and, "The prince has given over to me the most important 
part of the Turkish work." To his old friend Brinckmann Gentz wrote 
in 1824: "I am deeply involved in great affairs. For some years the 
prince has placed unqualified trust in me. It has become customary
I might almost say necessary- for him to talk over aU important mat
ters with me .... In addition 1 have made a particular study o£ on~ 
great question- the Turko-Grecian-and it is certainly not the easi
est or the most pleasant. For four years I have expended much energy 
in trying to become accurately and thoroughly acquainted with this 
subject in all its branches- historical, political, and diplomatic." 1 

Gentz used the words "accurate" and "thorough" advisedly; he was 
German and knew what they meant. He not only read and digested the 
works of H ammer, Schloezer, Thornton, and other writers on the East, 
but took time to make copious jottings. "I must tell you that my 
favorite subjects at the present time are the history and geography of 
the East," he wrote in 1821. "A book like the newly published journey 
of Jaubert to Persia keeps me awake until four o'clock in the morn
ing." 2 Gentz has been credited with an expert knowledge of American 

1 TagebiicMr, 3:26, 195; Briefe von rmd an Gemz, 2:340. Similarly Lord Cowley, 
British :tmb:tssador at Vienna, reported to Canning on September 22, 1822: "The person 
... most in the confidence of Prince Mettcrnich is Monsieur de Gentz. No step of im
portance is taken by the Austrian minister without consulling this gendeman." The Diary 
and Correspondw&e of H~nry IV~IIuley, First Lord Cowl~y. 171}&-1846, edited by F. A. 
Wellesley (London, 1930), 105- 106. 
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affairs, but this must not obscure the fact that be was much better in
formed on the &stern Question. 

The reliance which Menernich was widely known to place on Gentz's 
counsel gave rise to the belief that Gentz exerted more influence than 
was probably the case. Stratford Canning, upon the occasion of his 
visit to Vienna in 1824, referred in a leuer to George Canning to " three 
puissant personages who, as you well know, are all in :~11 within the 
limits of this Empire." These three person:~ges whom George Canning 
supposedly knew as aU-powerful were the emperor, Menernich, and 
Gentz! It is well to remember, however, that a reputation of unlimited 
power, however much it would have gratified Gentz's thirsty vanity, 
would have been dangerous tO one in his position. An advise.r without 
responsibility, he was obliged to have a "p:tssion for :tnonymity" and 
to cater to the vanity of other people. Gentz knew enough of the world 
to be fully aware of this, and as early as 1822 he felt it necessary to dis
avow the impression that his was the directing hand behind Austria's 
&stern policy. "Nothing is so highly wrong as this supposition that I 
'exclusively dlrect the more important Oriental affairs,'" be wrote to 
one of his critics. "My accidental cooperauon in this business has 
limited itself merely to the following two points : First, His H ighness, 
the Prince has deleg:tted me upon various occasions to draw up, in ac
cordance with his specific verbal instructions, certain papers having to 
do with Turkish questions. Secondly, the prince has thought well to 
entrust to me the composition of the anicles for the Beobacllter . ... 
Hereupon I have based the vain presumption that I directed Turkish 
affairs!" Gentz then proceeds to poke fun at the supposition th:tt " un
der a minister like ours" anyone could even "help direct" policy.' 

In the circumstances these were undoubtedly the right things for 
Gentz to say, but the evidence indicating that his participation in the 
conduct of affairs was by no means a wholly subservient one is too 
overwhelming to justify taking this letter at its face value. On the other 
hand, to assess Gentz's influence with exactitude, it would be necessary 
to know what went on during those daily conferences when Metter
nich gave him his "specific verbal instructions." And that can never be 
known. The evidence is sufficient, however, to justify the modest gen
eralization that Gentz's influence on Austria's Eastern policy was great. 

From the point of view of the legal issues involved, the Greek revolt 
was similar to the Latin American revolution. Subjects had taken arms 

1 Stanley Lane-Poole, Lift> oftht' Rithr Honourable Stratford Cannint, Viscount Stral· 
ford de Rtdcliffe (l vols., London, 1888), 1:351, 353; Gentz to PJ, December 4, 1822, 
S.A., Vienna, lnterion, (3 1 K) 95· 



19. The Eastern Question, 1813-1816 

TH E GREEK REVOLT in its first phase had seriously endangered 
Gentz's personal fortunes, bm he had advanced himself, temporarily 

at least, to a position more advamageous in some respects than before. 
Austrian policy had also had its success in that Russian imervention in 
T urkey had thus far been averted; but it was a negative success, not a 
positive achievement. 

The major task of Austrian policy remained for the future. Russian 
intervention must still be averted, but intervention might be expected 
at any time unless the particular grievances of the Russians against the 
T urks were cleared up. Austrian policy must therefore strive to faci li
tate the re-establishment of amicable relations between Russia and Tur
key. T he continuance of the Greek revolt made this a difficult task. 
Much as they would have liked to do so, the Austrians could not ignore 
the Greeks. In spite of the g round swell of pro-Greek sentiment that 
was sweeping Europe, the governments, and particularly the R ussian 
government, must be held to the orthodox dogma that the G reeks had 
revolted against their legitimate Turkish masters and that this was a 
matter of Turkish, not of European, concern. At the same time, to clear 
the atmosphere, the Turks must be quietly admonished to get down to 
business, put their house in order, and crush the Greeks, without any 
more massacres than were absolutely necessary. 

A lthough Stratford Canning as early as September, 1821, had ex
pressed the ominous desire to see the Greeks "put in possession of their 
whole patrimony" and the sultan "driven bag and baggage into the 
heart of Asia," 1 England until 1823 acted in reasonable accord with the 
broad aims of Austrian policy. Following the Congress of Verona, Lord 
Strangford, British ambassador at Constantinople, was entrusted with 
the task of whittling away at the obstructions that blocked the renewal 
of diplomatic relations between St. Petersburg and the Porte. Strang-

' Lane-Poole, Stratford Canning, 1:307. 
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either antagonistic to Turkey or subservient to Russia, whereas the re
verse would be true of a semi-independent state. In shon, Austria ought 
to recognize the independence of Greece.11 

Mavrocordato's arguments were timely. Vienna was beginning to 
realize that other means than those heretofore relied upon were neces
sary to solve the Greek problem, and Mavrocordato's communication 
had followed a hint that a change of course was being contemplated by 
the Austrian government. Mavrocordato erred, however, in assuming 
that the niceties of Austrian diplomatic conduct would permit an out
right espousal of the Greek cause. The position of the Turkish govern
ment, so far as the Greeks were concerned, was similar to that of the 
Spanish government with respect to its former colonies. "No law exists 
bet ween independent states other than that established by treaties," 
Gentz pointed out in his reply to Mavrocordato. "Treaties have either 
implicitly admitted, or explicitly recognized, the sovereignty that the 
Porte has exercised over Greece for centuries." u Therefore Austria n 
recognition of Greek independence could only follow prior action by 
the Turkish government. 

This did not mean to Gentz that Austria and the other powers should 
fold their hands patiently and wait for the Turkish government to lead 
the way. Stability and legitimacy had been solemnly reaffirmed as the 
fundamental principles of the Austrian government. This gave dignity 
and strength to the Austrian position. But Austria did not propose to 
let the other powers suppose that because she was moral she was muscle
bound. In a surprising document laid before Metternich, and bearing 
the date November 10, r824, Gentz declared that Austria should pro
pose out-a nd-out recognition of Greek independence.11 Otherwise she 
stood in danger of being dragged into a war to push through a Rus
sian plan, which neither the Turks nor the Greeks desired any more 
than the Austrians. He later said that this proposal was only a move 
to tie the negotiations at St. Petersburg in a knot, but there is evidence to 
indicate that at the outset he was serious about it. A hint he dropped 
to the Austrian consul at Corfu, a dispatch to the hospodar of Walla
chia, a letter to Ottenfels, all suggest that he was in dead earnest.14 

The possibility of using Gentz's proposal of recognition to prolong 
the discussions at St. Petersburg appealed to Meuernich, and in Janu

u Prokcscb, Abfall der Griechen, 4!1J2- t37· 
lJ Ibid., 14o-I4l. 
11 /bid., 1:324, note; TateMeher, 3:368-369. 
14 Krauter, Ouenfels, 137, 148; Prokcsch, Abfall dt>r Griuhen, 1 :3 16; 4:132-133; 

Gent• aux hospodars, 2:4oo-406. 
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action by Austria, but only at the sacrifice of some of that legalistic cor
rectness which, he proudly thought, formed the basis of Austrian policy 
as a whole. For as Canning slyly pointed out, since Austria refused rec
ognition to the Greeks, it would be only logical to hold Turkey re
sponsible for the acts of piracy by its subjects.20 

During the first months of 1826 the new czar of Russia, Nicholas I, 
held the center of the stage. Nicholas' intention, Gentz understood, 
was to concentrate on internal reform, and his conduct was at first re
assuring. On March 17, however, Russia sent an ultimatum to the Porte. 
This action, though drastic, caused no particular alarm in Vienna. Ig
noring the Greek question, Russia demanded that the Turks send dele
gates to clear up the specific points of controversy that still existed in 
connection with the Treaty of 1812. The ultimatum impressed Gentz 
as being straight to the point and as indicating a desire for a peace 
based on a real settlement of differences between the two states. The 
Turks, having decided to be discreet, agreed to the Russian demands, 
and Akkermann in Bessarabia was designated as the place where the 
negotiations should take place. Gentz expressed his relief at such ap
propriate compliance by addressing a laudatory leuer, via Ottenfels, to 
the Turkish foreign minister.21 

In the meantime events of great importance had been taking place 
in St. Petersburg. Wellington, who had journeyed to Russia ostensibly 
to extend the best wishes of England to the new czar, was in reality 
under orders to negotiate an Anglo-Russian agreement on what to do 
next in regard to the Greek question. The negotiation culminated on 
April 4 with an important protocol stipulating "joint formulation, and 
joint or separate mediation, of a seulement between Turkey and the 
Greeks, on the basis of an autonomous and tributary Greek principal
ity." This protocol, unlike those of the allies, was actually meant 
to be carried out. It marked not only the beginning of a new phase 
in the diplomatic history of the Greek revolt, but also the collapse 
of the Concert of Europe. The collapse, however, had been so long 
foreshadowed that it aroused no extraordinary expressions of wrath in 
Vienna. Gentz was at first inclined tO attribute the agreement to the 

• Briefe von und an Cent::, vol. J, pt. 2, pp. :uS-220, 286-287; Tagebtlcher, 4:84, 102, 
to6, 123, 147, 167; Ouenfcls to Gentz, November 25, 1825, January 25, 1816, February '25, 
1826, S.A., Vrenna, Nachlass Genu, 23; Schlesier, Schrifun von Cent::, s :130; Prokcsch, 
Zur Cuchichu d" orientalirchen Frage: Briefe otu dem Nachlusse Friedrichs von Cent:. 
136-144; Crawley, Cruk Independence, 67. 

ucentz our hospodars, J:too-102, IIJ-In; Ouenfcls to Gentz, May 16, 18'26, S.A., 
Vienna, Nachlau Gentz, 23; Prokesch, Zur Cuchichte der orimtalischen Fruge: Briefe aus 
dem Nachlaue Friedrichs vall Cmtz, 124- t15. 
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It had become apparent to even the Austrians that the powers could 
not properly intervene in Greece to defend the principle of legitimacy. 
"Correct" procedure called for assent by the legitimate government at 
the Porte to such intervention; but the Porte would assent to no such 
intervention: it knew that some of the powers did not want, and would 
not consent to, a restoration of Turkish control in Greece. The dynamic 
principle of nationalism had successfully challenged the static principle 
of legitimacy, and the Conservative Alliance had been split asunder. 

The German temper between x8x5 and 1830- the so-called Bieder
meier mood -was keyed to com promise between the ideal and the 
actual.28 Compromise also characterized the foreign policy of Austria, for 
which the emperor and Metternich were responsible, but which Gentz 
had inRuenced every step of the way. No man had played a greater role 
in articulating the ideals of the Conservative Alliance than he. Yet no 
man in the Austrian foreign office had a clearer view of facts, a deeper in
sight into the logic of events. In connection with the Greek question 
he had consistently urged that the ideals of the Alliance be kept intact; 
and when this became obviously impossible, he had recommended a 
compromise in harmony with the political amenities and consistent with 
Austrian interests. Even this had failed. The Russo-Turkish war had 
brought the Greek question to a new phase. But for Gentz it was the 
end of an epoch. 

18 Paul Kluckhohn, ''Biedermeier als literarische Epochenbezeichnung," in the Dewsche 
Vierteljahrsschrift fiir Literaturwissenschaft und Geistesgeschichte, 13 ( 1935) :14-1 5· 
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and unluckily for rum everyone had not forgotten this fact. It occurred 
to the Lcipzig publisher Brockhaus that a reprint of this document 
would be rughly "piquant," and in J820 the piece was brought out, 
ostensibly by a Brussels firm. A good deal of embarrassing laughter re
sounded through Germany. In vain did Adam Mi.iller pass the word 
around that Gentz viewed his youthful indiscretion "as his only polit
ical sin." The thing was done, and Gentz had to make the best of it. 
By 1831, indeed, he was able to admit that he had received "a well
deserved chastisement." H is immediate reaction, however, was one of 
profound annoyance. Brockhaus' part in the business was no mystery 
to rum, and he knew further that Brockhaus was also bringing out se
cretly the very objectionable periodical Hermu. Even Metternich must 
have smiled a little when Gentz, using the Hermes as his ground for 
complaint, urged that more general measures were needed to control 
the "misuse of branch print shops, false firms, etc." • 

D uring x82o and 1821 the troubles that beset southern Europe were 
so great that the Vienna government could only congratulate itself that 
conditions io Germany were no worse than they were. The misuse of 
branch print shops was annoying, but it could wait. In the meantime 
the agitation centering in Wi.irttemberg for the medium-sized German 
states to combine against Austria and Prussia continued to grow. A 
notable pamphlet entitled Manuskript aus Suddeutschland had already 
appeared in 1820, but when its anonymous author (Lindner) came forth 
in 1822 with another pamphlet, Ober die gegenwiirtige Lage von Europa, 
Gentz went on the warpath. "Such a political meteor bas not appeared 
in the German political heaven for a long time," he noted after read
ing the pamphlet "with great agitation." 8 

L indner's remarkable work is a document of some importance in 
the history of German nationalist thought. At Metternich's behest, Gentz 
gave it a searching analysis, which was published in the Allgemeine 
Zeitung on March 21, 1822. Interpreting L indner's work correctly as an 

' Hcinrich E. Brockhaus, Di~ Firma F. A. Brocl(hatu von d~r B~trtindtmg bis :mm httn· 
d"tiiihn'g~n / ttbiliium, r8o.s-t 90.5 (Leipzig, 1905), 3S; Ludwig Salomon, Guchichte des 
d~utsch~n z~itungswu~ns (3 vols., Oldenburg and Leipzig), 3:2o-n; Hdnrich E. Brock
haus, Fri~drich Arnold Brocl(hatts (3 vols., Leipzig, 1S72-S1 ), 2:323-325; Aus den Tag~
btlch~rn des Graf~n Prol(est'h von Osun, edited by Anton Count Prokesch von Osten 
(Vienn2, 1909), So; Brit/~ von tmd an c~mz, vol. 3, pt. 2, pp. 24-26. 

• The full title page o£ the Lindner pamphlet reads: "Ob" die g~growiirtig~ Loge von 
Europa: Ein Bmcht, Sr. H. d~m Prinun von XX. auf s~t~hl vorgd~gt von Fr~ih~rr von X. 
Herausgegeben von Carl Heinrich Kollmanner. Frankfurt und Leipzig, auf Kosten des 
Herausgebcrs. 18:u ." The copy used by Gentz, with his markings on the pages, may be 
seen in the Staats-Archiv, Vienna, lnteriora (61), 105. See also Tag~biich", 3:6; Pollard, 
"Germanic Confeder:ttion," in The Cambridge Mod~ HiJtory, 10:369; Srbik, Mt!tternidJ, 
' :521-522. 
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attack on "everytrung which exists and especially everything rvllich ex
ists in Germany," Gentz sought to give his article a pervasive rone of 
outrage that such ideas could arise in the minds of men, to say nothing 
of their coming to expression. His fear of nationalism was, in fact, so 
great that he had shuddered at even the thought of what the Monu
menta Germaniae Historica might do to arouse a sense of Germanic 
solidarity; and he had refused to have any part in the publication of 
this great collection of historical source marerial.6 

The dominant note in Lindner's work was a vigorous nationalism: 
"Germany does not have to be weak; our governments have only to 
will it, and we shall be the best, the most civilized, the strongest people 
on earth." Lindner called upon the princes to pool their interests in a 
great common purpose and to set the stage for the "German Bona
parte," who would bring into existence a new state "w~rthy of the en
lightenment and civilization of the century." Gentz, resorting to a device 
frequently used in polemical writing, equated Lindner's nationalism with 
the hated Bonapartism and pictured Lindner's whole argument as a 
throwback to the political heresy that set no store by the sacred prin
ciple of equilibrium. H e foresaw with trepidation the ejection of Aus
tria from Germany, and, faithful Habsburg subject that he had become, 
he denounced Lindner in oo uncertain terms. 

Gentz's article was sent to the Austrian representatives at the vari-
ous German courts, and Gentz himself composed the accompanying 
note, which called attention to the insidious nature of the Lindner pam
phlet and emphasized the importance of maintaining the Germanic Con
federation unchanged. Before long L indner felt the kind of pressure / 
that Vienna knew how to exert, and in 1824 he crawled to Metternich 
begging for forgiveness .7 

Press conditions, after this episode, became not better but worse, and 
in September, 1822- at the period when consultations were taking place 
in Vienna on the course to pursue at the Congress of Verona- Gentz 
drew up a memoir 8 urging positive steps to curb the abuses that he saw 

• Sehlesier, Schrift~n von G~ntz, 3:241-257; Gentz to Schoenburg, February 17, 1822, 
S.A., Vic:nna, lnteriora, 95; Treitschke, D~uuch~ Guchichte, J:Jio-JII; George P. Gooch, 
History and Historians in th~ Nin~tufllh Century (London, 1928), 66-67; Mayr, Gt:schichte 
d" ouurr~ichisch~n Staaul(anzl~i, 136. 

'Schlesicr, St'hri/tt:n von G~ntz, 3:240-241. See also the dispatch to Trautmannsdorff, 
February 6, 1S22, S.A., Vienna, lnteriora, (3 1 K) 95· 

1 "Memoire sur 13 necessite et sur lcs moyens de reprimer les a bus de Ia presse en 
Allemagne," S.A., Vienna, lnterior:t, (61) 105. The manuscript is in the hand of a copyist, 
with additional marginal corrections in Gentz's writing. He bas noted on the manuscript: 
"Written in the month of Septembes, 1 S22." That this was September 4 or 5 is evident 
from his Tageblich~r. 3 :So. 
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rampant. He pointed to conditions in Saxony, Grand-<lucal H esse, and 
Wiiruemberg as especially abominable. The "inconceivable laxity" of 
the Saxon government threatened unusual danger to the other states, 
since Leipzig was the center of the German book trade. In Hesse "cen
sorship had existed only in name," and a terrible sheet, the Mainzer 
Zeittlng, was allowed to Aourish.11 Finally, in Wiirttemberg a situ::uion 
prevailed which defied description. Whereas in the other German states 
"enemies of peace and public order are only tolerated, in ... Wiirt
temberg," Gentz declared, "they are protected, caressed, and magnani
mously assisted." Here was published the Neckar Zeitttng, vilest of 
sheets. In its columns were to be found a selection of the most obnox
ious articles from foreign papers, inevitably prejudiced news articles, 
and finally, under mElanges, an array more scandalous than could be 
imagined "of bitter jokes, gross blasphemies against religion and its 
ministers, and infamous anecdotes about the most respectable people, 
living and dead." A twofold program was desirable, Gentz concluded: 
first, the "conservative sovereigns-guardians of the general tranquil
lity"- should agree upon means of exerting direct pressure upon truc
ulent governments; and secondly, the federal commission of five should 
be "recomposed with care" and tbe diet itself "revived and reorgan
ized," so that the measures recommended w it would be pushed through. 
These proposals found fairly complete embodiment in a new Denk
schrift which Bernstorlf, the Prussian foreign minister, had composed 
at about the same time and which Gentz had edited. At Bernstorff's in
stigation, an Austrian memoir, in whose composition Gentz likewise 
had had a hand, was laid before the czar at Verona, its purpose to per
suade him that pressure must be exened on the king of Wiimemberg.10 

Immediately following the Congress of Verona, a select group of 
safely conservative German diplomats assembled at Vienna to arrive 
at some definite conclusion about what should be done. Gentz prepared 
two important papers setting forth the Austrian position;u and in a 
confidential report, which the timely arrival of a thousand ducats from 
Russia made particularly worth while, he summarized concisely for 
Nesselrode the measures that appeared desirable from the Austrian 

'In january Gentz had taken issue with this paper in the columns of the B~obachtu. 
Ta{l~bilch~r. 3:6. 

10 ~ugc.n Gugl.ia, "~inc ung;edruckte Dcnkscbrift von Gentz aus dem jahre 1811," in 
the lltstoruch~ VurldJnhruchrt/t, 3 ( 1900) :504-507; Tag~bfidur, 3:1 19. 

u "Obcr die zum Schutzc der Ordnung und Ruhe in tier Bundcsverfassung liegcnden 
Mittel," published by Guglia in the Historisch~ Viurdiahruchrifr, 3 ( 1900):5 11- 519, and 
"Entwurf cines Prasidialvonrags iibcr die Aufrechterhaltung der Pressgesetze," given in 
Treitschke, Dmuch~ Geschtchu, 3:317, 318; Heyck, Allgemdn~ z~itung, 114, 215. 
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point of view!' They included a change in the procedure of the diet to 

elimjnate useless talk; publication of only the results of the diet so 
that divergence of views would not be advertised; limitation of sessions 
to four months in each year; clarification of the supremacy of the diet 
over the various diets in the states; action to halt the publication of the 
transactions of legislative bodies in the constitutional states; and above 
all a tightening of press regulations. On this last point Gentz wanted 
to proceed more drastically than did 13ernstorff or even Metternich; but 
in the end it was decided merely to recommend that the press commit
tee at the diet punish a few newspapers in Stuttgart. 11 

The Wiirnemberg government was in too belligerent a mood to be 
impressed by these half measures and refused to join the chorus of 
praise with which, at Austria's behest, the Verona circular had been 
greeted at Frankfurt. Too late did the Stuttgart authorities realize their 
mistake. A humble retraction in the Stuttgarter Hofzeitung was not 
enough. In a dispatch written by Gcmz,u Austria demanded either the 
recall of Wangenheim, Wiirttemberg's representative at the diet, or 
that he be instructed to answer the Verona circular as had the other 
German courts. When Wi.irttemberg declined to follow either of these 
courses, Austria, Prussia, and -to the chagrin of the king of Wiirt
temberg- Russia, withdrew their representatives from Stuttgart. The 
king had depended on Russia. Austria requested France also to recall 
her minister, but since it did not appear seemly that France should mix 
in German affairs/' she was to base her action on the anti-Bourbonism 
fostered at Stuttgart. 

T~e ruspatch to Paris presenting this request was written by Gentz, 
and IS a document of great interest." Gentz pictured the kjng of Wiirt
temberg as a man who would have Liked to play Napoleon. Before 
I815, as crown prince, he had envisaged the extension of Wiirttemberg 
across the Rhine: "Aisace would have formed the bulwark of Germany, 
and the line of the Vosges would have marked the frontier of Wiirt
temberg's domain"; but the peace of 18r5 "killed his ideas of conquest." 

u "Note confideotielle sur les affaires de I'AIIemagoe," S.A., Vienna, lotcriora (6r) 105· 
Tag~btichu, 3:137. ' ' 
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nationalism, persisted in peeking through. "Among the Austrian po
litical newspapers," the Prussian ambassador remarked, "the Allgt:mt:int: 
Zt:itung appears like a rich, powerful, spirited, intelligent mao in the 
midst of starved and stupid beggars." u 

The unique position of privilege that Cotta's paper occupied in Aus
tria was a tribute not only to the unparalleled excellence of the Zt:it
ung itself, but to Cotta's gifts as a negotiator. It was no mean task to 
stay on the good side of the Vienna authorities without making the 
paper an organ for the expression of the AuSLrian point of view exclu
sively. Cotta accomplished this difficult feat by establishing the best sort 
of connections in Vienna. H e had sought to win Gentz as a regular 
contributor, but Gentz wanted no such binding relationship.12 He wrote 
for the paper occasionally, and the articles he published in the Outt:r
rdchische Bt:obacht~ were reprinted at once in the Allgt:mt:ine Zt:it

ung. In place of Gentz, Cotta, with great secrecy, had persuaded Pilat 
to write the Austrian articles, which appeared anonymously. 

Nevertheless Cotta had his troubles. H e claimed that Pilat continu
ally warned of the imminent suppression of the Z t:itung in order 
to mulct more money from its owner.81 To what extent Pilat's re
ports were true, and to what degree Gentz may have been responsible 
for making them so, is hard to determine. Although Gentz told Pilat 
in 1822 that he had never favored suppression of the Allgemdnt: Zeit
ung, nevertheless in 1820 he had reminded Metternich that the time 

might be ripe to exclude it from Austria .'~ In general, Gentz's state

ments about the paper were so equivocal that it is difficult to fathom 
what he actually thought should be done. Without doubt he was fre
quently irritated by the policy of a paper whose reputation for neutrality 

was "merited neither by the purity of its imentions nor by the authen
ticity of its news." 10 H e did not hesitate to complain directly to Cotta, 

and that excellent businessman,10 out to make money as welt as to de
fend principles, was not too proud to heed the voice from Vienna. 

In 1821 Gentz reminded Cotta that attacks on the House of Roths-

child were attacks on the Austrian credit. The editor of the Zdt-
11 Erwin Holzlc, "Co112, dcr Vcrlegcr, und die Polirik,'' in the Hisrorirdr~ Viut~liahrJ

uhFi/t, 29 (1935):s76-596; M~ltz.:zhn to Bernstorff, June 24, 183o, G.S.A., Berlin, Rep. 92, 
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ung, Stegemann, had to promise Cotta that in the future "nothing 
what~vc- relating to the value of Austrian public securities, and noth
ing rvhauv~ relating to Mr. Rothschild (at least as affecting his rela
tions with Austria)" would be printed.17 But the paper continued to 
exasperate Vienna, partly, perhaps, because the Bavarian government 
hesitated to take drastic action for fear Cotta would move his business 
elsewhere. In 1826 Gentz sent an out-and-out threat to Cotta via Spiegel, 
the Austrian representative at Munich. Only Cotta's repeated promises 
to bar from his columns anything unpalatable to Vienna had kept the 
paper from being barred long ago from Austria, he said. In the past 
months, however, "such bitter hate against all the old order" had been 
displayed that the Austrian monarchy was considering seriously whether 
"the entice reading class of its subjects" could be allowed to form "their 
judgments regarding world events day after day" from such a paper. 
This letter alarmed Coua so much that he made a special trip to 
Vienna, where he conferred with Metternich, Gentz, and Pilat. F ew 
journeys of his industrious life had been "so satisfying" as this one, he 
said. T he future held in store new annoyances from Vienna, but Cotta's 
paper kept its head above water; and it is significant to note that with 
Metternich's fall in 1848 the Allg~m~in~ z~itung lost its old power.88 

Notwithstanding Gentz's constant concern with the affairs of Cotta, 
it must be said that his general interest in the German press waned 
after the successful administration of "the second portion of Karlsbad 
water" in 1824. After this victory his utterances and actions betray pre
occupation with other matters. But when he did speak out on Ger
many in the years immediately following, it was the vein of r824. "Our 
strongest and most energetic fight," he wrote to Metternich in 1825, 
"must be directed against the ov~powcrfuln~JS of t/1~ prus . ... This 
conviction is inscribed in my soul more deeply than ever." And in 1826 
he informed Pilat that freedom of the press "alone could destroy us. 
I therefore consider a censor, at once strong and skillfully organized, as 
the first of all our spiritual and political needs-and in consequence [I 
look upon J every consideration of ~conomy that opposes a thorough
going reform of this ... vital institution not merely as petty, but as 
senseless and criminal." 10 

., Coni, Riu of the 1-lottu of Rothscllild, 266; Heyck, Allgemeine Z~itttng, 252. 
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when a dispute between the censor officials and the Studi~n-Hofkom
mission over the advisability of using a work by Professor Schnabel of 
Prague, as a text for courses in public law, was referred to him. After 
a leisurely study of the question Gentz came to the conclusion that 
Schnabel's was "a thoroughly reprehensible work, based on fa lse con
cepts, leading to the most dangerous consequences, and in striking dis
agreement with the principles of public law consistently adhered to, and 
up to this time recognized, in the Austrian state and in practice." His 
study of this book, Gentz went on to say, had brought forcibly to his 
attention the importance of the whole textbook question, and he thought 
the prohibition of the Schnabel book was by no means enough; one 
should stride on to the "introduction of other measures of greater com
prehensiveness." H e announced his intention of addressi ng a Vortrag 
to the emperor, pointing out the danger inherent in "the present con
dition of our educational system." 43 Whether these plans were sabo
taged before they reached the emperor or whether they reached him 
and were turned down, is not known; but we have Gentz's own word 
that nothing came of his proposals.44 

It is to the credit of Gentz, irrespective of the wisdom of the specific 
measures that he recommended, that he showed at least some insight 
into one of the fundamental issues of Austrian politics : Austria's futu re 
role in Middle Europe depended upon the establishment of the moral 
preponderance of Austrian principles, whatever those principles were 
or were to be. The H ofburg consistently evaded this issue. It lacked the 
imagination to see that the Polizeistaat had become an anachronism. 
And in spite of certain items on the credit side of his ledger, it cannot 
be said that the Gentz of the twenties rose far above his surroundings. 

One of the most significant developments then taking place in Ger
many was the extension of Prussia's economic influence through the 
Zollver~in . Gentz read Adam Smith all over again, watched approv
ingly while his friend Adam Muller tried to undermine the ta riff union, 
and once condemned publicly Friedrich List's views as a disg race to 
"the famed enJightenment of the age." ' 0 But that was all, and that was 
not nearly imaginative enough . Preoccupied with the political trivia 
that demanded his daily atrentioo, Gentz stood in grave danger of be
coming merely a useful mutineer. H e accepted the new leaders in the 

.. Gentz to Sedloit"Zky, January 15, 1 8ll, "Coolidentielles Schreiben," S.A., Vienna, 
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try place where he established himself in the spring and stayed as long 
as possible. With typical Griind/ichkdt he went at his gardening sys
tematically, studying botany under the director of a tutor. 

H is friends were pious people. Pilat, who lived near him at Wein
haus in the summer, was one of the arch-Catholics of Vienna, and 
Pilat's home was generally looked upon as the rallying poinl for the 
clerical party. Maltzahn spoke of Pilat's circle as "the real Vienna con
gregation," and Gentz was generally regarded as one of the chief cogs 
in this spiritual society. Nevertheless, he could not muster any of the 
tense religious excitement of the other devotees of the cult, and to the 
end he hewed to a middle line between Catholicism and Protestant
ism . .: The indecisiveness that early in his life had seemed to indicate 
merely perplexity and doubt was dignified at last into something ap
proaching the nobility of a pragmatic synthesis. 

The majestic beauty of the Alps had come ro have a great attraction 
for Gentz, and late in the summer he was wont to set out for some 
spot that combined healing springs with fine scenery. The gout, from 
which he had long been a sufferer, bothered him increasingly with the 
years; but he derived a certain satisfaction from his ills. His letters are 
full of miseries, doctors, quacks, and cures. Gastein, his favorite re
sort was situated in one of the loveliest spots of the Salzburg region. 
Then a secluded and little-frequented retreat, it satisfied his new· 
found love of solitude. H is solitude, however, was of his own kind, for 
he liked his domestic comforts, and on one occasion was accompanied 
on his vacatjon by a retinue of no less than eleven servants. 

Though Gentz had without doubt become a fine gentlemen, he was 
not by any means a gentleman of leisure. He worked very hard, for 
Metteroich now leaned upon him for help in all phases of his work.61 

But he was allowed to arrange his schedule about as he pleased. He 
conferred with Metternich almost every day in the famous buildjng on 
the Ballhausplatz, where the Congress of Vienna had met, where Doll-

., MaJtzahn to lkrnstorff, June 24, 1830, C.S.A., Berlin, Rep. 91, Maltzaho Papers; 
Mayr, Guchichtc tier ouurrcichirchcn Staatr/c.an::ld, 106. 

10 A memoir of 1810, which is preserved in the Vienna archives in its various stages, 
illustrates particularly well how Gentz and Menernich worked together. The original 
•ketch in Metternich's handwriting is merely a rough outline indicating the main points 
that he wanted brought out. The draft that Gentz then prepued, and which may be seen 
in his handwriting, is identical, except for the insertion of two words by Mette rnich, 
with lhe finished copy, which was sent to Hardenbcrg in Berlin and rerurned. The style 
:tnd the bulk of the argument had been left completely to Gentz. Here one finds an illus· 
nation for Srbik's shrewd observation that one might perhaps speak more properly of 
Gentz's sysrem lhan of Metternich's system. S.A., Vienna, Preussen Collectanca, 4· Sec 
also Mayr, Guchichu tier ourcrrrichuchcn StaauJc.an::lci, r 49· 
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before his death in 1832, indicates the disorder into which his private 
affairs had fallen.10 

Gentz now snatched in vain at every sort of political hack work that 
promised either temporary or permanent relief. Lord Cowley, the Eng
lish ambassador at Vienna, helped him out occasionally; but Gentz's 
attempt to get something really substantial from London appears not 
to have been successful.11 Count Orloff, in 1830, interceded for him at 
St. Petersburgh; this co~t had been helpful in the past, but whether 
or not it again reacted generously is unknown.u What is known is 
that the Rothschilds remained faithful, and Gentz became a formal agent 
of that H ouse, delivering frequent memoirs on public affairs and re
ceiving an annual stipend of ten thousand florins.18 

There were also a miscellany of political adventurers and seekers
after-favors with whom Gentz associated himself, for the usual pittance, 
during the last years of his life. In r829, for instance, the son of Gustav 
IV of Sweden was in Vienna, parading the title "Prince Vasa" and 
ardently pretending to the Swedish throne. Gentz became his confi
dential adviser.14 He likewise interested himself in the perennial con
troversy between Baden and Bavaria.18 The pretensions of the House 
of LOwenstein to the throne of Bavaria secured his attention, as did 
the policies desired by the Duke of Nassau.10 And the very last letter 
known to exist from Gentz's pen concerned a very secret negotiation 
by the exiled Duke Karl of Brunswick to recover certain property in 
his former duchy.17 

T rivial as some of the foregoing details may appear in isolation, they 
10 "Tableau des dettes du Chev. de Gentz"'; "Sommcs r~ues," Gentz to (Lcbzel

tern?) October 30, 1830; Lcbzeltern to Menemich, November 1, 1830; Gentz to [Lcb
zcltern?). November 7, 183o; receipt signed by Gentz, November 8, 1830; Gem:t to 
[Lcbzeltern?], October 27, 1831; Lcbzellern to Gentz, October 28, 1831; receipt, April30, 
1832; Gentz to (Lcbzeltern?), April 26, 1832; all in the Staats·Archiv, Vienna, Interiora, 
105· 

u Tagcbiichn-, 5:216, 217, 234, 237, 270; Fournier, "Gentz," in Dcr Fricdc, 3:490; 
Fournier, Gentz und Wcuenbcrg, r36-137, 141, 143-144· 

uragebiieht:r, s:216, 239· 
a Prokcsch, Tagebiicht:r, 58. 
"Tagcbiicht:r, 5:3o-32, 37· 
"'Gentz to Tenenborn, April 19, 1830, S.A., Vienna, lnteriora, (61) 105; Tagebiicht:r, 

5:189. In connection with the earlier history of the controversy between Baden and Bavaria, 
see Nesselrode, uttrt:t et papitrt, 5:247; Webster, Castlt:rt:aglz, 2:1 17, 171, 178- 179i 
Gt:ntz attx hospodarr, 1 :231-232; Zwicdineck-Siidenhorst, Dtzttsch~: Geschicht~:, 2:8-9; 
Stern, Geschichtc Europas, 1 :292-293; Brit:'/e von tmd an Gentz, vol. 3, pt. r, pp. 352-354. 

,.Constantin Erbprin:t :tu LOwenstein to Gentz, August 29, 1830, S.A., Vienna, In· 
teriora, (61) 105; Prokesch, Tagt:btidzn-, u6; Nassau to Gentz, May 17, 183r, S.A., 
Vienna, Interiora, (61) 105; Tag~:bticher, 5:336. 

11 Gentz to[?], May 12, 1832, and other correspondence relating to the same subject 
may be found in the Staats-Archiv, Vienoa, lnteriora, 105. 
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acquire a real significance when viewed cumulatively in their relation 
to the change that took place in Gentz after 1828. His real loyalty to 
Menernich and Austrian official policy dated from the time in 1817 
wben he began to enjoy economic security; once that security was de
stroyed, his sense of obligation to Metternich and to Austrian policy 
vanished. 

Fortunately his chronic state of financial crisis did not overwhelm 
Gentz. H e still possessed the astounding resiliency that had served him 
so frequently and so well before. Jolted out of the rut of complacent 
service to the cause of conservatism, he rose superior to the influence 
of his pious, obscurantist friends; 18 he freed himself from the old wid
ower's illusion that his own comiort was of supreme importance; he 
stood forth a man in the full sense of the word. 

Gentz was an earthy man. He liked food, women, soft beds. H e 
liked work and power. Often to be found skirting around the fringes 
of religion, he was never religious in the sectarian sense. He was afraid 
of death because he loved life. To God he might have turned as a last 
resort, but the world never failed him that badly. 

So it was in 1828. With bankruptcy staring him in the face, he looked 
out upon the world and found it good. For the first time in years his 
physical ailments vanished; he felt fine. F or the first time in years he 
became sentimentally excited about a woman, Princess Louise Schoen
burg; and he spent a week writing her a letter.1° From the date of his 
infatuation with Louise Schoenburg, some woman almost continuously 
absorbed Gentz's attention; that is, from his sixty-fourth to his sixty
eighth year. " In old age women are the best and the last resort," he noted 
with satisfaction.20 

Gentz had had wide experience with women from all social classes, 
but be had never been dependent upon women in any spiritual sense. 
Women were occasional instruments that administered to his physical 
needs or his social ambitions, and only exceptionally did he feel any 
obligation for such services. Devoid of all prudishness, Gentz recorded 
his little adventures in a matter-of-fact tone that horrified his readers 
when, years later, the diaries were printed for a world that had come 
to make a fetish of the unmentionable.21 Once in a while illegitimate 

11 Eugeo Guglia, "Neue Bride von Gentz," in the Deutsche Rundschau, 70 (1892):170. 
"Tagtbiicht:r, 4:388-390, 393, 395-396, 405; Gentz to Alfred Schoenburg, June 2, 

1828, S.A., Vienna, loteriora, 95· 
.., Gentz ro Wallmoden, December 11, 1829 (copy), in the Staatsbibliothek, Berlin, 

Varnhagen Nachlass. 
"'Andlaw, Mt:in Tagebuch, 1 :26o-261. 

l 
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and even the emperor expressed his annoyance. Gentz lived to see him
self cold-shouldered in many of the aristocratic houses where for so long 
he had been at home. With time his relations with Fanny underwent 
a subtle change, and people remarked that she was playing fast and 
loose with him. There was an element of truth in this, but Gentz re
tained until the end the Limited kind of devotion which, he was wise 
enough to know, was all that he could well ask of the full-blooded 
creature to whom he had given himself heart and soul. 

Every lover is supposed to stand in need of a confidant, and Gentz 
had several. Chief among them was Anton Prokesch-Osten, a young 
man still in his thirties, to whom Gentz became very much attached. 
No other friend save Adam Muller ever became so intimate with 
Gentz as Prokesch. At once scholarly and sociable, literary and prac
tical, Prokesch had first come to the fore as the protege of the powerful 
Schwarzenberg family. This in itself was sufficient cause for Prokesch 
to be viewed askance by Metternich and his henchmen; but in addition 
Prokesch consorted at Vienna with liberal and "arty" people like Grill- 1 
parzer and Franz Schubert, and declared himself committed to work 
all his life for the downfall of despotism.80 When, during the Greek 
revolt, he got himself sent to the Near East as a sort of news-gatherer 
extraordinary, he was opposed, on obvious grounds, by both Gentz and 
Metternicb; but he performed his task with such remarkable efficiency 
that be won both the admiration of Gentz and the support of Metter
nich.u 

When after several years Prokesch returned to Vienna, he became 
intimate with Gemz at once. He fostered Gentz's new-found delight 
in lyric poetry, particularly in that of H eine, and be strengthened Gentz 
in the unpopular stand he was taking on political issues of the day. 
"You have given me the courage," Gentz wrote in gratitude, "to grasp 
and hold fast to the joys of life that fate still offers me." Prokesch re
tained for G~ntz the highest regard, published many of his papers post
humously, and in his diary paid him the noblest of tributes: "The man 
whom I respected most among the living was a person of many weak
nesses: Gentz. He was a man!" 32 

Prokesch had interested himself in the Duke of Reichstadt; he be

.. Friedrich Engcl·J:tnosi, "Die Jugcnd des Grafcn Anton Prokesch·Ostcn," in Mitteil
tmgen des lnrtitwr fiir oesterreichirche Geschicllufortehung, 49 { 1935) :428. 

"'Briefe von uno an Gentz, vol. 3· pt. 2, pp. 92~3. 225, 289-292; Gentz to Metternich, 
December 31, 1826, S.A., Vienna, lmcriora, 105; Prokcsch, Tagebiicller, 14. 

a Prokesch, NacMars des Grafen Prokescll: Briefrvullrel mit Gentz ttnd Meturnicll, 
1 :368; Prokescb, Togebficller, 173. 
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PERSONAL FACTORS conditioned in decisive fashion Gentz's at

titude toward public affairs between the outbreak of the R usso

T urkish War in 1828 and his death in 1832. The disintegration of the 

financial arrangements that had given him economic security in Aus

tria for a decade reduced his stake in the conservative system and fos

tered in him a critical attitude toward the things Metternich stood for; 

the liaison with Fanny Eissler broke his social ties with many of the 

fashionable aristocratic houses, whose point of view he had largely re

Aected; the inAuence of Prokesch gave him the courage to speak out in 

pronounced opposition to the policies of his chief and of his govern

ment. 
Gentz's leftward swing did not occur suddenly. It was rather a vague 

shift, which expressed itself in sometimes irascible objection to certain 

specific policies. The position at which he arrived by the year of his 

death lacked the dogmatic consistency of his earlier conservatism; never

theless it had a basic, though somewhat elastic, principle. This principle 

was that an intransigeant maintenance of the old order had become a 

practical impossibility; the moment had come for the forces of conser

vatism to retire in good order and take their stand anew, but on a dif

ferent front. 
In a letter among the most widely quoted of the thousands he wrote, 

Gentz gave eloquent expression to his drift toward a position of re- \ 

signed acceptance of the new political order. The letter was written in 

September, 1828, to Frau von H elvig- the Amalie Imhof o( his younger 

days- who had broken a long silence to remonstrate with him about 

the stand he had been taking on public questions. Gentz's reply was 

written approximately when his financial affairs were approaching the 

first of those crises which marked his last years. "World history," he 

wrote, "is an eternal transition from the old to the new. In the continu-

ous rotation of things everything destroys itself, and the fruit that has 
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grown to ripeness detaches itself &om the plant that brought it forth. 
Side by side with the great and, in the long run, ever preponderating 
number of those who are working for the new, there must necessarily 
be a smaller number that seek, with moderation and purpose, to uphold 
the old order; this rotation will lead to the rapid downfall of every
thing existing." For himself, he had long ago felt called, "by virtue of 
the talents and means" with which nature had endowed him, to be a 
"defender of the old and an opponent of innovations." But all the time 
he knew that "the spiri t of the age would in the end remain the more 
powerful." Despite the inevitability of ultimate defeat, however, he did 
not propose to shift his ground, for "only a bad soldier leaves his colors.• 

The same note of resignation is evident in a letter wri tten a few 
months later to Varnhagen. "Perhaps I should have done better," he 
confessed, "not to leave my earlier career [of journalist]; fate threw 
me into another career whose illusions indemnified me for a time. 
Whatever I may think of that now, I have chosen my course, and must, 
with the consciousness of the incompleteness of that experiment, even 
wish to be forgotten as a writer." 2 

A decided change, more in mood than in ideas, is apparent in these 
letters to Frau von Helvig and Varnhagen. No longer did the soldier 
really enjoy the fight, and though Gentz was still loyal to his chief, he 
had begun to question his leadership. The record shows that during 
1828 Gentz became more or less openly critical of Menernich; he felt 
particularly that Austria was not making sufficient efforts to bring Lon
don into open opposition to St. Petersburg during the Russo-Turkish 
campaign of 1828.' 

The Russian government fortunately "arrived at the conclusion that 
the fa ll of the Turkish Empire would create more problems than it 
solved," and Gentz had to acknowledge that the Peace of Adrianople, 
which ended the war, was "the greatest luck that Europe could experi
ence." • For about a year from the time when he perceived that the war 
would not turn out badly, Gentz was periodically his old conservative 
self. He rejoiced at the ascendancy of the ultras in France, deplored 
every tendency to make concessions ro the liberals, and consoled him-

' Schlesier, Schri/tm von Cent::, .5:3 1!r322. 
1 /bid., I :275. 
1 Mnltznhn to Bernstorf!, June 29, 1828, G.S.A., Berlio, Rep. 81, Wien I, no. 1393, 

Secret Correspondence; Bnefe von tmd 011 Gentz, vol. 3. pt. 2, pp. 317- 318; Gentz to 
Strangford, July 5· 1828, S.A., Vienna, Nachlass Gent:r., 23. 

' Cambridtt History of British For~ign Policy, 2:102-103; Gene: to Otten(cls October 
1 4• 18:19, in Prokesch, Zur Cuchicht~ d" orientalischen Frage: Bn't/e a us dem Nachlaue 
Friednch1 von Gentz, 193- 197. See also Knuter, Ollenfelt, 2.52. 
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self with the thought that the "unavoidable new explosions" that were 
bound to occur in the world would find him dead and buried.5 

Upon other occasions, however, he strayed ofT the conservative res
ervation and appeared to have moved into the camp of Mr. Jeremy 
~entham, the English "radical." Gentz's views on the future organiza
tJon of the Greek government will illustrate the point. An assortment 
of candidates were interested in :.tcqui ring the crown of Greece. Prince 
Philip of Hesse, an Austrian general who had been endorsed by Eng
land, asked Gentz's advice, and subsequently, in a letter Gentz wrote 
for him, announced the withdrawal of his candidacy.8 Prokesch could 
not understand why Gentz had not encouraged Philip to go after the 
crown, and he wrote as much to Gentz. This led Gentz in January, 
1830, to make the following observations: "I find it not only deplorable 
but highly ridiculous ... that they want to name a German prince as 
sovereign over Greece .... Consider the single matter of religion .... 
Why a prina? Why a sov~eign? Greece is cut out to be a republic, /{ 
because of its geographical situation, because of its physical construc-
tion, the character of its inhabitants, its present poverty, and because of 
all its antecedents; a constitution like that of Switzerland, with the dif
ference only that a president clothed with almost unlimited power should 
stand at irs head, is what I call a Greek government; and if the presi
dent could be a man like Mavrocordato or Trikoupes, there would re
main for me nothing further to wish." 1 Gentz may have hoped that 
with Mavrocordato as president of Greece he could utilize his old friend-
ship to establish with him a relationship as advantageous as his former 
connection with the hospodars of Wallachia. But quite apart &om this 
possibility, his recommendation for the fu ture Greek government evi
dences the greater elasticity with which, in his last years, he interpreted 
the fundamental canons of his political thought. 

Not until the July revolution in France, however, did Gentz directly 
oppose the policies of his chief. As late as June 13, 1830, he told Metter
nich that the wise course for Austria was "persistence in the system 
which we have followed in the last years." 8 But though he might still 
pay lip service to the old system, he was no longer the important cog in 
its operation that he once had been. The easy familiarity with Metter-

• Brie/t von Cent:; an Ptlat, l:l6l, l67, l7 1; Aut dem Nachla11e von Gentz, 1: 105-106; 
G~ntz to Wallmoden, December 1 1, 1829, in the Staat.sbibliothek, Berlin, Varnbagen 
Nachlass. 

• Tagtbiieher, 5: 1 r5; Crawley, Creek lndt~ndtnce, 175. 
1 Prokesch, Nachlass rlu Crafm ProkNch: BriefwuhJd mit Cmtz tmd Menernic!., 

1 :Jl.5-J:16. 
• Brie/e von unrJ an Gentz, vol. J, pt. l, pp. 346-347. 
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nich, which similarity of views and congeniality of taste had brought 
into existence, was giving way to a rather tense friendliness; and no 
longer did he compose a large share of the official papers. 

Gentz had greeted with joy the advent to power in France of the 
ultraconservative Polignac; but by June, t83o, he was criticizing Poli
gnac's policies. When the revolution broke out in July he attributed 
it squarely tO the foolha rdy policy of the French ministry. A personal 
acquaintance and admirer of Louis Philippe, whom he had frequently 
eulogized, Gentz felt incapable of displaying the proper horror over 
what had taken place west of the Rhine. H e fell into arguments with 
Sedlnitzky, the ultraconservative minister of police, whose influence over 
Metternich he greatly feared; and he told Prokesch that he wished Sedl
nitzky would break his neck.0 

After England and Prussia had recognized the Orleans monarchy, 
there was at first nothing for Austria to do but to recognize it likewise, 
and on September 8, in a letter to Louis Philippe, written by Geqtz, 
Emperor Francis announced his decision "not to intervene in the in
ternal troubles of France." In spite of this conciliatory act and in spite 
of his confidence in the peaceful intentions of Metternich and Kolow
rat- the two most powerful officials in the monarchy - Gentz was 
alarmed about the possibilitie.s of war. To Prokesch he declared that the 
constitutional principle could no longer be held in check by the old 
concert-of-Europe methods; and he defended Louis Philippe as at least 
the representative of the monarchial idea. Louis Philippe and his fol
lowing were not so consequent in their logic, Gemz admitted, as either 
the radicals or the ultras; but he was no longer particular about fault
lessly logical political positions.10 

Illustrative of Gentz's lack of any consistent, doctrinaire point of 
departure in forming political judgments at this period is his attitude 
toward the revolt in Belgium. There was no compelling reason why 
his reaction to the events in Belgium should not have been fairly simi
lar to his reaction to the revolution in France. Yet such was not the 
case. "Force alone must subdue the Bdgians," he declared. "All together 
they are not worth a shot of powder; and yet powder alone can bring 
them to reason." When, a few days later, Prokesch wrote that the con
stitutional principle was bound to have its day, G entz declared that he 

• Bri4~ von Gent:a a11 Pilat, 2:~67, 292; Viktor Bib!, M~lt~rnich in nmer Bele!u:ht1mg 
(Vienna. 1918), 31; Lord Cowley, Diary and Correspondence, 179, •85-186; Brre/e von 
und an Gent:;. vol. 3, pl. 1, p. 345; Tagebucher, 5:199; Prokesch, Tagebilchu, 44· 

~~> Tagebtlcher, 5:207; Mcucrnich and Klinkowstrom, Meucrnich's .. nachgelasun~ Pa· 
piere, s:3o; A us dem NachltJJse von Gent:;, I : I 46; Prokescb, Tagebucher, 45· 49· 51; 
Brie/e von Gent:; an Pilat, 1:303-304. 
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thought so too and was glad to find someone in Vienna who agreed 
with him. One can only conclude that though there were moments in 
the last months of 1830 when Gentz's insight was profound, he actually 
was quite bewildered by the rapid movement of events and knew not 
where to turn. H e could point out that the only real cause for fea r was 
the "incurable misery of the lower classes of the people"; but since he 
assumed fatalistically that the misery was incurable, and in fact spoke 
out against reform in Austria "on account of the impossibility of carry
ing it through," 11 he might just as well have been blind to the existence 
of suffering. 

Perhaps because he had no Ltuly fixed ideas on anything, Gentz for 
a time in 1830 was on good terms with Metternich; in October he wrote 
that Metternich had become almost more friendly and considerate toward 
him than he had ever been. An exceedingly vocal war party in Vienna, 
however, had by December brought Metternich almost completely over 
to -their side.12 That was incentive enough for Gentz to take a positive 
stand on a major issue once more, and with great energy he espoused 
the side opposite his chief. 

There is much below the surface in this difference of opinion on 
policy. Gentz's loyalties, no less than his ideas, had been undergoing a 
gradual reorientation. He was no longer Metternich's man except in a 
perfunctory sense, but the break did not come suddenly, and it was 
never complete. Until the end Gentz occupied almost the position of a 
member of the family in the Metternich household. But since 1828 he 
had carried on an undercover correspondence with Kolowrat, minister 
of the interior and Menernich's arch enemy in the government.11 H e 
consorted on congenial terms with Wessenberg and other men of mod
erate and sometimes liberal opinions, while his relations with his old 
conservative cronies were strained and uncomfortable. H e repaid the 
Rothschilds for their consmm generosity by pushing their political views 
with far greater enthusiasm and sincerity than he could find for Met
ternich's policies. It was typical that the Rothschilds and Gentz should 
be strong for peace, but that Meuernich should be inclined toward war. 

Metternich was obsessed with the idea that all revolutions resulted 
from the machinations of a network of secret societies, and si nce he had 

u Ibid., 307, 320; Prokcsch, Nachlau dn Grafen Prol{uch: Bri~/tvcchscl mit Gent: 
und M~ucrnich, 1:398, 400; Prokcsch. Ta1~biicher, 10. . 

u Briefe von Gentz on Ptlot, 1:316; Prokcsch, Nachlau dn Graftn Prol{uch: Bn~f· 
wechscl mit Gent:; und Mtllernich, 1 :396; Eckard t, Gwt::: Staaluchriftcn ttnd Briefe, 
2:289; Kiibcck, Tag~bii(her, vol. 1, pl. 2, p. 302. . 

u Prokescb, z,, Gctchichte der orientalischtn Frof~: Briefe atu dem Nachlasse Fritd· 
richt von Gent:;, 173-175· 
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come to thjok himself as the personification of the established order, 

he looked upon revolution, wherever it might occur, as a personal at~ 

tack upon rumsdf. The outbreak of revolution in Poland, following 

upon the heels of the events in F rance and Belgium, made rum par~ 

ticularly susceptible to the suggestion that the time had come for the 

conservative forces of Europe to pool their resources once more against 

F rance, the breeder of revolutionary ideas. H e was unable, however, to 

repress a certain Schad~nfr~ud~ at the discomfiture the Poles were cau~ 

ing R ussia.H Leadjng advocates of a French war were Alfred Schoen

burg, the Austrian representative at Stuttgart, who had come to Vienna 

to agitate with all his might/' and Count Senfft, the Austrian repre

sentative at Turin, who was soon recalled because of excessive ultra

royalism and placed in Meuernich's intimate circle as an additional 

plague to Gentz.10 

Gentz made no secret of his disgust at the failure of the die-hards to 

recognize the fact t hat Europe was facing "new forms, new combi

nations, new doctrines," which in some fashion would have to be ac~ 

cepted. T o sympathetic friends like the Rothschilds he declared: "T here 

is at trus moment absolutely no political complication that could not 

be amicably settled without difficulty. T he danger of war lies not in 

tl1ings, but in m~n - in the hatred of a few great cabinets toward the 

system of government produced by the last revolution in France, in the 

insensate desire of some ministers to display this hatred at every oppor

turuty, in the vain threats, in the publicly advertised preparations for 

war ... wherewith one presumes to imprns or to frighun France." 17 

Through the extraordinary efficient connections the Rothschilds 

maintained with the various foreign offices, Gentz sought on his own 

responsibility to counteract the influence of the Austrian warmongers. 

H e tried particularly to gain the ear of his old friend Louis Philippe. 

O n December 9, for example, after stressing the harm the newspapers 

were doing by spreading rumors about the increase in armaments, he re

quested that the matter be called to the attention of Louis Philippe "with 

all the precautions that the delicacy of my personal posicion exacts." 18 

By the middle of February, although he reasoned to the contrary in 

u Prokescb, Nachlau du Grafm Pro/cuch: Bri4w~chsd mil Gmtz und M~turnich, 

1 :40J; Srbik, Mm~rnich, 1 :653. 
Prokesch, Tag~biich~r. 66; Prokesch, Nachlau d~s Grafm Pro/cesc/1; Bri(/w~chul 

mit c~nt: und Mnurnich, 1 :407-408; Tag~buch~r. 5:239. 
"Alii d~m NadrlaJSe von Gentz, 1 :164-165; Malwhn lO Frederick W1lliam Ill, Sep

tember u, 1830, C.S.A., Berlin, Rep. 81, Wien I , no. 14 1a, Sc:erel Correspondence; 

Fournier, G~nlt und IVnunb~r,, •45· 
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his reports to the Rothschilds, Gentz thought war was unavoidable· 

and his fears were fully shared by Kubeck, an increasingly influenuai 

Austrian official, who viewed affairs in much the same light as Gentz 

djd at this period. Gentz's temper became more and more irascible. H e 

had disputes with Meuerruch, with Metternich's bride, with Alfred 

Schoenburg, with Winclischgraetz. In Vienna the news was bruited 

about that Gentz had "become a revolutionary.'' When Gentz heard 

that Schoenburg, long an intimate friend, was among those who gave 

credence to such rumors, he was angry enough to break formally with 

Viennese society. H e invited Schoenburg, along with two "of the best 

representatives of rhe Good Cause," P rince Reuss and General Vieth, to 

hear him explain himself; but whether or not he convinced his friends 

that he was no revolutionary, it is certain that he did not change his 

ways. He continued to carry on acrimonious arguments with Metter~ 

njch, and since he found little sympathy for his own point of view, he 

became more than ever disgusted with politics. "T he old phraseology 

with which our dispatches are filled irks me more every clay," he wrote 

to Wessenberg. "I wish that we could press forward on a line of inde

pendence as much as our posicion in the middle of the continent allows, 

and that we bothered much less than heretofore about how the wind 

blows fro m Petersburg, Berlin, and even from London. I believe that 

today we should arrive at a solid basis of peace far more easily and 

qujckly by means of a close and sensible agreement with Paris .. . 

than by means of all triple, quadruple, and qujntuple arrangements." •• 

The difficulties between Austria and France were not decreased by 

the revolutions which in the early part of 183r broke out in Italy. F rance, 

understandably enough, was unwilling for Austria to arrogate to her~ 

self the right of regulating Italian affairs forever. By May, however, the 

relations between the two countries had become less tense. Austrian 

finances were in no condition to bear the strain of war, and Archduke 

Carl emerged from his retirement for a brief moment to speak some 

powerful words for peace. The situation had been materially eased also 

by the fact that in March, Casimir Perier had become bead of the 

French ministry. As a measure to restore the confidence of the two 

powers in their mutually pacific intentions, Perier broached the idea 

of doing something to promote disarmament. Meuernich gave the pr~ 

"Ibid., 172; Prokesch, Tag~biicher, 83-84; Kiibeck, Tagebricht:r, vol. '• pt. 2, p. 331; 
Tagebiit:lrer, 5:268, 271,274, 280, 189; Meuernich and Klinkownrom, Meturnich's naclr
gdassene Pap1~re. 5:95; Centz to Sehoeoburg, March 15, 1831, S.A., Vienna, lnleriora, 
95; Prokcsch, NochlaJS des Graf~n ProJcesch: Bri4wechsel mit G~ntt rmd /lf~uernich, 2:1 4; 
Fournier, "Gentz," in Der Frid~. 3:490. 
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things should appear in the Prussian dispatches, for the sole purpose of 
mystifying Gentz.u 

Gentz, having taken his line, stuck to it. To the sturdy Wessenberg, 
always a willing listener to criticism of Metterruch, he stormed: "Mis
trust of everybody, spying on trusted friends, and the opening of all 
letters without exception has reached a point here which cannot be du
plicated in all tbe history of the secret police . . . . Every expression of 
opinion that by the widest stretch of the imagination smacks of devia
tion from the 'correct' is damned and treated with incomparable intoler
ance. Every day I have to be the unhappy witness to the conversations 
and diatribes caused by the intercepted leners, in which Count Sedlnit
zky and others whom I do not want to name play the chief roles. I 
myself am frequently charged with lax purism and too much indepen
dence, though not yet (like you) with pronounced liberalism; but I am 
so little bothered by these accusations that I never suppress a truth, or 
what I believe to be a truth, and I often get involved in the most furi
ous debates with the prince personally." 23 

T he record shows that these assertions were not exaggerated. Of 
Metternich's Italian policy Gentz was a sharp critic. H e hoped that the 
powers would insist on the restoration to the Poles of the constitution 
granted them in r815f H e supported Wessenberg and Esterhazy, who 
had made themselves very unpopular in Vienna because of the way 
they had conducted the Austrian end of the negotiation at London on 
the Belgian situation. He combated the devious course that Metternich 
was pursuing in Germany, where the ground was being prepared for a 
further extension of the Karlsbad decrees. Gentz could find no hope in 
additional measures against representative constitutions and freedom of 
the press in Germany. The policy that Austria should undertake, he 
declared, was a policy that would improve conditions among the com
mon people.2

' 

T his sudden interest in the general welfare was the outgrowth of 
fear that a social conflict was impending: "T he possibility of an upris
ing of the lower classes against the upper classes, of the poor against 
the rich, that is the danger which hovers over us," he wrote in Janu-

., Metternich and Klinkowstrom, M~ll"nich's nachgdasst:nt: Papi"~• 5:97, 101-105, 
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